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Notice to readers 
I 
This annual index is intended as a guide for tracing information published in 1977 in the Bulletin of the European 
Communities or in the Eleventh General Report on the Activities of the European Communities in 1977. 
The index is based on key expressions which appear in the documents and give an indication of the various 
subjects covered. 
Each key expression can be traced through any of its main words. 
The key expression is followed by a reference composed of four elements: 
-the document type (B for the Bulletin and R for the General Report); 
-the year of publication; 
-the number of the issue in the year in question (00 for the General Report and 07 for the Bulletin 7/8); 
-the number of the section to which the key expression relates. 
When a key expression mentions an action taken by a Community institution or body, a code preceding the 
reference in question indicates the body responsible for taking that action: 
-European Parliament ...................................... P 
-Commission of the European Communities .................. C 
-Economic and Social Committee ............................ S 
-European Council .......................................... L 
- ECSC Consultative Committee . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A 
This index, which is intended as an aid to users of the Bulletin and the General Report, was compiled by a 
specialized firm. Responsibility for selection ofthe key words which make up the index is the compiler's, not 
the Commission's. 
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List of abbreviations 
ACP African, Caribbean and Pacific countries EDF European Development Fund 
ACPM Advisory Committee on Programme EEC European Economic Community 
Management EFTA European Free Trade Association 
ADB Asian Development Bank EMS European Monetary System 
ASEAN Association of South-East Asian Nations EP European Parliament 
ATC Air traffic control ERDC European Research and Development CAB El Centrai-American Bank for Economic Committee 
Integration ERDF European Regional Development Fund CBR Community Bureau of Reference 
ESARDA European Safeguards Research and CCT Common Customs Tariff (EEC) Development Association 
CEC Commission of the European ESC Economic and Social Committee Communities 
ESCAP Economic and Social Commission for Asia CEME Conference Europeenne des Ministres de and the Pacific (UN) !'Education (European Conference of 
EST I European Solar Testing Installation Ministers of Transport) 
CIEC Conference on International Economic EUA European unit of account 
Cooperation Euronet European (information) network for 
CIRCE Centre d'information et de recherche science and technology 
documentaire des Communautes Eurostat Statistical Office ofthe European 
europeennes Communities 
CJ Court of Justice FAO Food and Agriculture Organization (UN) 
CMEA Council for Mutual Economic Assistance FAST Forecasting and assessment in the field of 
(Comecon) science and technology 
COST European cooperation in the field of FADN Farm accountancy data network (EEC) 
scientific and technical research FIDE Federation internationale pour le droit 
CREST Comite de la recherche scientifique et europeen (International Federation for 
technique (Scientific and Technical European Law) 
Research Committee) GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
csc International Convention for Safe GDP Gross domestic product Containers GNP Gross national product CSCE Conference on Security and Cooperation 
in Europe GSP Generalized system of preferences 
DISC Domestic international sales corporation GWe Gigawatt (electric) 
DOM Departement(s) d'outre-mer (French I AEA International Atomic Energy Agency (UN) 
overseas department(s) lATA International Air Transport Association 
EAGGF European Agricultural Guidance and IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and 
Guarantee Fund Development (UN) 
EC European Community/Communities ICRISAT International Crops Research Institute for 
ECA European Cooperation Association the Semi-Arid Tropics 
ECE Economic Commission for Europe ICRP International Commission for Radiation 
ECMT European Conference of Ministers of Protection 
Transport lOA International Development Association 
ECOSOC Economic and Social Council (of the IDB (IADB) lnter-American Development Bank 
United Nations) lEA International Energy Agency (OECD) 
ECU European currency unit ILO International Labour Organization (UN) 
IV 
I MCO 
IMF 
IRRI 
JET 
JRC 
LAEO 
LAES 
MCA 
MFA 
MTN 
NAFO 
NASA 
NEA 
NEAFC 
NGO 
NRC 
OCT 
OECD 
PVD 
SDR 
SEDOC 
Inter-Governmental Maritime 
Consultative Organization (UN) 
International Monetary Fund 
International Rice Research Institute 
Joint European Torus 
Joint Research Centre 
Latin-American Energy Organization 
Latin-American Economic System 
Monetary compensatory amount(s) 
Multifibre Agreement (international 
arrangement for the textile trade) 
Multilateral trade negotiations 
North Atlantic Fisheries Organization 
National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (USA) 
Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD) 
North-East Atlantic Fisheries Convention 
Non-governmental organization 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USA) 
Overseas countries and territories 
Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development 
Pays en voie de developpement 
(developing country/countries) 
Special drawing right(s) 
Systeme europeen de diffusion des offres 
et des demandes d'emploi enregistrees en 
compensation internationale (European 
international vacancy clearing system) 
SME Small and medium enterprises 
Stabex Stability in export revenue (Lome 
Convention) 
TARIC Tarif douanier integra des Communautes 
europeennes 
TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act (USA) 
u.a. Unit of account 
UCME Unite de compte monetaire europeenne 
(European unit of account used for 
transactions of the European Monetary 
Cooperation Fund (EMCF) until December 
1978) 
UNCTAD United Nations Conference ofTrade and 
Development 
UNDP United Nations development programme 
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization 
UN ICE Union des industries de la Communaute 
europeenne (Union of European 
Community Industries) 
UNIDO United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization 
UN I PEDE Union internationale des producteurs et 
distributeurs d'energie electrique 
(International Union of Producers and 
Distributors of Electric Power) 
VAT Value-added tax 
WHO World Health Organization (UN) 
WIPO World Intellectual Property Organization 
(UN) 
V 

A 
Accession 
-see Accession negotiations with Greece BXX00-
26 
Accession negotiations with Greece 
-Accession negotiations with Greece R7700-453 ; 
B7701-2201 ; B7702-2201 ; B7703-2201 ; B7704-
2201 ; B7705-2201 ; B7706-2201 ; B7707-2201 ; 
B7709-2202; B7710-2203; B7711-2201; B7712-
2201 ; B7712-2202 
-Examination of Community secondary 
legislation in connection with the accession 
negotiations with Greece Reports C B7703-2202 ; 
B7702-2202 ; B7704-2202 ; B7705-2202 ; B7706-
2202 ; B7707-2202 ; B7709-2203 ; B7711-2202 ; 
B7712-2203 
- Recommendation by the EEC-Greece 
Association Joint Parliamentary Committee 
Resolution P B7703-2249 
Accounts, group 
-Group accounts within the framework of 
company law Opmion S B7702-2358 
ACP 
-Accession of Cape Verde to the Lome 
Convention B7707-2257 
-Accession of Jibuti to the Lome Convention 
B7712-2255 
- Agreements on guaranteed prices for sugar 
originating in the ACP B7705-2153; B7705-2246 
-Application from Jibuti for accession to the 
Lome Convention B7707-2256 
-Derogation from the concept of originating 
products in favour of Malawi and Kenya 
Regulations L B7706-2137 
-Derogation from the rules of origin for certain 
products originating in Mauritius Regulations 
L B7712-2140 
- EEC-ACP Committee of Ambassadors B7711-
2265 
- EIB loan to Cameroon for the financing of 
factories B7712-23102 
- EIB loan to Kenya for the expansion of a cement 
works B7705-2380 
- EIB loan to Kenya for the financing of a sugar 
factory B7709-2357 
- EIB loan to Malawi for the development of a 
sugar plantation B7704-2377 
- EIB loan to Mauritius for small and medium-
sized undertakings B7709-2358 
- EIB loan to Rwanda for financing a tin foundry 
B7712-23105 
- EIB loan to Tanzania for a canvas mill B7712-
23106 
- EIB loan to Tanzania to provide assistance to 
industrial development B7703-2390 
- EIB loan to the Caribbean for industrial initiatives 
B7711-2375 
- EIB loan to the Ivory Coast for electricity supply 
B7712-2310 
- EIB loan to the Ivory Coast for industrial projects 
B7703-2391 
- EIB loan to the Ivory Coast to help finance a 
coconut factory B7712-23104 
- EIB loan to Zaire for financing a cement works 
B7711-2378 
- EIB loan with interest rate subsidy to Kenya for 
the financing of a chemical factory B7707-2399 
-Export stabilization system under the Lome 
Convention B7710-2260 
-Financing dec:sions within the framework of the 
4th EDF B7701-2238; Decision C B7702-2247; 
B7703-2253 ; B7705-2249 ; B7706-2263 ; 
Dec1sions C B7707-2262 ; B7709-2234 ; B7709-
2235; B7710-2261 ; Decision CB7711-2268; 
Decis1on C B7712-2261 
- Freedom of establishment of a lawyer, a national 
of an ACP State Case 3-77 B7701-2324; Case 65-
77 B7705-2356 ; Case 65-77 B7711-2347 ; Case 3-
77 B7706-2358 
- Implementation of the Stabex system in favour 
of the ACP and OCT R7700-539 ; Regulation 
L B7711-2136; RegulatiOn L B7711-2266 
- Import arrangements for beef and veal 
originating in the ACP Decision C B7707-2259 ; 
B7711-2173 
-Indicative programme of financial and technical 
cooperation within the framework of the Lome 
Convention B7705-2248 
- Information seminar on the system of 
generalized tariff preferences in Bolivia and Peru 
B7712-2215 
-Management of financial and technical 
cooperation in 1976 within the Lome Convention 
Report C B7703-2252 , B7704-2264 
- Meeting of the EEC-ACP Council of Ministers 
R7700-535 ; B7704-2261 
-Meeting of the Industrial Cooperation 
Committee B7705-2247 ; B7702-2244 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee of the EEC-ACP 
Consultative Assembly B7706-2261 ; B7711-2264 
- Multiannual training programmes within the 
framework of the EDF B7707-2260 
-Official visits to the Commission by the 
Presidents of Zambia and Botswana B7706-2257 
- Official visit to Botswana, Lesotho and 
Cameroon by a Member of the Commission 
B7703-2250 
- see Lome Convention BXX00-22 
-Seminar on deep-sea mining B7702-2210 
-Statement by the Council on the situation in 
Uganda B7706-2259 
- State of the ratifications within the Lome 
Convention R7700-537 ; B9999-99999 
-Trade arrangements with the ACP countries 
R7700-538 ; B7711-2267 
-Training programme in favour of the ACP 
countries B7712-2258 
-Transfers under Stabex in favour of the ACP 
B7702-2245 ; Dec1sion C B7704-2262 ; B7705-
2245 ; Decision C B7707-2258 ; Decision C B7712-
2256 
-Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Ivory Coast B7705-2244 
ACP 
ACP Consultative Assembly, EEC 
- Meeting of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly 
87706-2260 
Action programme, education 
-Compilation of a handbook for students to 
promote their mobility 87712-21188 
Action programme on consumer protection 
-Consumer protection in the EEC 87702-2315 
Africa 
-Community policy towards African countries and 
arms supplies 87705-2334 
-Respect of human rights in Southern Africa 
87709-2320 
-Statement by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine on Africa R7700-545 ; 87704-2204 
Agent, commercial 
-Harmonization of legislation on commercial 
agents OpinionS 87711-2358 
Agreement, EEC-Bangladesh 
-Session of the EEC-Bangladesh Agreement Joint 
Committee R7700-560; 87704-2279 
Agreement, EEC-Canada 
-Relations between the Community and Canada 
within the framework of the economic and 
commercial cooperation agreement R7700-547 ; 
87711-2271 ; 87707-2268 ; 87707-2269 
-Visits by Canadian industry representatives to 
certain Member States within the framework of 
the EEC-Canada Cooperation Agreement 87703-
2262 
Agreement, EEC-Finland 
-Protective measures in Finland in respect of the 
import of rubber boots 87702-2250 
Agreement, EEC-India 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee regarding the 
EEC-India Agreement 87711-2274 
-Work of the Joint Cooperation Committee 
relating to the EEC-India Agreement on coir 
products 87701-2225 
Agreement, EEC-Israel 
-Conclusion of an additional protocol and a 
financial protocol to the EEC-Israel Agreement 
Opimon P 87705-2326 
- Rules of origin within the framework of the EEC-
Israel Agreement Regulation L 87707-2129 
-Signature of additional and financial protocols 
between the EEC and Israel R7700-532 ; 87702-
2237 
Agreement, EEC-Lebanon 
- EEC-Lebanon Cooperation Agreement 87702-
2238. OpimonP87710-2315 
-Signature of the EEC-Lebanon Cooperation 
Agreement Decision L 87703-2245 ; 87705-1501 
Agreement, EEC-Pakistan 
- Commercial cooperation with Pakistan R7700-
559 
-Session of the EEC-Pakistan Agreement Joint 
Committee 87704-2278 
Agreement, EEC-Spain 
-Adapting the EEC-Spain Agreement R7700-526 ; 
87705-2242; 87712-2254 
-Meeting of the EEC-Spain Joint Committee 
87709-2231 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of an additional 
protocol to the EEC-Spain Agreement 87704-
2256 
Agreement, EEC-Switzerland 
-Agreement between the EEC, Austria and 
Switzerland relating to Community transit 
Regulation L 87705-2117 ; Regulations L 87706-
2136 
-Meeting of the Joint Committee relating to the 
EEC-Switzerland Clock and Watch Agreement 
87711-2272 
Agreement, EEC-Yugoslavia 
- Meeting of the EEC-Yugoslavia Joint Committee 
87710-2257 ; 87703-2248 
-Meeting of the new EEC-Yugoslavia 
Subcommittee 87705-2243 
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-Work of the EEC-Yugoslavia Subcommittee on 
Industrial and Technological Cooperation 87706-
2256 
Agreement, International Tin 
-Session ofthe International Tin Council R7700-
482; 87701-2216; 87707-2227; 87710-2233 
Agreement, unlawful 
-Abandoning of restrictive practices among 
fertilizer manufacturers 87701-2119 
-Unlawful agreements between paper 
manufacturers Decision C 87709-2121 
Agricultural areas, less-favoured 
-Community list of less-favoured agricultural 
areas 87702-2145 
- Limits of less-favoured agricultural areas in 
Belgium Decision C 87706-21101 
Agricultural income 
-Commission investigations into the incomes of 
workers permanently employed in agriculture 
87704-2133 ; 87706-2364 
- Interpretation of the concept of agricultural 
undertaking Case 85-77 87707-2348 
Agricultural policy, common 
-Abuse of the Community's agricultural market 
regulations Opimon P 87703-2312 
-Adjustment of the system of monetary 
compensatory amounts to fight against 
distortions of competition 87705-2150 
-Application of the common agricultural policy 
regulations in the enlarged Community 87712-
21110 
-Application of the new MCAs 87705-2151 
-Commission report on the situation in 
agriculture Report C 87701-1201 
-Common agricultural policy in the international 
context Opm10n S 87701-2341 
-Employment situation and perspectives in the 
agricultural sector OpinionS 87705-2375 
- Respect of the fundamental mechanisms of the 
agricultural market within the import 
arrangements Opmion P 87704-2312 
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Agricultural policy, common (Continuation) 
-Study of systems for processing data relating to 
agricultural market organizations Decision 
L B7709-2141 
-Symposium on the simplification of agricultural 
regulations B7707-2190 
-Tax provisions specific to Luxembourg 
agriculture Regulation L B7712-21138 
- Use of the EUA in the instruments of the 
common agricultural policy B7710-2151 ; B7711-
2168 
Agricultural price 
-Application of agricultural prices to sugar 
produced in Guadeloupe and Martinique Case 54 
60-76 B7703-2360 
-Developments in farm prices B7705-2315 
-Financial aspects of the fixing of agricultural 
prices for the 1977-78 marketing year B7704-
2157 
Agricultural product 
-Common action to improve the conditions under 
which agricultural products are processed and 
marketed B7702-2136; Regulation L B7702-2134 
-Prohibition of restrictive practices in distribution 
Decision C B7712-2146 
-State of work relating to producer groupings 
OpinionS B7711-2352 ; Resolution L B7702-2137 ; 
B7705-2148 
-Work of the dairy products subgroup within the 
framework of the multilateral trade negotiations 
B7710-2220; B7710-2219 
Agricultural products 
-Sale of agricultural products on board ship 
Regulation L B7712-21119 
Agricultural products, processed 
-see processed agricultural products BXX00-11 
Agricultural products sector, processed 
-Access to the Japanese market of processed 
agricultural products B7707-2271 ; B7702-2253 
Agricultural regulations, simplification of 
-Symposium on the simplification of agricultural 
regulations B7707-2190 
Agricultural research 
-Joint research and research coordination 
programmes in the field of animal leucoses 
B7706-21108 
Agricultural spending 
- Financial aspects of the fixing of agricultural 
prices for the 1977-78 marketing year B7704-
2157 
-Mutual assistance for the recovery of claims in 
the field of agriculture Opinion P B7702-2317 ; 
B7711-2135 
Agricultural structure 
-Common action to improve the conditions under 
which agricultural products are processed and 
marketed B7702-2136; Regulation L B7702-2134 
-Community list of less-favoured agricultural 
areas B7702-2145 
- Exchange rates to be applied in the policy of 
agricultural structures OpinionS B7712-2366 
Agri 
-Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures in Belgium, France and the 
Netherlands Decisions C B7706-21101 
-Implementation ofthe rules relating to farm 
modernization Opinion C B7702-2145 
-Modernization offarms in Italy Amendment 
Dec1s1on L B7704-2167 
- State of work relating to producer groupings 
OpinionS B7711-2352 ; Resolution L B7702-2137 ; 
B7705-2148 
-Survey on the structure offarms Regulation 
L B7712-21129 
-Work relating to the direction of the common 
structural policy in connection with agriculture 
B7709-2154 
Agricultural structure, reform of 
- Implementation ofthe reform of agricultural 
structures Dec1s1ons C Opmion C B7707-2181 ; 
Decisions C B7712-2180; Opm1on C B7712-21128 
-Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures in France, Italy and the United 
Kingdom Decisions C B7703-2176 
-Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures in Italy Opm1on C B7701-2146 
-Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures in the Netherlands Decis1on C B7701-
2146 
- Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures in the Netherlands, Denmark and Italy 
Dec1s1ons C B7704-2168 
Agricultural structures, reform of 
-Commission report concerning the reform of 
agricultural structures B7711-2178 
-Common action in the field of agricultural 
structures R7700-310; 87711-2179 
-Interpretation ofthe concept of agricultural 
undertaking Case 85-77 B7707-2348 
-Limits of less-favoured agricultural areas in 
Belgium Decision C B7706-211 01 
- Modernization offarms in Denmark Opmion 
c B7705-2160 
-Survey on the structure of farms Regulation 
L B7712-21129 
Agricultural worker 
-Community safety week in agriculture 87705-
2134 
-Study on the employment situation in 
agriculture OpinionS B7705-2377 
Agriculture, Committee for 
- Developments of the OECD Member 
States' agricultural policies (OECD Committee for 
Agriculture) B7703-3337; B7712-2245 
Agriculture, Mediterranean 
-Development of the Mediterranean regions and 
measures in the agricultural sector B7707-2252 ; 
Notification C B7712-1301 ; B7712-21106 
- Effects of the Mediterranean policy on 
agriculture B7706-2250 
- Problems of Mediterranean agriculture 
Notification C B7704-120 1 ; Notification C B7704-
2159 
-Problems of Mediterranean agriculture within 
the framework of the enlargement of the 
Community B7710-2202 
Agri 
Agriculture, State aid for 
-Aid for the agricultural sector B7705-2163 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in Denmark B7710-
2161 ; Decision C B7712-2163 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in Germany B771 0-
2161; B7711-2182 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in Ireland B7703-
2180 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in Italy Decision 
C B7701-2149; Dec1s1on C B7704-2169; B7710-
2161 'B7711-2182 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in Italy, Germany, 
Belgium, the Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom B7712-21134 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in the Netherlands 
Dec1s1on C B7701-2148; B7710-2161 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in the United 
Kingdom Decis1on C B7702-2146 , Case 31-
77 B7703-2349 ; Case 53-77 B7704-2354 ; B7705-
2161; B7710-2162; DeCISIOnCB7712-2162; 
B7712-21135 
-Aid for the isoglucose sector B7701-2150 
Agriculture, State aid to 
-Aid for agricultural producers in Germany Case 
89-77 B7707-2352 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
Germany in respect of aid for the agricultural 
sector Dec1s1on C B7704-2170 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
Italy in respect of aids for the agricultural sector 
Decis1on C B7703-2182 
-Conditions for granting agricultural aids in 
Germany Case 139-77 B7711-2331 , Case 89-
77B7711-2348, Case 758-77B7712-2351 
- Examination of the State aids in favour of 
agriculture R7700-347 
- Infringement procedure against France because 
of aid to agriculture Dec1s1on C B7705-2162 
- Infringement procedure against France because 
of aid to the wine sector B7707-2183 
-Infringement procedure against Italy because of 
aids to agriculture Dec1s1on C B7709-2157, 
Dec1s1ons C B7703-2182; Dec1s1on C B7706-
21102, B7707-2184; Dec1s1on C B7711-2182; 
Dec1s1on C B7712-21132 
-Infringement procedure against Member States 
because of State aids to the isoglucose sector 
B7703-2183 
- Infringement procedure against the United 
Kingdom because of aid to agriculture Dec1s1on 
c B7701-2147 
-Lists of State aid in agriculture Dec1s1on C B7703-
2181 
-Suspending a State aid in favour of pig farmers 
in the United Kingdom B7706-21103 
-Temporary aids within the framework of farm 
modernization Op1mon P B7705-2317 
Aid, development 
- Financing projects submitted by the NGOs 
B7709-2209; R7700-476, B7702-2213; B7703-
2216' B7704-2214; B7705-2210' B7706-2213' 
B7707-2219' B7710-2223; B7711-2226; B7712-
2213 
Aid, emergency 
-Coordination and harmonization of emergency 
aids in the event of a disaster B7711-2222 
Aid, financial Community 
- Financing cyclical coal stocks Opm1on S B7706-
2365 ; Proposal C B7703-21104; B7706-21124 ; 
Opinion A B7706-2372 , Opm1on P B7709-2309 
Aid, State 
-Aid for certain types of investment in Germany 
Dec1s1on C B7711-2144 
-Aid for coffee importers in Italy B7709-2156 
-Aid for craft industries and small and medium-
sized firms in Denmark Dec1s1on C B7711-2145 
-Aid for energy saving in Denmark B771 0-2122 ; 
B7710-2123 
- Aid for energy saving in Germany Dec1s1on 
CB7710-2121 
-Aid for energy saving in the Netherlands B771 0-
2124 
-Aid for farmers hit by the drought in 
Luxembourg Opimon C B7709-2155 
-Aid for industrial reorganization and conversion 
in Italy Oec1sion C B7712-2159 
- Aid for small and medium-sized firms in Federal 
Republic of Germany B7711-2143 
-Aid for the coal industry in Germany, Belgium, 
France and the United Kingdom Dec1sion 
c B7709-2169 
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-Aid for the electronic components industry in the 
United Kingdom Dec1s1on C B7703-2137 
-Aid for the environment in Belgium Decision 
CB7703-32103; B7705-2122 
-Aid for the precision instruments and 
automation industry in the United Kingdom 
Decis1on C B7712-2160 
-Aid for the regions in Denmark Opimon P B7704-
2128 
-Aid for the shipbuilding industry in the United 
Kingdom and Netherlands Dec1s1on C B7707-
2135 
-Aid for the shipbuilding sector in France Dec1s1on 
C B7709-2124, Dec1s1on C B7712-2161 
-Aid for the steel industry in Belgium B7711-2146 
-Aid for the synthetic fibres industry in Belgium 
B7711-2147 
-Aid for the utilization of solar energy in Italy 
B7710-2125 
-Aid for the wool industry in the United Kingdom 
Dec1sion C B7701-2122 
-Aid for transport in the United Kingdom B7703-
2190 
-Application of the rules of competition to 
interventions by Member States R7700-194 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
the Netherlands in respect of aids in the textile 
sector Dec1s1on C B7704-2129 
-Conditions for granting agricultural aids in 
Germany Case 139-77B7711-2331, Case89-
77B7711-2348; Case 758-77B7712-2351 
-Infringement procedure against France relating 
to the State alcohol monopoly Dec1s1on C B7701-
2123 
- Infringement procedure against Italy because of 
aids to agriculture Dec1s1on C B7709-2157 , 
Dec1s1ons C B7703-2182 , Dec1s1on C B7706-
21102; B7707-2184, Dec1s1on C B7711-2182, 
Dec1s1on C B7712-21132 
- Infringement procedure against the Netherlands 
because of aids to the clothing industry Dec1s1on 
c B771 0-2126 
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Aid, State (Continuation) 
-Infringement procedure against the Netherlands 
because of regional aids Dec1s1on C B7705-2119 
- Infringement procedure against the setting up of 
a fund for industrial restructuring in Italy Dec1s1on 
c B7709-2123 
-Respect of the rules of competition relating to 
State aids B7706-2311 
-Supervision of State aids in favour of the textile 
and clothing industry Dec1s1on C B7702-2117 
Aid to agriculture 
-Infringement regarding aid for agriculture in the 
United Kingdom B7703-2179 
Aid to agriculture, State 
-Infringement regarding aid for the pig meat 
sector in the United Kingdom Cases 31-77R and 
53-77R B7705-2346 
Aircraft industry 
-Action programme for the aircraft industry 
B7701-2313; B7703-1501 ; B7707-1701 ; Opmion 
s B7711-2354 
-Consultation on industrial policy in the aircraft 
industry B7702-2109 
-Industrial policy in the aircraft industry Stalement 
L B7703-2124 
Aircraft research 
-Action programme for the aircraft industry 
B7701-2313. B7703-1501 ; B7707-1701 ; Opinton 
s B7711-2354 
Alignment of economic policies 
-Community participation in the London Western 
Summit B7705-1601 ; B7703-2301 
Angola 
-Emergency food aid for Angolan refugees in 
Zaire Dec1s1on C B7707-2224 
Animals, protection of 
-European Convention on the protection offarm 
animals Resolution P B7703-2311 
Antidumping duty 
- Antidumping duty on the import of ball-bearings 
originating in Japan B7704-2230 . RegulatiOn 
L B7705-2218 . B7706-2223 ; Regulation L B7707-
2229 ; Cases 113-77 and 113-77R B7709-2336 ; 
B7710-2236; Cases 119 and 121-77 R B7710-
2339; Cases/13 and 119-77R B7710-2369 
- Antidumping duty on the import of cycle chains 
originating in Taiwan Dec1s1on L B7702-2221 . 
B7711-2237 
Antidumping measures 
-Community achievements and prospects 
regarding antidumping measures B7704-1101 
Antidumping procedure 
- Antidumping procedure concerning certain 
products originating in Japan Dec1s1on C B7712-
2226 
- Antidumping procedure concerning certain 
products originating in Spain Decis1on C B7712-
2226 
- Antidumping procedure concerning certain 
tubes originating in Spain Dec1sion C B7711-2236 
ASE 
- Antidumping procedure concerning imports of 
housings for bearings originating in Japan 
B7710-2235 
- Antidumping procedure concerning imports of 
quartz originating in Japan Dec1s1on C B7711-
2236 
- Antidumping procedure concerning imports of 
reinforcing bars of iron or steel originating in 
South Africa B7701-2219 
- Antidumping procedure concerning pig iron 
or::Jinating in Brazil B7707-2230 
-Closure of the antidumping procedure in respect 
of certain fertilizers originating in Romania 
B7701-2218 
-Closure of the antidumping procedure in respect 
of certain products originating in Brazil B7712-
2226 
-Closure ofthe antidumping procedure in respect 
of concrete reinforcing bars from South Africa 
DecisiOn C B7704-2231 
-Closure of the antidumping procedure regarding 
Brazil and Mexico B7709-2216 
Application of the EUA to Community acts 
-Strengthening ofthe mechanism for medium-
term financial assistance Decis1on L B7712-2103 
Architect 
-Freedom of establishment for architects Case 11-
77 B7701-2331 
- Freedom of establishment of an architect, a 
national of a new Member State Case 11-
77 B7706-2359 
Architects 
-Plan for setting up an Advisory Committee on 
Training for Architects B7711-2123 
Argentina 
- Extension of the trade agreement between the 
Community and Argentina B7712-2272 
Asbestos 
- Health protection against the risks due to 
asbestos B7703-2322 . Resolution P B7712-2321 
ASEAN 
-Cooperation between the Community and the 
ASEAN countries R7700-561 ; B7704-2216. 
B7707-2273 
- Dialogue between the Community's Permanent 
Representatives, the Commission and the 
ASEAN ambassadors B7711-2275 
-Dialogue procedure between the Community 
and the ASEAN countries B7706-2271 
-Meeting between the President ofthe 
Commission and the Prime Minister of 
Singapore B7710-2267 
- Meeting of the ASEAN-Commission Joint Study 
Group B7710-2269 
- Participation of the ASEAN countries in an 
industrial conference B7704-2280 
-Visit to the ASEAN countries by a Commission 
delegation B7712-2270 
- Visit to the Commission by a delegation from 
Burma B7710-2266 
-Visit to the Commission by a Malaysian minister 
B7710-2268 
ASE 
ASEAN countries 
- see ASEAN BXX00-27 
Assistance, EAGGF 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guarantee Section 
R7700-351 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guidance Section 
R7700-354; Dectstons C 87707-2182, 87712-
21131 
Assistance, ERDF 
-Allocation of ERDF assistance R7700-273 ; 
87701-2132' 87705-2138; 87707-2158; 87712-
2188 
-Renewal ofthe ERDF 87703-2153; 87702-2126; 
87704-2141 
-2nd annual report of the ERDF Report C 87706-
2166; Opinton S 87709-2345 
Assistance, ESF 
-Allocation of the first series for 1977 of the ESF 
87707-2142 
-Allocation of the second series for 1977 of the 
ESF 87712-2172 
-Guidelines for the management of the European 
Social Fund 87706-2149 
- Pilot schemes preparatory to action by the 
European Social Fund Decision C 87706-2150 ; 
Dectston C 87712-2173 
-5th Report on the activities of the European 
Social Fund Report C 87707-2141 
Assistance, medium-term financial 
-Strengthening ofthe mechanism for medium-
term financial assistance DecisiOn L 87712-2103 
Assistance, mutual 
-Elimination of double taxation for associated 
undertakings Optnton P 87706-2310 ; Opmton 
s 87710-2374 
- Mutual assistance for the recovery of claims in 
the field of agriculture Opmion P 87702-2317 ; 
87711-2135 
-Mutual assistance of the Member 
States' authorities in the field of direct taxes 
R7700-230; 87711-2151; DirectiveL 87712-2169 
Association Agreement 
-Signature of the second EEC-Greece financial 
protocol 87702-2231 
Association Agreement, EEC-Cyprus 
-Additional protocol to the EEC-Cyprus 
Agreement Regulatton L 87712-2250 
-Arrangements applicable to trade between the 
Community and Cyprus Regulatton L 87707-2254 
-Conclusion of an additional protocol and a. 
financial protocol to the EEC-Cyprus Agreement 
87706-2252 
-Extension of the arrangements under the first 
stage of the agreement between the Community 
and Cyprus Opmton P 87707-2322 
- Negotiations with Cyprus with a view to a 
protocol relating to arrangements for trade in 
agricultural products 87711-2255; 87712-2251 
- Negotiations with Cyprus with a view to the 
conclusion of an additional protocol 87705-2237 
-Opening of negotiations with Cyprus Nottftcatton 
c 87703-2242 ; 87705-2336 
-Session of the EEC-Cyprus Association Council 
R7700-524 ; 87711-2254 
Association Agreement, EEC-Greece 
-Conclusion of a 2nd financial protocol to the 
EEC-Greece Association Agreement R7700-522 ; 
87701-2233 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Association Council 
87704-2254; 87705-2233' 87707-2253; 87712-
2248 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary 
Committee Recommendations C 87705-2234 
- Recommendation by the EEC-Greece 
Association Joint Parliamentary Committee 
Resolutton P 87703-2249 
Association Agreement, EEC-Malta 
-Conclusion of an additional protocol to the EEC-
Malta Association Agreement 87706-2253 
-Extension of the arrangements under the first 
stage of the EEC-Malta Association Agreement 
Regulatton L Opmion P 87707-2255 
- Financial protocol relating to the EEC-Malta 
Association Agreement Opinton P 87707-2320 
- Negotiations for an additional protocol to the 
EEC-Malta Association Agreement Notification 
C RecommendatiOn C 87702-2236 ; 87704-2255 
-Session of the EEC-Malta Association Council 
R7700-525 ; 87703-2243 
-Signature of the additional protocol to the EEC-
Malta Association Agreement 87710-2256 
Association Agreement, EEC-Turkey 
- Conclusion of an additional EEC-Turkey protocol 
Regulatton L 87711-2253 
-Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association 
Committee R7700-523 ; 87702-2232 ; 87703-
2240 
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-Recommendation by the EEC-Turkey Association 
Joint Parliamentary Committee Resolution 
PB7702-2310 
-Signature of the EEC-Turkey financial protocol 
Opinion P 87710-2316 
-Signature of the third EEC-Turkey financial 
protocol 87705-2236 
- 3rd EEC-Turkey financial protocol 87703-2241 
Audio-visual material 
-Infringement noted in an agreement between 
video cassette manufacturers Deciston C 87712-
2152 
Audit Board report, 1976 
-Report of the Audit Board on the 1976 financial 
year 87711-2379 
Australia 
-Consultations between the Community and 
Australia 87703-2266 
-Meeting between the Commission and Australia 
within the framework of regular high level 
consultations 87710-2265 
- Negotiation of an agreement with Australia on 
the supply of uranium 87712-21177 ; 87712-2269 
-Official visit by the Australian Prime Minister 
R7700-555 ; 87706-2270 
Austria 
- EIB loan to Austria for the transport of natural 
gas 87703-2389 
- Official visit to Austria by the Vice-President of 
the Commission R7700-551 ; 87709-2240 
Ball-bearing 
- Antidumping duty on the import of ball-bearings 
originating in Japan B7704-2230 ; RegulatiOn 
L B7705-2218; B7706-2223; Regulation L B7707-
2229 ; Cases 113-77 and 113-77R B7709-2336; 
B7710-2236 ; Cases 119 and 121-77 R B7710-
2339; Cases113 and 119-77R B7710-2369 
- Antidumping procedure concerning imports of 
housings for bearings originating in Japan 
B7710-2235 
Baltic Sea 
-Helsinki Convention on the protection of the 
marine environment of the Baltic Sea area 
Decis1on L B7706-2170 
- Negotiations with a view to the Community 
acceding to the Helsinki Convention on the 
protection of the marine environment of the 
Baltic Sea Recommendation C B7703-2157 
Bananas 
-Draft international agreement on bananas 
B7706-2219 
Bangladesh 
- Import arrangements for certain jute products 
originating in Bangladesh Regulation L B7706-
2238 
-Quantitative import restriction B7710-2240 
-Session of the EEC-Bangladesh Agreement Joint 
Committee R7700-560; B7704-2279 
Bank, central 
-Adjustment of short-term credit mechanisms 
B7711-2103; B7711-2104 
Bank legislation 
-Compatibility of the nationalization of banks with 
the Treaties B7707-2330 
-Coordination of bank legislation R7700-21 0 ; 
D1rectwe L B7712-2164 
Banking legislation 
- 1st Directive on the coordination of banking 
legislation Directwe L B7711-2149 
Barrier, technical 
-Application in Belgium of the rules relating to 
electrical equipment Case 122-76 B7705-2371 
-Application of the rules on electrical equipment 
Case 123-76 B7707-2376 
-Technical barriers to trade R7700-124 
-Technical barrier to trade for measuring systems 
for liquids other than water Directive L B7704-
2110 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to additives in 
foodstuffs Proposal directive C B7707-21 09 ; 
ProposaldirectweCB7707-2110; B7711-2112; 
Opm10n S B7711-2361 ; Opmion P Opimon 
s B7712-2367 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to boats and 
their fittings Opmion P B7703-2320 ; Opimon 
s B7709-2350 
B 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to certain 
preserved milk Decision C B7704-2111 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to cocoa and 
chocolate products B7712-2109 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to coffee and 
chicory extracts R7700-162; Directive L B7706-
2113 ; D!Tectwe L 87706-2313 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to dangerous 
substances D~rectwe L B7711-2111 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to electrical 
equipment R7700-163 ; B7712-2111 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to hot-water 
meters B7710-2109 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to machine-
tools and similar appliances Proposal d~rectwe 
CB7712-2112 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to measuring 
instruments in Luxembourg Case 93-77 87711-
2349 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to motor 
vehicles R7700-159; B7701-2108; Amendment 
D1rectwe L B7703-2111 ; Opimon S B7703-2373 ; 
Opm1on P B7704-2112 ; Opmion P B7704-2328 ; 
Directive L B7705-2105 ; DirectiVes L B7706-
2110; DirectwesL B7712-2108 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to sampling 
and methods of analysis for fertilizers Directwe 
c B7706-2112 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the 
classification, packing and labelling of 
dangerous preparations R7700-160; Opimon 
PB7701-2109, B7712-2110 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the driver-
perceived noise level of tractors D1rect1ve 
L B7703-2110 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the driver's 
seat on wheeled agricultural or forestry tractors 
Proposal d1rectwe C B7707-2108 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the field of 
vision of motor-vehicle drivers DirectiVe L B7709-
2109 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the making-
up by volume of certain prepacked liquids 
B7709-2108 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to tractors' roll-
over protection devices DirectiVes L B7706-2111 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to wheeled 
agricultural or forestry tractors Opmion P B7711-
2113 
Barrier to trade 
-Administrative barriers to trade with Japan 
B7710-2264 
Beef and veal 
- see beef and veal sector BXX00-03 
Beef and veal sector 
-Adjustment of M CAs for beef and veal imports 
Case 79-77 B7707-2343 
-Aid for the private storage of beef and veal 
B7706-2190 
Beef 
Beef and veal sector (Continuation) 
-Common organization of the market in the beef 
and veal sector R7700-344; B7701-2144; 
RegulatiOns C B7703-2173; B7704-2163; Opmion 
PB7704-2310; B7707-2174; NotificatiOn 
C B7710-2149; Opmion S B7712-2365 
- Fight against irregularities in the beef and veal 
sector Opinion P B7705-2316 
-Frozen beef from intervention stocks designed 
for processing B7709-2147 
- Import arrangement in the beef and veal sector 
Regulation L B7712-21117 
- Import arrangements for beef and veal 
originating in the ACP Decision C B7707-2259 ; 
B7711-2173 
-Importation of certain products from the beef 
and veal sector )ase 68-77 B7706-2344 
- Monetary compensatory amounts in the beef 
and veal sector B7706-2184 ; Case 90-77 B7707-
2353 
-System of subsidies for slaughtering cows Case 
84-76 B7703-2366 
-System of trade with third countries in the beef 
and veal sector B7702-2144 
Belgium 
-Aid for scrapping vessels in Belgium B7702-2156 
-Aid for the environment in Belgium Dec1s1on 
CB7703-32103; B7705-2122 
-Aid for the steel industry in Belgium B7711-2146 
-Aid for the synthetic fibres industry in Belgium 
B7711-2147 
-Infringement in Belgium regarding aid for the 
SNCB in the ECSC sector B7707-2195 
-Visit to the Commission by the King of the 
Belgians B7704-2343 
Borrowing, Community 
-Community loan to Italy B7704-21 06 , Decision 
L B7705-2102 
-Loan and borrowing operations in the 
Community R7700-107 
- New Community borrowing instrument B7706-
1401 
Brazil 
- Antidumping procedure concerning pig iron 
originating in Brazil B7707-2230 
-Closure of the antidumping procedure in respect 
of certain products originating in Brazil B7712-
2226 
-Exploratory negotiations with Brazil for the 
conclusion of a fisheries agreement B7704-2269 
-Quantitative import restrictions on certain textile 
products originating in Brazil Regulation C B7704-
2242 
-Signature of the agreement with Brazil 
concerning textile products B7701-2221 
Brussels Convention 
-Interpretation of the Convention on Jurisdiction 
and the Enforcement of Judgements in Civil and 
Commercial Matters Cases 9 and 10-77 B7701-
2330 ; Case 43-77 B7704-2351 ; Case 73-
77 B7706-2349; Cases 9and 10-77 B7707-2381 ; 
Case43-77B7711-2344; Case 750-77B7712-
2343 ; Case 73-77 B7712-2360 
Budget, Community 
-Adoption of the supplementary and amending 
budget for 1977 B7703-2392 
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-Amending budget for 1977 B7711-2314 
-Amendments of the financial regulations 
applicable to the general budget of the European 
Communities Opimon P B7707-2309 
-Budgetary powers of the European Parliament 
B7704-2321 
- Carry-over of appropriations Opmion P B7706-
2323 
- Community budget for 1978 Resolution P B7705-
2330 
-Community loan in US dollars B7703-2105; 
B7706-2102 
- Discharge in respect of the implementation of 
the budget B7707-2310 
-Draft budget for the 1978 financial year B7707-
23100 
- Estimates for the 1977 budget and for 1978 
Opmion P B7706-2320 
- Financial autonomy of the European 
Communities Opinion P B7706-2322 
-General budget for the 1977 financial year 
R7700-50 
-General budget for 1978 Opimon P B771 0-2322 ; 
B7710-2394 ; Decisions L B7711-2383 ; B7712-
23107 
-General budget for 1978 before the Council 
B7712-2308 
- Improvement of the dialogue between the 
institutions within the framework of the 
budgetary procedure B7706-2321 
- Letter of amendment to the preliminary draft of 
the 1978 general budget B7709-2359 
- Loan and borrowing operations in the 
Community R7700-107 
- << Non-complulsory •• expenditure for 1978 
B7704-2378 
-Overall assessment of the Community's 
budgetary problems B7704-2379 
-Preliminary draft budget for 1978 R7700-52 ; 
B7705-1401 ; B7706-2385' B7707-2307 
- Rejection by the EP of the 1978 draft budget 
B7709-2302 
-Report of the Audit Board on the 1976 financial 
year B7711-2379 
-Supplementary and amending budget for 1977 
B7706-2386 ; B7707-2308 
- Use of the EUA in the budget of the European 
Communities Op1mon P B7703-2328 
Budget of the Member States 
-Strengthening coordination of national 
economic policies B7702-2101 , Notification 
CB7710-2105; B7711-2106 
-Work of the Group of Experts on Economic 
Budgets B7710-2108 
Budget revenue 
- New regulation relating to own resources B7702-
2364; Opinion P B7710-2307; B7711-2387 
-Replacement of financial contributions from the 
Member States by the Community's own 
resources Case 110-76 B7705-2369 
Budget, 1977 
-Adoption ofthe supplementary and amending 
budget for 1977 B7703-2392 
Budgetary powers of the EP 
- Discharge in respect of the implementation of 
the budget B7707-2310 
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Budgetary powers of the EP (Continuation) 
-Rights ofthe European Parliament in the 
budgetary field Opmion P B7710-2305 
Budgetary procedure 
- Carry-over of appropriations Opinton P B7706-
2323 
-Improvement of the dialogue between the 
institutions within the framework of the 
budgetary procedure B7706-2321 
Burma 
-Visit to the Commission by a delegation from 
Burma B7710-2266 
Business Cooperation Centre 
- Activity of the Business Cooperation Centre 
Amendment Decision C B7707 -2112 
Butter 
-see milk products sector BXX00-29; BXX00-13 
Butteroil 
-Emergency food aid for India in the form of 
butteroil B7704-2218 
- Food aid in the form of butteroil for the 
Palestinian refugees B7706-2215 
-Food aid programme in skimmed-milk powder 
and butteroil for 1977 Notification C B7705-2212 ; 
Opimon P B7707-2222 
- Food aid programmes in cereals, skimmed milk 
powder and butteroil for 1978 Notification 
c B771 0-2226 
Butt 
Canada 
-Adapting the guarantee clauses of the 
Cooperation Agreement Euratom-Canada 
B7712-2263 
-Cooperation with Canada in the field of 
environment B7702-2130 
- Meeting between delegations from the Canadian 
Parliament and the European Parliament B7709-
2239 
-Protective measure in respect of the import into 
Canada of Community footwear B7712-2264 
-Quantitative import restrictions in Canada on 
clothing articles B7703-2224 
- Relations between the Community and Canada 
within the framework of the economic and 
commercial cooperation agreement R7700-547 ; 
B7711-2271 ; B7707-2268; B7707-2269 
-Visits by Canadian industry representatives to 
certain Member States within the framework of 
the EEC-Canada Cooperation Agreement B7703-
2262 
-Visit to the Commission by a parliamentary 
delegation from Canada B7706-2267 
-Visit to the Commission by Canadian business 
leaders 87703-2261 
-Visit to the Commission by the Prime Minister of 
British Columbia B7709-2238 
CapeVerde 
-Emergency aid for Cape Verde following the 
effects ofthe drought 87711-2231 
Catch quota 
-Catch quotas allocated by Norway for certain fish 
B7709-2152 
-Catch quotas granted by the Fa roes for certain 
fish 87709-2152 
-Consultations as regards granting catch quotas 
in Norwegian waters B7705-2251 
Censure, motion of 
- Motion of censure tabled in connection with 
butter exports B7703-2313 
CERD 
-Seminar on the« Crisis of science in European 
society » B7706-21133 
-Work of the European Research and 
Development Committee B7706-21137 , 87710-
2188 
Cereal sector 
-Monetary compensatory amounts for cereal 
exports Case 27-77 B7709-2341 
-Monetary compensatory amounts for durum 
wheat and derived products Dec1s1on C 87711-
2169 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for exports of 
starch products Case 29-77 87710-2365 
Cereals 
-see cereals sector BXX00-07 
c 
Cereals sector 
-Amendment of the CCT in respect of cereal 
products Case 44 51-77 87704-2352 
-Application of M CAs to certain cereal-based 
compound feedingstuffs Case 97-76 87706-2355 
-Common organization of the market in the 
cereals and rice sectors R7700-330 , 87712-21111 
-Common organization of the market in the 
cereals sector Case 6-77 87701-2327 ; Case 17-
77 B7701-2337 ; 87702-2138; 87707-2167 ; 
B7707-2168 ; Case 95-77 87707-2358 ; Case 8-
77 87707-2380 ; 87709-2143 
-Contract for the sale of malt in Belgium Case 127-
77 87710-2345 
-Emergency food aid for the Comoros in the form 
of cereals Dec1s1on C 87704-2220 
- Food aid programmes in cereals, skimmed milk 
powder and butteroil for 1978 Notification 
c 87710-2226 
-Payment of monetary compensatory amounts in 
respect of exports of cereals after the 
devaluation of the dollar Case 27-77 87702-2340 
-Production refund for starch Cases 117-76 and 16-
77 87710-2358 
-Production refund on glucose from starch Case 
101-76 87705-2364 
- Production refund on maize meal Case 20-
77B7702-2334; Cases 124-76and20-7787710-
2360 
- Production refunds for maize starch in the 
Netherlands Case 125-77 87710-2343 
-Production refunds in the cereals and rice 
sectors Case 2-77 87701-2323 , Case 2-77 87707-
2378 
- 1977 food aid programme in cereals R7700-474 ; 
B7702-2214 
- 1978 food aid programme in cereals 87711-2230 
Chad 
-Emergency food aid for Chad Dec1s1on C 87701-
2213 ; DecisiOn C 87704-2219 
Chile 
-Emergency food aid for Chile 87707-2225 
-Food aid for Chile in the form of skimmed-milk 
powder and butteroil 87705-2214 
China 
- EEC-China negotiations for an trade agreement 
B7711-2276 
-State of work relating to the EEC-China trade 
agreement project R7700-565; 87707-1201 ; 
Resolution P 87707-2315 ; 87709-2244 
CIDST 
-Work of the Committee for Scientific and 
Technical Information 87702-2169 , 87703-
21116 ; 87707-21127 
CIEC 
-Community contribution to the CIEC special 
action programme 87711-2209 
- Community strategy relating to the North-South 
Dialogue 87711-2208 
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CIEC (Continuation) 
-Continuation of the North-South Dialogue 
87709-1301 
-Defining the Community's position on the CIEC 
87704-2208 
-End of the Conference on International Economic 
Cooperation 87705-1201 
- Implementation of the results of the CIEC 
87707-2207 
- North-South relations within the framework of 
the United Nations General Assembly 87711-
2207 
-Results ofthe North-South Dialogue 87707-2317 
-Resuming the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87703-2204 
-Statement by a Commission Member on the 
CIEC 87710-2207 
-Statement by the European Council on the CIEC 
87703-2206 
- State of work of the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation R7700-458 ; 87706-2205 ; 
87709-2205; 87710-2206; 87712-2204 
-Work of the Community institutions relating to 
the North-South Dialogue 87712-2205 
-Work of the OECD Executive Committee relating 
to the International Conference on Economic 
Cooperation 87705-2230 
-Work with a view to the resumption of the 
Conference on International Economic 
Cooperation 87701-2204; 87702-2203; 87703-
2205 ; 87704-2209 
-Work within the Community institutions relating 
to the energy aspects of the activities of the CIEC 
87710-2209 
CMEA 
-Relations with State-trading countries and the 
CMEA R7700-564 , 87704-2281 
- Visitto Brussels ofthe Chairman of the CMEA 
Executive Committee 87709-1201 
Coal 
-Authorization of a joint buying agreement in the 
coal trade Dec1sion C 87709-2122 
-Community import surveillance on coal 
originating in third countries 87706-21124 ; 
87707-21106; 87710-2176; DecisiOn L 87711-
2195 
-Evolution of the coal market R7700-397 
- Financial interventions by the Member States in 
favour of the coal industry Memorandum 
C 87704-2180, Memorandum C 87711-2194 
- Financing cyclical coal stocks OpinionS 87706-
2365; Proposal C 87703-21104; 87706-21124; 
Opmton A 87706-2372 ; Optmon P 87709-2309 
-Revision of the coal market forecasts for 1977 
Report C 87712-21173 
-Situation of the coal industry and the coal market 
Notif1cat1on C 87702-2164; 87703-2199 . Report 
C 87706-21123 ; Resolution A 87707-2385 ; 
Opmion A 87712-2375 
-Statement on the Commission's activities in the 
ECSC 87706-2371 
-Technical research projects on coal 
Memorandum C 87712-21175 
-Use of coal in power stations OpinionS 87703-
2372 ; Resolution A 87703-2383 ; Opmion 
PB7705-2309; 87706-21124; 87712-21167 
Colo 
Coal, coking 
-Extension of arrangements for aid in favour of 
coking coal and coke intended for the steel 
industry Assent L 87703-21100 
Coal industry 
-Aid for the coal industry in Germany, Belgium, 
France and the United Kingdom Dec1s1on 
c 87709-2169 
-Financial interventions by the Member States in 
favour of the coal industry Memorandum 
C 87704-2180; Memorandum C 87711-2194 
- Financing cyclical coal stocks Opm1on S 87706-
2365; ProposaiCB7703-21104, 87706-21124; 
Opm1on A 87706-2372 ; Opmton P 87709-2309 
-Investment in the coal industry 87709-2171 
- Use of coal in power stations Opm1on S 87703-
2372 ; Resolution A 87703-2383 , Opimon 
PB7705-2309; 87706-21124; 87712-21167 
Coal market 
-Evolution of the coal market 87710-2386 
-Revision of the coal market forecasts for 1977 
Report C 87712-21173 
-Situation of the coal industry and the coal market 
Notification C 87702-2164; 87703-2199; Report 
C 87706-21123 ; ResolutiOn A 87707-2385 , 
Opinion A 87712-2375 
Cocoa 
- Negotiations to revise the International Cocoa 
Agreement R7700-480; 87709-2212 
-Work ofthe Executive Committee of the 
International Cocoa Organization 87701-2215; 
87703-2218; 87706-2218' 87707-2226 
Cocoa Agreement, International 
- Negotiations to revise the International Cocoa 
Agreement R7700-480, 87709-2212 
Code of conduct 
-Code of conduct for undertakings with 
subsidiaries in South Africa 87709-2204 
-European code of conduct for transactions in 
transferable securities Recommendation C 87707-
1601 
Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences 
-Accession to the United Nations Convention on a 
Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences 87712-
21160 
Coffee 
-Application of the International Coffee 
Agreement R7700-481 
Coffee Agreement, International 
-Application ofthe International Coffee 
Agreement R7700-481 
Coking coal 
- Coking coal and coke for the steel industry 
Amendment Deciston C 87704-2179 ; 87707-
21107 ; Decision C 87710-2183 
-Sale of coking coal Cases 109 and 114-75 87703-
2358 
Colombia 
-Signature of the textile agreements with Macao 
and Colombia 87701-2222 
Comm 
Committee, EEC-Portugal Joint 
-Meeting of the EEC-Portugal Joint Committee 
87711-2262 
Committee for Agriculture 
-Work of the OECD Committee for Agriculture 
87710-2253 
Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 
-Work of the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 
Products R7700-161 , 87704-2113, 87712-2117 
Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 
Products 
-Authorizations for the marketing of 
pharmaceutical products Opm1on C 87711-2115 
Committee of the ESF 
-Examination of the applications for aid 
submitted to the ESF by the Member States 
87711-2155 
Committee on Fusion, Advisory 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Fusion 
87711-21107 
Committee on Transport, Advisory 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Transport 
87703-2192; 87709-2165; 87705-2171 ; 87707-
21101; 87711-2191 
Commodities 
-Meeting ofthe ad hoc Intergovernmental Group 
on the Integrated Programme for Commodities 
87712-2208 
-Meeting of the Cotton Advisory Committee 
87710-2231 
-Meeting of the FAO Commission on Fertilizers 
87709-2226 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
jute, kenaf and allied fibres 87710-2232 
-Meeting of the negotiating conference for a 
Common Fund within the framework of UNClAD 
87703-2208 
-Preparatory meeting on copper under UNClAD 
R7700-486 ; 87705-2206 ; 87707-2213 ; 87711-
2213 
-Preparatory meeting on hard fibre under 
UNClAD 87710-2214 
-Preparatory meeting on iron ore under UNClAD 
87710-2216 
-Preparatory meeting on jute and jute products 
under UNClAD 87702-2204; 87704-2210; 
87707-2212 
-Preparatory meeting on manganese under 
UNClAD 87706-2207, 87706-2208 
- Preparatory meeting on oilseeds and vegetable 
oils under UNClAD 87706-2209 
-Preparatory meeting on olive oil under UNClAD 
R7700-479 
-Preparatory meeting on phosphates under 
UNClAD 87712-2209 
-Preparatory meeting on rubber under UNClAD 
R7700-487; 87701-2205; 87706-2206; 87710-
2217 , 
-Preparatory meeting on tropical woods under 
UNClAD 87705-2207; 87710-2215 
-Preparatory meetings on jute, hard fibres and 
cotton R7700-485 
-Preparatory meetings under the integrated 
UNClAD programme R7700-484 
-Session ofthe International Tin Council R7700-
482' 87701-2216' 87707-2227; 87710-2233 
-Work of the Executive Committee ofthe 
International Cocoa Organization 87701-2215; 
87703-2218; 877G6-2218; 87707-2226 
-Work of the FAO intergovernmental group on 
rice 87704-2223 
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-Work of the FAO intergovernmental group on tea 
87702-2218; 87710-2230 
-Work of the intergovernmental group of experts 
relating to the preparatory meeting on copper 
87702-2205 
-Work of the OECD High-level Group on 
Commodities 87702-2229 
-Work ofthe United Nations International Lead 
and Zinc Study Group R7700-483 ; 87709-2214 
-Work relating to tungsten within the framework 
of UNClAD 87704-2226 
-Work with a view to the preparatory meeting on 
rubber within the framework of UNClAD 87712-
2210 
- Work with a view to the renewal of the 
International Olive Oil Agreement 87709-2213 
Commodity 
-Application of the International Coffee 
Agreement R7700-481 
-Community participation in international 
negotiations on commodities R7700-471 
-Community participation in the International 
Olive Oil Council 87711-2234; 87704-2224 
-Community position in view of the forthcoming 
UNClAD meeting on natural rubber Notification 
C87711-2215 
-Community position with regard to the work of 
UNClAD on copper Notification C 87711-2214 
-Entry into force of the 5th International Tin 
Agreement 87703-2219 
- Extension of the list of products subject to 
monetary compensatory amounts Regulation 
C87704-2161 
-Implementation of the UNClAD IV Programme 
87710-2210; 87710-2213 
- Negotiations for a new international sugar 
agreement in the context of UNClAD R7700-
478; 87702-2217; 87703-2217' 87704-2222; 
87705-2216; 87709-2210 ; 87710-2229 ; 87711-
2233 
- Negotiations for a new international wheat 
agreement R7700-477 ; 87706-2217 ; 87709-
2211; 87711-2232; 87712-2221 
- Negotiations to revise the International Cocoa 
Agreement R7700-480; 87709-2212 
- State of the ratifications within the Lome 
Convention R7700-537 ; 89999-99999 
-State of work of the Negotiating Conference for a 
Common Fund for Commodities 87711-2212 
-Work of the ad hoc intergovernmental group on 
the integrated programme for commodities 
87707-2211 
Common Customs Tariff 
- Amendment of the CCT in respect of cereal 
products Case 44 51-77 87704-2352 
- Amendments to the CCT nomenclature 87706-
2127 
- CCT nomenclature for certain agricultural 
products Regulation L 87711-2126 
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Common Customs Tariff (Continuation) 
-Community control on the import of goods 
intended for use in certain aircraft and ships 
Regulations C 87712-2129 
-Interpretation of the term « stabilizer ,, in the CCT 
Case 109-77 87709-2332 
-Tariff classification of a machine used in the 
mines Case 108-76 87705-2368 
-Tariff classification of certain boneless poultry 
cuts Regulation C 87707-2122 
-Tariff classification of children's books Case 62-
77 87705-2353 ; Case 62-77 87712-2357 
-Tariff classification of electrical acoustic or visual 
signalization tools Case 60-77 87712-2356 
-Tariff classification of electrical components 
Case 60-77 87705-2351 
-Tariff classification of fat compounds containing 
butter Case 86-76 87703-2367 
-Tariff classification of imported textile products 
within the framework of agreements with third 
countries Regulation C 87712-2131 
-Tariff classification of lead scrap Case 111-
77 87709-2334 
-Tariff classification of products derived from 
aluminium Case 104-77 87707-2367 
-Tariff classification of silk-screen prints Case 23-
77 8771 0-2364 
-Tariff classification of stationery articles Case 63-
77 87712-2358 
-Tariff classification of stencils Case 63-77 87705-
2354 
-Tariff classification of tinned residues of oranges 
and grapefruit Cases 69 and 70-76 87702-2350 
-Tariff regime applicable to goods imported from 
certain States R7700-170; 87704-2122 
- Uniform application of the CCT nomenclature 
R7700-169, Amendment regulation L 87702-2113 
-Updating the Common Customs Tariff Regulation 
L 87711-2125 
Common fund 
- Negotiations on the Common Fund in the 
contextofUNCTAD87710-2211; 87710-2212 
Community aid, financial 
-Community financial aid to the victims of 
disasters R7700-249 
Company law 
-Group accounts within the framework of 
company law Opmion S 87702-2358 
-Interpretation of the concept« undertaking ,, 
Case 76-77 87706-2352 
- 3rd company law Directive on the merger of 
limited liability companies R7700-128 
Company, limited liability 
- 3rd company Jaw Directive on the merger of 
limited liability companies R7700-128 
Competition, distortion of 
-Amendment of the ECSC decision on exemption 
from prior authorization 87703-2133 
-Contract between undertakings concerning a 
distribution agreement Case 59-77 87712-2355 
-Exclusive distribution agreement between two 
companies Case 28-77 87702-2341 ; Case 59-
77 87705-2350 
-Infringement noted in the case of a distribution 
agreement Case 19-77 87702-2333 
Comp 
- Intervention by the Commission against an 
exclusive supply agreement 87703-2132 
- Minimum prices for the import into France of 
ware potatoes Case 755-7787712-2348 
-Tax on the import into Germany of spirits from 
an OCT Case 748-7787712-2341 
Competition policy 
-Application of the rules of competition in the 
case of State monopolies of a commercial 
character R7700-201 
-Application of the rules of competition to 
interventions by Member States R7700-194 
- 6th Commission report on competition policy 
87702-2131 
-6th report on competition policy Report C 87704-
1501; 87704-2124; ResolutionP87711-2148 
Competition, restraint of 
- Deletion of clauses in restraint of competition 
from an agreement between two firms 87707-
2133 
Competition, restriction of 
-Cartel abandons sales activities within the 
Community 87712-2150 
-Contract for exclusive supply to the brewery 
sector Case 47-76 87702-2343 
-Divestiture between two groups in the safety 
glass sector 87704-2125 
-Fines imposed for export bans 87712-2148 
- Fines imposed on undertakings for concerted 
practices 87712-2149 
-Prohibition of a private market organization 
87712-2145 
-Prohibition of certain restrictive commercial 
practices Dec1sion C 87712-2151 
-Prohibition of restrictive practices in distribution 
Dec1sion C 87712-2146 
- Restrictive practices in exports condemned 
Dec1s1on C 87712-2147 
Competition, rules of 
-Application of the rules of competition to 
undertakings R7700-181 
-Authorization for the formation of a joint venture 
87701-2118 
-Authorization of a common buying agreement 
Dec1sion C 87706-2141 ; Decision C 87711-2141 
-Authorization of a cooperation agreement 
between two undertakings Dec1sion C 87712-
2154 
-Authorization of agreements concerning the use 
oftrade-marks Decision C 87712-2155 ; Decision 
C87712-2156 
-Authorization of a joint buying agreement in the 
coal trade Dec1sion C 87709-2122 
-Authorization of a joint undertaking Decision 
C 87707-2132; Dec1s1on C 87711-2139 
-Authorization of a joint venture 87711-2142 
- Authorization of an agreement between 
undertakings Decis1on C 87711-2140 
-Authorization of a specialization agreement 
Decision C 87712-2153 
-Authorization of joint sales agreements in the 
coal industry Dec1sion C 87703-2136 
-Authorization of regulations governing 
international motor shows Decision C 87711-
2138 
Comp 
Competition, rules of (Continuation) 
-Community control of mergers between 
undertakings B7703-2319 
-Copyright in the United Kingdom and Ireland 
B7701-2120 
-Development of Commission policy on joint 
ventures B7707-2130 
-Establishment of a joint subsidiary in the 
chemical industry B7707-2131 
- Examination of the State aids in favour of 
agriculture R7700-347 
-Exclusive distribution agreement between two 
companies Case 28-77 B7702-2341 ; Case 59-
77 B7705-2350 
-Harmonization of certain provisions affecting 
competition in the transport sector Optmon 
p B7702-2157 
-Infringement relating to the sales contract of a 
group of undertakings Case 96-76 B7705-2362 
- Measures to promote cooperation between 
small and medium-sized undertakings B7712-
2143; B7712-2144 
-Respect of the rules of competition relating to 
State aids B7706-2311 
- Rules of competition applicable to undertakings 
Case 97-77 B7707-2360 
-Rules of competition between undertakings in 
Germany Case 26-76 B7710-2355 
- Rules of competition regarding farm price 
regulations Case 52-76 B7702-2347 
-Sale of coking coal Cases 709 and 114-75 B7703-
2358 
-Two-yearly report on competition in the field of 
transport Opmion S B7703-2380 
-6th Biennial Report relating to competition in 
transport Report C B7707-2196 
Concertation, social 
-Collaboration with professional organizations 
within the framework of the common 
agricultural policy R7700-350 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe 
-Community participation in the Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe B7710-2205 
- Preparatory meeting within the framework ofthe 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe R7700-460 ; Resolution P B7705-2322 ; 
B7706-2204 
Consultation, EEC-Canada 
- Meeting between delegations from the Canadian 
Parliament and the European Parliament B7709-
2239 
-Relations between the Community and Canada 
within the framework of the economic and 
commercial cooperation agreement R7700-547 ; 
B7711-2271; B7707-2268' B7707-2269 
Consultation, EEC-Japan 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and Japan B7702-2251 ; B7701-
2243 ; Resolutton P B7703-2323 ; B7710-2314 
Consultation, EEC-United States 
-American retaliatory measures against the 
refund of VAT on Community exports Nottftcation 
c B7707-2266 
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-Cooperation with the United States in the field of 
environment B7706-2176 
-Talks between the Community and the United 
States in Brussels B7704-2274 
-Visit to the United States by the Vice-President of 
the Commission B7702-2248 
Consultation Japan-EEC 
-Access to the Japanese market of processed 
agricultural products B7707-2271 ; B7702-2253 
Consultation, social 
-Consultation and information meetings with the 
social partners R7700-44; R7700-251 ; B7701-
2321 ' B7702-2330 ; B7703-2147 ; B7703-2346 ; 
B7704-2345 ' B7705-2345 ; B7706-2343 
-Consultation and information meetings with the 
social partners B7707-2340 ; B7709-2330 , 
B7710-2336; B7711-2324; B7712-2338 
- Meeting between Commission representatives 
and shipbuilders B771 0-2136 
Consultative Assembly, EEC-ACP 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee of the EEC-ACP 
Consultative Assembly B7706-2261 ; B7711-2264 
Consumer information 
-Action programme for the protection and 
information of consumers Opmton S B7705-2374 
-Community action in the field of consumer 
protection R7700-301 ; R7700-304 
-Community consumers policy Resolutton 
p B7709-2312 
-Consumer protection and information policy 
Report C B7711-1501 
-Consumer protection relating to doorstep selling 
Proposal dtrecttve C B7701-2136 ; Opinion 
S B7706-2366 ; Opmton P B7709-2313 
- Protection of participants in home study courses 
Proposal dtrecttve C B7707-2164 
-Seminar on consumer education B7712-211 02 
-Seminar on consumer information B7711-2166 
Consumer protection 
-Action programme for the protection and 
information of consumers Opm10n S B7705-2374 
-Community action in the field of consumer 
protection R7700-301 ; R7700-304 
-Community consumers policy ResolutiOn 
PB7709-2312 
-Consumer protection and information policy 
Report C B7711-1501 
-Consumer protection in the EEC B7702-2315 
-Consumer protection relating to doorstep selling 
Proposal dtrective C B7701-2136; Opimon 
S B7706-2366 ; Optmon P B7709-2313 
-Physical properties of foodstuffs B7707-21119, 
Opimon S B7712-2368 
-Protection of participants in home study courses 
Proposal directtve C B7707-2164 
-Seminar on consumer education B7712-21102 
-Seminar on consumer information B7711-2166 
-Setting up a Scientific Committee on 
Cosmetology Dectston C B7712-21103 
- Work by the Commission and national experts 
relating to consumer protection 87703-2164 
-Work of the Consumers' Consultative Committee 
B7702-2132; B7704-2152; B7706-2180' B7710-
2146; B7711-2167 'B7712-21101 
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Consumers' Consultative Committee 
-Work of the Consumers' Consultative Committee 
87702-2132; 87704-2152; 87706-2180' 87710-
2146; 87711-2167 '87712-21101 
Contract, public 
-Coordination of the procedures for awarding 
public works contracts R7700-145; Proposal 
directive C 87712-2115 
Control, parliamentary 
-Rights of control of the European Parliament 
87702-2303 
Cooperation, administrative 
- Determining the origin of zip fasteners Regulation 
c 87709-2120 
- Rules of origin applicable to developing 
countries which are not entitled to the 
generalized preferences R7700-174 ; 87702-21 16 
- Rules of origin within the framework of the EEC-
Israel Agreement Regulation L 87707-2129 
Cooperation agreement 
-Extension of the interim agreements with 
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia 87711-2257, 
Regulations L 87706-2255; 87712-2252 
-Meeting of the EEC-Yugoslavia Joint Committee 
87710-2257; 87703-2248 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee regarding the 
EEC-Tunisia Interim Agreement 87711-2258 
- Negotiations with Yugoslavia for a framework 
economic and trade cooperation agreement 
Notification C 87711-2263 
-Ratification of cooperation agreements 87712-
2317 
- Relations between the Community and Canada 
within the framework of the economic and 
commercial cooperation agreement R7700-547 ; 
8771 1-2271 ; 87707-2268 ; 87707-2269 
Cooperation Agreement, Canada-Euratom 
-Adapting the guarantee clauses of the 
Cooperation Agreement Euratom-Canada 
87712-2263 
-Agreement with Canada on uranium supplies 
87712-2319 
Cooperation Agreement, economic and 
trade 
-State of the negotiations for the conclusion of an 
agreement between Iran and the EEC R7700-
557 ; 87704-2277 ; 87707-2332 
Cooperation, development 
-Work of the Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific R7700-505 ; 87704-2245 
Cooperation, financial and technical 
- Financial aid to non-associated developing 
countries R7700-475; 87702-1401 ; 87703-2212; 
Opmion P 87704-2221 ; 87706-2216; 87712-2212 
- Financial and technical aid for the non-
associated developing countries Notification 
c 87702-2212 ; 87711-2224 
-Implementation of the financial and technical 
_cooperation provided for in the Cooperation 
Agreements concluded with Algeria, Morocco 
and Tunisia 87703-2244 ; R7700-531 
Coop 
- Indicative programme of financial and technical 
cooperation within the framework of the Lome 
Convention 87705-2248 
-Management of financial and technical 
cooperation in 1976 within the Lome Convention 
Report C 87703-2252 ; 87704-2264 
Cooperation, industrial 
-Commission participation in consultations 
relating to a new constitution for UN IDO R7700-
509 
-Commission participation in the work of UN IDO 
87701-2229 ' 87711-2245 
-Community participation in the consultation 
meeting on the oils and vegetable fats industry 
87712-2239 
-Meeting of the Industrial Cooperation 
Committee 87705-2247 ; 87702-2244 
-Session of the Industrial Development Council 
87706-2239 
-Work of the EEC-Yugoslavia Subcommittee on 
Industrial and Technological Cooperation 87706-
2256 
Cooperation, political 
-Abstention by the Nine in the UN relating to the 
resolution on the Middle East 87703-2327 
-Annual report of the Chairman of the Conference 
of Foreign Ministers within the framework of 
political cooperation 8771 1-2307 
-Code of conduct for undertakings with 
subsidiaries in South Africa 87709-2204 
-Common policy of the Nine relating to the 
respect of human rights 87707-2329 
-Community participation in the Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe 87710-2205 
-Community policy towards African countries and 
arms supplies 87705-2334 
- Fight against international terrorism within the 
framework of European political cooperation 
ResolutiOn P 87701-2308 ; 87705-2302 ; 
Resolution P 8771 1-2306 
- Meeting between President Sadat and Begin 
Prime Ministers 87712-2314 
-Ministerial meeting within the framework of 
political cooperation R7700-456; 87701-2202, 
87704-2203; 87707-2204; 87710-2302; 87711-
2203 
- Negotiations on the mutual reduction of forces 
and armaments (MBFR) Resolution P 87705-2323 
- Position of the Nine towards the political 
situation in South Africa 87701-2310 
- Preparatory meeting within the framework of the 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe R7700-460 ; Resolution P 87705-2322 , 
87706-2204 
-Quarterly discussion with the Parliament's 
Political Affairs Committee 87704-2206 
-Statement by the European Council on the 
Middle East 87706-2203 
-Statement by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine on Africa R7700-545 ; 87704-2204 
-Statement by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine on the independence of 
Bophuthatswana 8771 1-2205 
-Statement by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine on the situation in Rhodesia 87701-2203 
-Statement by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine on the Treaty of Osimo between Italy 
and Yugoslavia 87704-2205 
Coop 
Cooperation, political (Continuation) 
-Statement by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine within the framework of political 
cooperation 87711-2204 
-Work of the Foreign Ministers of the Nine 
regarding the enlargement ofthe Community 
87705-2301 
-World conference in Lagos for action against 
apartheid 87707-2205 · 
Cooperation, scientific and technical 
-Work of the Committee of Senior Officials in the 
field of S1=ientific and Technical Research 87703-
.21114; 87711-21100 
-Work of the CREST Worl<ing Party on problems 
of scientific and technical cooperation with the 
developing countries 87704-2183 
Copper , 
-Community position with regard to the work of 
UNCTAD on copper Notification C 87711-2214 
-Preparatory meeting on copper under UNCTAD 
R7700-486 ; 87705-2206 ; 87707-2213 ; 87711-
2213 
-Work of the intergovernmental group of experts 
relating to the preparatory meeting on copper 
87702-2205 
Cosme~ic product 
-Setting up a Scientific Committee on 
'Cosrnetology Dec1sion C 87712-21103 
COST 
-Community. participation in a COST project 
87710-2189 
- COST project on materials for gas turbines 
DecisionL 87711-21101 
- Workofthe Committee of Senior Officials in the 
field of Scientific and Technical Research 87703-
2111.4; 87711-21100 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) 87701-2157; 137702-2166; 
87793-21110; 87705-2183; .87710-2187; 87711-
2199 . 
Council, European 
- Conclusions of the European Council in the 
economic field 87712-2101 
-Statement by the Council " Foreign Affairs "on 
regional policy87712-2186 
Council of Europe 
-Commission participation in the standing 
conference of European ministers of education 
! 87706-2249 
-Inauguration ofthe new Palais de !'Europe 
B770l-2301 . 
- S~ssion of the Parliamentary Assembly of the 
Council of Europe 87701-2232 ; 87704-2251 
-Situation in Spain discussed at the Parliamentary 
Assembly of the Council of Europe 87710-2255 
-Statement by. the President of the Commission at 
the Committee of Ministers ofthe Council of 
Europe 87711-2252 
Court of Auditors 
-Establishment of the Court of Auditors 87710-
1301 ; Opimon P 87710-2306 
- Provisional location of the Court of Auditors 
87704-2306 
- Responsibilities ofthe members ofthe Court of 
Auditors 87712-2362 
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-Staff regulations of the Court of Auditors Opimon 
p 87705-2332 
.. 
Court of Justice 
-Admission to a post of lawyer-linguist at the 
Court of Justice Case 91-76 87702-2354 
-Composition of the Court of Justice 87710-2337 
Credit, export 
-Establishment of a European Export Bank 87705-
2329 
- Uniform principles for export credit insurance 
systems R7700-494 ; Dec1s1on L 87703-2222 ; 
Proposal directive C 87706-2227 ; Dec1sion 
L 87712-2229 
Credit insurance 
-Guidelines for the granting of export credits 
Dec1s1on L 87706-2228 
CREST 
-Coordination of research and development in the 
Member States 87703-21113 
- Multiannual research programme on raw 
materials 87706-1305; 87705-2338 
- Opinion of CREST on projects in the field of 
research on medicine and public health 87706-
1306 
- Opinion of CREST on the second plan of action 
on STID 87706-21135 
- Scientific and technical cooperation with the 
developing countries 87703-21112 
-Work of CREST relating to the Community 
scientific and tech no I og ical policy 87712-21179 
-Work of the CREST Committee on Medical 
Research and Public Health 87709-2176 
- Work of the CREST Energy Research and 
Development Committee 87703-21111 
- Work of the CREST Working Party on problems 
of scientific and technical cooperation with the 
developing countries 87704-2183 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) 87701-2157; 87702-2166, 
87703-21110; 87705-2183; 87710-2187; 87711-
2199 
Criminal law 
-Community law and criminal law Resolution 
p 87702-2306 
Crisis plan 
-Commission guidelines in response to the crisis 
in the steel sector 87707-2386; 87703-2117 
- Crisis in the steel industry Resolution P 87707-
2311; 87711-1302; 87711-2116; 87712-2372 
- Cycljcal measures regarding steel industry policy 
87704-2116 
-Extension of crisis measures in the steel sector 
87702-2105 ; Dec1sion C 87703-2116 
-Implementation of" crisis measures " in the 
steel sector R7700-148; R7700-498, 87701-
211 0 ; 87705-21 06 ; Notlf1cat1on C 87707-2113 
-Operation of the crisis plan 87706-2115 
-Strengthening Community measures in view of 
the crisis in the steel sector 87712-1101 
-Structural measures regarding Community steel 
policy 87704-2115 
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CST 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Committee 
87706-21138; 87709-2177 
Customs arrangements 
-Simplification and adjustment of customs 
arrangements R7700-175; Dec1s1on L 87706-
2135 
Customs duties 
-Reduction of customs duties on citrus fruit 
imported from Israel 87710-2321 
Customs duties, suspension of 
-Suspension of CCT duties for agricultural 
products originating in Turkey Regulation 
L 87701-2116 
-Suspension of CCT duties for certain aircraft 
Regulation L 87711-2128 
-Suspension of CCT duties for certain materials 
for use in aircraft Regulation L 87711-2129 
-Suspension of CCT duties for certain tropical 
products Dec1sion L 87712-2133 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain 
agricultural products Decision L 87706-2129 ; 
Regulation L 87711-2128 
-Suspension of customs duties for certain 
agricultural products originating in Turkey and 
Malta RegulatiOns L 87712-2134 
- Suspension of customs duties for certain 
herrings Regulation L 87707-2123 
-Suspension of customs duties for certain 
industrial products Regulation L 87706-2128. 
Regulation L 87712-2132 
- Suspension of customs duties for dessert apples 
87709-2118; Decision L 87711-2127 
- Suspension of customs duties for potatoes 
RegulatiOn L 87702-2114; 87702-2143 
-Temporary suspension of CCT duties for certain 
agricultural products Opinion P 87706-2140 
Customs duty 
-Customs duties for health inspection upon 
importation of meat from third countries (cases 
137-77 and 138-77) 87711-2330 
-Elimination of customs duties in trade with third 
countries 87706-1206 
Customs formalities, simplification of 
-Community export declaration form Regulation 
L 87709-1501 
-Customs controls at the German-Italian frontier 
87704-2330 
-Customs Union and simplification of customs 
formalities Opimon P 87704-2329 ; 87707-2120 
-Simplification of controls and Community transit 
procedures RegulatiOns L 87712-2139 
-Simplification of customs procedures and 
legislation R7700-167; Resolution P 87711-2137 
Customs formality 
-Introduction of a Community export declaration 
form OpiniOn S 87703-2375 
Customs nomenclature 
-Amendments to the CCT nomenclature 87706-
2127 
- CCT nomenclature for certain agricultural 
products Regulation L 87711-2126 
Cypr 
Customs regulations 
-Altering the composition of the Advisory 
Committee on Custom Matters 87701-2115 
Customs Union 
-Altering the composition of the Advisory 
Committee on Custom Matters 87701-2115 
-Conference on the Customs Union 87712-2128 
-Customs controls at the German-Italian frontier 
87704-2330 
-Customs Union and simplification of customs 
formalities OpiniOn P 87704-2329 ; 87707-2120 
-Elimination of customs duties in trade with third 
countries 87706-1206 
-Harmonization of customs legislation R7700-176 
- Meeting of the Customs Questions Committee 
87704-2121 
- Precedence of Community law over national law 
in the field of customs law Case 118-76 87706-
2357 
- Standard exchange arrangements for goods 
exported for repair 87707-2128 
- State of the Customs Union Notification C 87706-
1201 
Customs value 
-Customs value of goods R7700-172 . Case 1-
77 87707-2377 ; Case 135-77 87711-2328 
-Customs value of goods carried by sea 
Regulation C 87705-2115 
-Customs value of goods of goods carried by air 
Regulation C 87705-2115 
-Customs value of pharmaceutical products 
subject to a trademark Case 82-76 87702-2353 
-Customs value of products imported and 
warehoused Case 38-77 87711-2342 
-Customs warehousing procedure and customs 
value of goods Case 38-77 87704-2346 
- Declaration of particulars relating to customs 
value Amendment regulation C 87711-2134 
-Interpretation of the rules on the valuation of 
goods for customs purposes Case 1-77 87701-
2322 
Cyprus 
-Additional protocol to the EEC-Cyprus 
Agreement Regulation L 87712-2250 
-Arrangements applicable to trade between the 
Community and Cyprus Regulation L 87707-2254 
-Conclusion of an additional protocol and a 
financial protocol to the EEC-Cyprus Agreement 
87706-2252 
-Extension of the arrangements under the first 
stage of the agreement between the Community 
and Cyprus Opimon P 87707-2322 
- Negotiations with Cyprus with a view to a 
protocol relating to arrangements for trade in 
agricultural products 87711-2255 ; 87712-2251 
- Negotiations with Cyprus with a view to the 
conclusion of an additional protocol 87705-2237 
-Opening of negotiations with Cyprus Notification 
c 87703-2242 . 87705-2336 
- Session of the EEC-Cyprus Association Council 
R7700-524; 87711-2254 
-Signature of the additional and the financial 
protocol of the EEC-Cyprus agreement 87709-
2229 
-Visit to the Commission by ministers from 
Cyprus 87702-2235 
Data processing · 
-Community data-processing policy R7700-126 ; 
87704-2119 ; 87707-2118 ; OpinionS 87710-2371 
-Four year development programme of the data-
processing industry in the Community ResolutiOn 
P87709-2310 
-Priority action in the field of data processing 
Decisions L 87709-2116 
-Study of systems for processing data relating to 
agricultural market organizations Dec1sion 
L 87709-2141 
-2nd data-processing programme by the 
Commission 87709-2311 
Data-processing programme 
-Community data-processing policy R7700-126; 
87704-2119 ; 87707-2118 ; Opimon S 87710-2371 
Denmark 
-Aid for craft industries and small and medium-
sized firms in Denmark Decis1on C 87711-2145 
-Aid for energy saving in Denmark 87710-2122 ; 
87710-2123 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in Denmark 87710-
2161 ; Decision C 87712-2163 
-Aid for the regions in Denmark Opmion P 87704-
2128 
-Derogation accorded to Denmark concerning 
duty exemptions applicable to travellers Directive 
L 87701-2124; D~rective L 87712-2168 
- Devaluation of the representative rate of the 
Danish krone 87704-2160; Dec1s1on L 87709-
2138 
- E18 loan to Denmark for the construction of an 
airport 87712-2382 
- El8 loan to Denmark for the financing of 
industrial initiatives 87704-2368 ; 87707-2393 
- El8 loan to Denmark for the production of 
electricity 87703-2385 
-Implementation of the framework fisheries 
agreement with Denmark and the Fa roe Islands 
87704-2266 
- Protective measures in favour of Denmark, 
Ireland and the United Kingdom 87712-2104 
-Signature of a fisheries agreement with Denmark 
and The Faeroe Islands 87703-2255 
Depressed area 
-Intervention ofthe European Social Fund in 
favour of depressed areas Opimon S 87710-
2377. 87709-2129 
Developing countries 
-Concept of originating products in the context of 
the 1978 generalized system of preferences 
Regulations L 87712-2142 
-Coordination and harmonization of development 
cooperation policies Report C 87703-2211 ; 
87711-2221 ; Resolution L 87711-2223 
- Development cooperation policy R7700-463 
-Development problems before. the Council 
87711-2220 
D 
-Establishment of a European agency for trade 
cooperation with the developing countries 
Opinion P 87704-2221 
- Financial aid to non-associated developing 
countries R7700-475; 87702-1401 ; 87703-2212 ; 
Opinion P 87704-2221 ; 87706-2216 ; 87712-2212 
-Financial and technical aid for the non-
associated developing countries Notification 
c 87702-2212 ; 87711-2224 
- Generalized tariff preferences scheme R7700-
468 ; NotificatiOn C 87707-2220 ; Opinion P 87710-
2311 ; OpinionS 87710-2373; Regulations 
L 87711-2228 
- Imports of steel products from the developing 
countries Dec1sion C 87712-2234 
-Information seminar on the system of 
generalized tariff preferences in Yugoslavia 
87712-2214 
- Meeting of the Committee on Economic 
Cooperation among Developing Countries 
87705-2225 
-Participation of the developing countries in 
international trade events 87704-2215 
-Relations between the industrialized countries 
and the developing countries Opmion S 87705-
2215; Opimon$87705-2376; 87712-2315 
-Rules of origin applicable to developing 
countries which are not entitled to the 
generalized preferences R7700-174 ; 87702-2116 
-Scientific and technical cooperation with the 
developing countries 87703-21112 
-Session ofthe UNCTAD Committee on 
Manufactures 87707-2245 
-Special action to aid certain developing 
countries Notification C 87707-2208 
-Study of measures to stabilize developing 
countries' export earnings Notification C 87703-
2207 
-Work of the CREST Working Party on problems 
of scientific and technical cooperation with the 
developing countries 87704-2183 
-Work relating to development problems 87709-
2208 
Developing countries, indebtedness of the 
-Indebtedness problems of the developing 
countries within the framework of UNCTAD 
R7700-472 
Developing country 
- Derogation from the protective duty on iron and 
steel products at the external frontiers of the 
Community Decision C 87701-2227; Decisions 
c 87707-2243 
Development 
- lnugural meeting of the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development 87712-2242 
Development aid 
-Work relating to development problems 87709-
2208 . 
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Development cooperation 
-Address by a Commission Member before the 
General Assembly ofthe United Nations B7710-
2242 
-Annual meeting of the OECD's Development 
Assistance Committee B7710-2252 
-Community relations with non-governmental 
organizations B7701-2210; ReportC B7703-
2214; B7711-2225 
-Coordination and harmonization of development 
cooperation policies Report C B7703-2211 ; 
B7711-2221 ; Resolution L B7711-2223 
-Development cooperation policy R7700-463 
- Development problems before the Council 
B7711-2220 
- Financial commitments in favour of the OCT 
R7700-543 
- Financing projects submitted by the NGOs 
B7709-2209; R7700-476; B7702-2213; B7703-
2216 ; B7704-2214; B7705-2210 ; B7706-2213 ; 
B7707-2219; B7710-2223; B7711-2226; B7712-
2213 
- lnugural meeting of the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development 87712-2242 
- Making the public more aware of development 
aid problems B7706-2214 
-Meeting of the NGO/Commission Liaison 
Committee B7705-2211 
-Relations between the industrialized countries 
and the developing countries Opm1on S B7705-
2215 ; Opm10n S B7705-2376 ; B7712-2315 
-Special action to aid certain developing 
countries Notification C B7707-2208 
Development, cooperation in 
-Community financial aid for the International 
Development Association B7712-2316 
Development cooperations 
-Exchange of views between the Commission and 
representatives of the Member States 
responsible for relations with non-governmental 
organizations B7711-2227 
Development strategy, international 
-Community participation in OECD meetings 
R7700-521 
Diplomas, mutual recognition of 
-Common policy for the admission of students 
from other Member States B7709-2181 
Diplomatic representation 
-Diplomatic representation of Colombia, 
Malaysia, New Zealand and Norway at the 
European Communities B7703-2270 
- Diplomatic representation of India, Sudan and 
Australia atthe European Communities B7710-
2270 
-Diplomatic representation of Iraq, Honduras, 
Burundi and Brazil atthe European Communities 
B7709-2245 
- Diplomatic representation of Kenya, Costa Rica 
and Morocco atthe European Communities 
B7702-2256 
-Diplomatic representation of Mali, Botswana and 
Burma at the European Communities B7701-
2248 
Domi 
-Diplomatic representation of Oatar and 
Yugoslavia at the European Communities B7704-
2282 
-Diplomatic representation ofTonga, Guinea, 
Thailand, Jordan, Iceland, Bangladesh and 
Guinea-Bissau at the European Communities 
B7707-2277 
- Diplomatic representation of Zaire at the 
European Communities B7706-2275 
- Diplomatic representation of Zambia and the 
Afghanistan at the European Communities 
B7711-2277 
Disaster 
-Aid for the victims of floods in France and Italy 
ResolutiOn P B7709-2314 
-Community action following the contamination 
of the population by toxic products in Seveso 
B7703-2160 
-Community financial aid to the victims of 
disasters R7700-249 
- Community fire protection standards B7706-
2318 
-Consequences of the Seveso disaster in Italy 
87707-2156 
-Coordination and harmonization of emergency 
aids in the event of a disaster B7711-2222 
- Duty-free entry of prefabricated components 
required for the construction of a school in 
Seveso B7701-2117 
-Emergency aid for North-West Italy Opm1on 
p B771 0-2309 
- Financial aid for the victims of the earthquake in 
Romania R7700-563 ; B7705-2262 
Disease, animal 
- Protection of the population against the risks of 
swine flu virus B7704-2137 
- Relaxing the restrictions on the import of 
pig meat originating in the Netherlands Dec1sion 
C B7707-2187 ; Dec1s1ons C B7704-2171 ; 
Dec1sion C B7705-2164 
Distribution agreement 
-Infringement noted in the case of a distribution 
agreement Case 19-77 B7702-2333 
Doctor 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training B7703-2126 
Doctors 
-Work of the Committee of Senior Officials in the 
field of Public Health on the freedom of 
movement of doctors B7703-2127 ; B7711-2122 
Documentation, computerized 
-Community participation in the international 
information system for agricultural science 
B7702-2168 
Documentation, data-based 
- Cooperative system for registering translations 
B7712-21191 
Dominant position 
- Dominant position of a coking coal company 
B7705-2118 
Dominant position, abuse of 
-Abuse of dominant position by oil companies 
Case 77-77 B7707-2341 
Domi 
Dominant position, abuse of (Continuation) 
-Abuse of dominant position in the Netherlands 
by an oil company Decision C 8770<'1-2126 
- Fines for refusal to supply 87712-2157 
Driving licence 
- Introduction of a Community driving licence 
87712-21144; 87711-2190 
Drought, fight against the 
-Aid for farmers hit by the drought in 
Luxembourg Opinion C 87709-2155 
-Safety of water supplies in the Community 
87701-2316 
Dumping, fight against 
-Anti-dumping fight in view of the crisis in the 
steel sector 87707-2313 
-Protection against dumping, granting of 
bounties or subsidies by third countries 
Amendment regulation L 87706-2220 
-Work of the GATT Committee on Antidumping 
Practices 87702-2227 
Duty, exemption from 
-Exemption from duty for consignments of no 
commercial value 87712-2138 
- Exemption from duty for imports of goods for 
the victims of the Friuli earthquake Dec1s1on 
c 87703-2129 
-Extension of the duty-free importation of goods 
for earthquake victims in the Friuli region 
Dec1s1on C 87706-2134 
-Sale of agricultural products on board ship 
Regulation L 87712-21119 
Duty, exemption from customs 
- Duty-free entry of prefabricated components 
required for the construction of a school in 
Seveso 87701-2117 
-Duty-free importation of material intended for 
national defence 87707-2127 
-Duty-free importation of objects of a scientific 
nature Case 72-77 87706-2348 
Duty, export 
-Conditions for the post-clearance collection of 
import or export duties 87705-2116 
-Post-clearance collection of import or export 
duties Opimon S 87711-2360 
Duty, import 
-Conditions for the post-clearance collection of 
import or export duties 87705-2116 
- Import duty on certain nuts originating in Taiwan 
87711-2237 
- Post-clearance collection of import or export 
duties Op1mon S 87711-2360 
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EAEC 
- Proposals with a view to an agreement between 
the Community and the EAEC 87706-2273 
EAGGF 
-Common action to improve the conditions under 
which agricultural products are processed and 
marketed 87702-2136; Regulation L 87702-2134 
-Conversion rates for EAGGF expenditure Opinion 
P87702-2318 
- EAGGF flat-rate granted to Italy by the EAGGF 
87704-2313 
- EAGGF inspections by the Member States 
Opinion P 87705-2331 ; D~rective L 87706-21105 
-Exchange rates to be applied in the policy of 
agricultural structures Opimon S 87712-2366 
- Fight against irregularities R7700-356 ; 
Notification C 87703-2178 ; Resolution L 87706-
21106 
-5th EAGGF financial report Resolution P 87707-
2327 
-6th financial report on the EAGGF 87711-2181 
EAGGF assistance 
- EAGGF flat-rate granted to Italy by the EAGGF 
87704-2313 
-Extending the application of the EAGGF 
Guarantee Section to cereal products produced 
in the OCT Dec1sion L 87706-21104 
- Financing intervention expenditure by the 
EAGGF Guarantee Section Regulation L 87703-
2177; Proposal regulation L 87712-21130 
EAGGF Guarantee Section 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guarantee Section 
R7700-351 
- EAGGF inspections by the Member States 
Opimon P 87705-2331 ; Directwe L 87706-21105 
-Extending the application of the EAGGF 
Guarantee Section to cereal products produced 
in the OCT Decision L 87706-21104 
-Financing intervention expenditure by the 
EAGGF Guarantee Section Regulation L 87703-
2177; Proposal regulatiOn L 87712-21130 
EAGGF Guidance Section 
-Allocation of the EAGGF Guidance Section 
R7700-354; Dec1s1ons C 87707-2182; 87712-
21131 
-System of premiums for the non-marketing of 
milk and milk products 87706-21107 
ECE 
-Work of the Economic Commission for Europe 
within the UN R7700-502 
-30th anniversary of the Economic Commission 
for Europe 87704-2244 
Economic and Monetary Union 
-Annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community OpinionS 87710-2102; 87711-2102 
-Community measures as a result of the 
conclusions of the European Council regarding 
the economy 87712-2102 
E 
-Conclusions of the European Council in the 
economic field 87712-2101 
- Prospect of economic and monetary union 
Notification C 87711-2101 
-Statement by the President of the Commission 
on Monetary Union 87710-1101 
Economic and social situation 
-Evolution of the social situation Opm1on S 87706-
2362 
- Results of the Tripartite Conference R7700-236 ; 
Resolution P 87711-2110 
-Statement on the development of the social 
situation 87703-2144 
Economic Commission for Europe 
-Trends in East-West trade (Committee on the 
Development of Trade of the Economic 
Commission for Europe) 87712-2237 
Economic guidelines 
- 1977 economic situation and 1978 guidelines 
Opmion P ReportC 87711-2310 
Economic policies, coordination of 
-Strengthening coordination of national 
economic policies 87702-2101 ; Notification 
c 87710-2105; 87711-2106 
Economic Policy Committee 
-Work of the Economic Policy Committee 87712-
2106; 87702-2103; 87703-2107; 87704-2109; 
87705-2104; 87706-2105 ; 87707-2107 ; 87709-
2107; 87710-2107; 87711-2109 
Economic policy guidelines 
-Adjustment of economic policy guidelines for 
1977 Notification C 87703-2104 
-Work of the study group on economic prospects 
relating to the situation of the world economy 
87703-2108 
Economic policy, medium-term 
-Economic policy conditions to be observed by 
Italy in 1977 Recommendatton C 87704-2105 
-Statement by the President of the Commission 
before the EP on the economic situation 87709-
2104 
-4th medium-term economic policy programme 
R7700-118, 87703-2102; 87703-2317 
Economic situation in the Community 
-Adjustment of economic policy guidelines for 
1977 Notification C 87703-2104 
-Annual Assembly of the IMF and the 18RD R7700-
510; 67709-1401 
-Annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community Opm1on S 87710-2102 ; 87711-2102 
-Commission report on the economic situation in 
the Community ReportC 87701-2101 
-Common strategy for dealing with the economic 
situation in the Community 87710-2104 
-Community measures as a result ofthe 
conclusions of the European Council regarding 
the economy 87712-2102 
Econ 
Economic situation in the community 
(Continuation) 
-Community participation in the London Western 
Summit B7705-1601 ; B7703-2301 
-Community participation in Western economic 
summits B7711-2302 
-Conclusions of the European Council in the 
economic field B7712-2101 
-Coordination of economic and monetary policies 
R7700-94 ; B7707-2101 
-Economic situation and medium-term 
perspectives Report C B7709-2101 
-Economic situation in the Community B7709-
2305 
-Economic situation in the Community in 1977 
Opm1on S B7710-2370 
- Evolution of the economic situation R7700-88 
-General economic situation in the Community 
R7700-02 
- Prospect of economic and monetary union 
Notification C B7711-2101 
-Protection of savings in the Community Report 
CB7711-2107 
-Report of the« Optica » group relating to 
inflation and exchange rates in the Community 
B7706-2106 
- Report of the Study Group on the role of public 
finance in european integration B7706-2107 
-Results of the economic summit in London 
B7705-2312 
-Revitalizing monetary cooperation B7705-2339 
-Statement by the European Council on economic 
growth, inflation and employment B7703-2101 
-Statement by the President of the Commission 
before the EP on the economic situation B7709-
2104 
-Statement by the President of the Commission 
on Monetary Union B7710-1101 
- Statement by the Vice-President of the 
Commission on the economic situation in the 
Community B7705-2101 
-Strengthening coordination of national 
economic policies B7702-2101 ; Notification 
c B7710-2105. B7711-2106 
-Structural improvements in the United Kingdom 
in view ofthe economic situation B7701-2102 
-Work of the Committee of Experts on Short-term 
Economic Policy concerning the economic 
situation in the Community B7712-2107 
- 1977 economic situation and 1978 guidelines 
Op1mon P Report C B7711-2310 
Economic summit 
-Community participation in the London Western 
Summit B7705-1601 ; B7703-2301 
-Community participation in Western economic 
summits B7711-2302 
ECSC audit, 1975 
- Report oft he ECSC Auditor for the 1975 financial 
year B7703-2329 
ECSC bond issue 
- ECSC bond issues and private placements by the 
Commission B7702-2365 ; B7703-2397 . B7704-
2381; B7705-2388; B7706-2387; B7707-23112. 
B7709-2360; B7711-2389; B7712-23117 
ECSC Consultative Committee 
- Drawing up lists of candidates for the ECSC 
Consultative Committee Case 66-76 B7702-2355 
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ECSC financial aid 
- ECSC contribution towards the cost of retraining 
workers in steel undertakings in the United 
Kingdom Decision C B7706-2151 
- ECSC retraining aid for workers in Belgium, 
France and the United Kingdom Dec1s1on 
CB7711-2156 
- ECSC retraining aid for workers in Germany, 
Belgium and France Dec1s10n C B7712-2174 
- ECSC retraining aid for workers in Germany, 
Belgium and in the United Kingdom Dec1s1on 
c B7705-2130 
- ECSC retraining aid for workers in the 
Community coal and steel industries Dec1s1on 
c B7707-2144 
- ECSC social research with a view to improving 
living and working conditions R7700-259 
-Financial ECSC-activities by the Commission 
B7706-2375 
-Projects regarding the fight against pollution in 
the steel industry B7703-2149 
- 1976 Annual Report by the ECSC auditor B7706-
2390 
ECSC industrial loan 
- ECSC industrial loans Dec1s1on C B7706-21125 
- ECSC industrial loans for financing an overseas 
project B7704-2382 
- ECSC industrial loans to the coal and steel 
industries B7701-2346. B7703-2398. B7703-
2399 ; B7705-2389 ; B7706-2388 ; Dec1s1ons 
CB7706-2389; B7712-23119 
- ECSC industrial loans to the coal industry Assent 
L B7702-2165; Dec1s1on C B7703-21105. B7704-
2383; DeclsionCB7712-21174; B7704-2382 
- ECSC industrial loans to the mining industry 
B7704-2181 
- ECSC industrial loans to the steel industry 
Dec1s1on C B7703-2121 . B7705-21 08 ; Dec1s1on 
C B7705-2390 ; Dec1s1on C B7707-2114. 
Dec1s1ons C B7707-23114. B7710-2398; Dec1s1on 
CB7712-2122; B7711-2117 
- ECSC industrial loan to Brazil Opinion L B7706-
2118 
- ECSC industrial loan to France B7709-2114 
ECSC industrial loans 
-Interest rebates for ECSC loans to the steel 
industry B7707-2311 0 
ECSCioan 
- ECSC industrial loans Dec1sion C B7706-21125 
- ECSC industrial loans for financing an overseas 
project B7704-2382 
- ECSC industrial loans to the coal and steel 
industries B7701-2346; B7703-2398; B7703-
2399 ; B7705-2389 ; B7706-2388 ; Dec1s1ons 
CB7706-2389. B7712-23119 
- ECSC industrial loans to the coal industry Assent 
L B7702-2165. Dec1s1on C B7703-21105; B7704-
2383; Dec1s1on C B7712-21174; B7704-2382 
- ECSC industrial loans to the mining industry 
B7704-2181 
- ECSC industrial loans to the steel industry 
B7711-2117; Decision C B7703-2121 . B7705-
2108; Dec1s1on C 67705-2390. Decision C 67707-
2114, DeCISIOnsCB7707-23114; B7710-2398, 
Dec1sion C B7712-2122 
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ECSC loan (Continuation) 
- ECSC industrial loan to Brazil Opm1on L B7706-
2118 
- ECSC industrial loan to France B7709-2114 
- ECSC loan to Charbonnage de France B7709-
2172 
- ECSC reconversion loans to France and the 
United Kingdom Assent L B7712-2190 ; B7712-
23119 
- ECSC reconversion loan to France B7701-2346 ; 
Assent L B7702-2127, B7703-2398; Assent 
L B7707-2159 ; B7707-23113 
- ECSC reconversion loan to the United Kingdom 
B7705-2139' B7705-2389 
- ECSC regional reconversion programmes R7700-
277 
ECSC loan for low-cost housing 
- ECSC loan for financing low-cost housing B771 0-
2135; B7710-2397' B7712-2176 'B7712-23118' 
R7700-253; B7704-2134; B7704-2382; B7705-
2389 ; B7706-2388 'B7707-2146; B7707-2148 ; 
B7707-23113; B7709-2130 
- ECSC loan for low-cost housing in France, 
Germany, Luxembourg and Italy B7706-2154 
- ECSC loan for low-cost housing in the United 
Kingdom Dec1s1on C B7707-2147 
- ECSC loan for the financing of low-cost housing 
in Belgium Dec1s1on C B7705-2132 
- ECSC loan for the financing of low-cost housing 
in Belgium, France, Luxembourg, Germany and 
Denmark B7702-2122 
B2ECSCioans 
- Interest rebates for ECSC loans to the steel 
industry B7707-23110 
- Interest rebates on ECSC reconversion loans 
B7707 -23111 
ECSC operating budget 
-Due date of the ECSC levy Dec1s1on C B7707-
23108 
- ECSC operating budget R7700-51 
- ECSC operating budget for 1977 B7712-23112 
- ECSC operating budget for 1978 B7712-23111 
- Fixing of ECSC levy rates and the ECSC 
operating budget for 1978 B7711-2388 , B7712-
2309 
- Member States' contributions to the ECSC 
budget Opinion A B7712-2374 
-Report of the ECSC Auditor for the 1975 financial 
year B7703-2329 
ECSC product 
- Establishment of through international railway 
tariffs for coal and steel B7704-2175 
- Infringement in Belgium regarding aid for the 
SNCB in the ECSC sector B7707-2195 
- Suspension of duties on ECSC steel products 
origination in Israel Dec1s1on C B7702-2225 
-Through international railway tariffs for coal and 
steel Case 756-77B7712-2349 
ECSC products 
-Extension of the special tariff measures applying 
to the transport of iron ore by rail B7712-21151 
-Import arrangements for ECSC products B7709-
2222 
- Meeting of the ECSC-Austria and ECSC-
Switzerland Transport Committee B771 0-2167 
-Statement on the Commission's activities in the 
ECSC B7706-2371 
Educ 
ECSC reconversion loan 
- ECSC loan to Charbonnage de France B7709-
2172 
- ECSC reconversion loans to France and the 
United Kingdom Assent L B7712-2190; B7712-
23119 
- ECSC reconversion loan to France B7701-2346 , 
Assent L B7702-2127 ; B7703-2398 ; Assent 
L B7707-2159; B7707-23113 
- ECSC reconversion loan to the United Kingdom 
B7705-2139; B7705-2389 
- ECSC regional reconversion programmes R7700-
277 
ECSC reconversion loans 
- Interest rebates on ECSC reconversion loans 
B7707-23111 
ECSC research 
- Research programme on safety in mines B7703-
2148 
ECSC retraining aid 
- ECSC contribution towards the cost of retraining 
workers in steel undertakings in the United 
Kingdom Decision C B7706-2151 
- ECSC retraining aid for workers in Belgium, 
France and the United Kingdom Dec1s1on 
CB7711-2156 
- ECSC retraining aid for workers in Germany, 
Belgium and France Dec1s1on C B7712-2174 
- ECSC retraining aid for workers in Germany, 
Belgium and in the United Kingdom Decis1on 
CB7705-2130 
- ECSC retraining aid for workers in the 
Community coal and steel industries Dec1s1on 
c B7707-2144 
EDF 
-Financial commitments of the 2nd Yaounde 
Convention R7700-544 
- Financing decisions within the framework of the 
4th EDF B7701-2238 ; Dec1sion C B7702-2247 ; 
B7703-2253 ; B7705-2249 ; B7706-2263 ; 
Dec1s1ons C B7707-2262 ; B7709-2234 ; B7709-
2235 ; B7710-2261 ; Dec1s1on C B7711-2268 ; 
Dec1s1on C B7712-2261 
- Multiannual training programmes within the 
framework of the EDF B7707-2260 
Education 
- Action programme on education R7700-439 ; 
B7704-2186' B7712-21186; B7712-21187 
- Action programme on education (Education 
Committee) B7703-21115 
-Award of research scholarships within the 
framework of university research on European 
integration B7711-2325 
-Commission participation in the standing 
conference of European ministers of education 
B7706-2249 
-Common policy for the admission of students 
from other Member States B7709-2181 
-Community action in the field of arts Notification 
c B7711-1401 
-Compilation of a handbook for students to 
promote their mobility 87712-21188 
-Exchange of pupils between Community 
countries 87710-2196 
Educ 
Education (Continuation) 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Scientific 
and Technical Training B7712-21182 
-Seminar on higher education B7712-21189 
-Training of administrators in higher education 
B7710-2195 
-Work ofthe Education Committee B7701-2160 : 
B7704-21148; B7709-2180; B7711-21113 
-Workshop in the United Kingdom on the 
preparation of young people for working life 
B7711-21114 
Education, action programme on 
-Action programme on education R7700-439 : 
B7704-2186; B7712-21186' B7712-21187 
Education Committee 
-Action programme on education (Education 
Committee) B7703-21115 
-Work ofthe Education Committee B7701-2160; 
B7704-21148 ' B7709-2180 ; B7711-21113 
-Work of the Education Committee relating to the 
transition from education to working life B7703-
21115 
Education of migrants 
-Education of migrant workers' children R7700-
248; Directive L B7705-2145, Directive L B7706-
21149; D1rectweL B7707-21123; B7709-2307 
EEC-China Agreement 
-State of work relating to the EEC-China trade 
agreement project R7700-565; B7707-1201 , 
Resolution P B7707-2315 , B7709-2244 
EEC-EFT A Joint Committee 
-Working ofthe agreements with the EFTA 
countries and meetings of the joint committees 
R7700-548; B7706-2268; B7712-2265 
EEC-Japan Consultation 
-Consultations between the ECSC and Japan 
relating to the situation in the steel industry 
B7705-2259 ; B7705-2107 
-Informal consultations between the Commission 
and Japan relating to Japanese exports of 
special steels to the United Kingdom B7704-2275 
-Regular high level consultations between the 
Community and Japan R7700-552 ; B7705-2258 ; 
B7712-2267; B7711-2273 
EEC-Malta Association Agreement 
- State of the ratifications relating to the additional 
protocol to the EEC-Malta Association 
Agreement B7711-2256 
EEC-Morocco Agreement 
-Derogation from the rules of origin in favour of 
Morocco for certain textile products Regulation 
L B7706-2139 
EEC-United States consultation 
- High level six-monthly consultations between 
the Commission and the US Government B7704-
2273 ; R7700-546 ; B7707-2267 
EEC-Yugoslavia Agreement 
-State of relations between the Community and 
Yugoslavia R7700-530 ; B7704-2335 
EFTA 
- Negotiations to revise the International Cocoa 
Agreement R7700-480 ; B7709-2212 
EFT A countries 
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- Consequences of the Conference of Members of 
the Governments of the EFT A countries B7705-
2256 
-Economic relations between the EEC and the 
non-member Nordic countries Resolution 
p B7707-22301 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee relating to the 
EEC-Switzerland Clock and Watch Agreement 
B7711-2272 
-Working of the agreements with the EFTA 
countries and meetings of the joint committees 
R7700-548; B7706-2268; B7712-2265 
EFTA country 
-Derogation from the rules of origin for certain 
products originating in the EFTA countries 
Regulation L B7712-2141 
Egg 
-see egg and poultrymeat sector BXX00-04 
Eggs and poultrymeat sector 
- Common organization of the market in the egg 
and poultrymeat sector R7700-346 
EIB 
- Meeting of the Board of Governors of the EIB 
B7706-2376 
-Visit to Tunisia by a Joint Mission from the 
Commission and the EIB B7711-2259 
EIB bond issue 
- EIB bond issue in dollars B7709-2352 
- EIB bond issue in Luxembourg francs B7707-
2391 
- EIB bond issue in yen B7704-2367; B7710-2387 
EIB extra-Community loan 
-Guarantee of EIB loans to certain Mediterranean 
countries B7703-2239 
EIB intra-Community loan 
- Exchange risk guarantee mechanisms for EIB 
loans to the United Kingdom B7712-2381 
EIB loan 87703-2384 ; 87705-2378 
- EIB loan in Belgian francs B7711-2362 
- EIB loan in eurosterling B7712-2380 
EIB loan, extra-Community 
- EIB loan to Austria for the transport of natural 
gas B7703-2389 
- EIB loan to Cameroon for the financing of a hotel 
B7706-2383 
- EIB loan to Cameroon for the financing of 
factories B7712-23102 
- EIB loan to Kenya for industrial initiatives B7711-
2376 
- EIB loan to Kenya for the expansion of a cement 
works B7705-2380 
- EIB loan to Kenya for the financing of a sugar 
factory B7709-2357 
- EIB loan to Malawi for industrial initiatives 
B7711-2377 
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EIB loan, extra-community (Continuation) 
- El8 loan to Malawi for the development of a 
sugar plantation 87704-2377 
- EIB loan to Mauritius for small and medium-
sized undertakings 87709-2358 
- El8 loan to Portugal for an emergency aid for 
industrial initiatives 87712-23100 
- El8 loan to Portugal for expansion of a port 
87704-2376 
- El8 loan to Portugal for financing an irrigation 
project 87701-2345; 87710-2392 
- El8 loan to Portugal for industrial initiatives 
87712-2310 
- El8 loan to Portugal for the construction of a port 
87710-2393 
- El8 loan to Rwanda for financing a tin foundry 
87712-23105 
- El8 loan to Tanzania for a canvas mill 87712-
23106 
- El8 loan to Tanzania to provide assistance to 
industrial development 87703-2390 
- El8 loan to the Caribbean for industrial initiatives 
87711-2375 
- El8 loan to the Ivory Coast for electricity supply 
87712-2310 
- El8 loan to the Ivory Coast for industrial projects 
87703-2391 
- El8 loan to the Ivory Coast to help finance a 
coconutfactory 87712-23104 
- El8 loan to Togo for financing a palm oil mill 
87706-2384 
- El8 loan to Yugoslavia for an electricity 
transmission network 87711-2374 
- El8 loan to Zaire for financing a cement works 
87711-2378 
- El8 loan with interest rate subsidy to Kenya for 
the financing of a chemical factory 87707-2399 
- Exceptional aid for the Lebanon for 
reconstruction projects 87712-2253 
EIB loan, intra-Community 
- El8 loan to Denmark for the construction of an 
airport 87712-2382 
- E18 loan to Denmark for the financing of anti-
pollution equipment 87710-2389 
- El8 loan to Denmark for the financing of 
industrial initiatives 87704-2368 ; 87707-2393 
- E18 loan to Denmark for the modernization of a 
factory 87711-2363 
- El8 loan to Denmark for the production of 
electricity 87703-2385 
- El8 loan to France for financing nuclear power 
stations 87703-2386 
- El8 loan to France for the improvement of 
telecommunications 87705-2379 
- El8 loan to France for the modernization of a 
steelworks 87712-2383 
- El8 loan to France for water supplies 87704-2369 
- El8 loan to Ireland for the construction of factory 
buildings 87710-2390 
- El8 loan to Ireland for the development of 
telecommunications 87712-2386 
- El8 loan to Ireland for water supplies 87706-2378 
- El8 loan to Italy for a factory 87709-2354 
- El8 loan to Italy for an irrigation scheme 87709-
2353 
- El8 loan to Italy for a petrochemical complex 
87703-2387 
- El8 loan to Italy for financing a 
telecommunications system 87710-2391 
Elec 
- El8 loan to Italy for financing factories 87704-
2373 
- El8 loan to Italy for financing industrial initiatives 
87704-2371 
- El8 loan to Italy for gas transmission equipment 
87712-2394 
- El8 loan to Italy for industrial projects 87706-
2379 
- El8 loan to Italy for port installations 87712-2389 
- El8 loan to Italy for reconstruction of the Friuli 
region 87704-2370 
- El8 loan to Italy for small and medium-sized 
undertakings 87711-2364 
- El8 loan to Italy for telephone equipment 87701-
2344 
- El8 loan to Italy for the construction of a diesel 
engine factory 87704-2372 
- E18 loan to Italy for the construction of a factory 
87711-2365 ; 87711-2366 
- El8 loan to Italy for the construction of a 
motorway 87707-2395 ; 87711-2368 
- El8 loan to Italy for the construction of an 
expressway 87712-2388 
- E I 8 loan to Italy for the construction of a pia nt in 
the motorcar sector 87712-2391 
- El8 loan to Italy for the development of gas fields 
87711-2367 ; 87707-2394 
- El8 loan to Italy for the expansion of a factory 
87712-2392 
- El8 loan to Italy for the steel industry 87709-2355 
- El8 loan to Italy for vocational training 87712-
2390 
- El8 loan to Italy to exploit water resources 
87712-2387 
- El8 loan to Italy to repair a motorway 87704-2374 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for a nuclear 
power station 87712-2399 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for a 
steelmaking complex 87712-2397 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for electricity 
supplies 87711-2373 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for expansion of 
a plant 87703-2388 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for expansion of 
a steel plant 87711-2369 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for financing a 
sugar plant 87709-2356 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for high-speed 
trains 87712-2398 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for small and 
medium-sized undertakings 87712-2395 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for the 
construction of a refinery 87707-2396 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for the 
development of a North Sea gas field 87707-
2398 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for water 
supplies 87702-2362 ; 87704-2375 ; 87711-
2370. 87711-2371; 87712-2396 
- El8 loan to the United Kingdom for water supply 
projects 87706-2382 • 87711-2372 
Election of the EP, direct 
-Choice of the seat of the European Parliament 
87709-2304 
- Election of the European Parliament by direct 
universal suffrage R7700-26 ; 87709-2303 ; 
Resolution P 87711-2308 
Elec 
Election of the EP, direct (Continuation) 
-<<Multimedia 11 information campaign for the 
election of the EP by direct universal suffrage 
87703-2303 ; Resolution P 87705-2311 
-Preparing the election of the EP by direct 
universal suffrage Resolution P 87702-2304 ; 
87705-2335; 87712-2301 
-Voting right in the direct elections of the EP 
Resolution P 87706-2304 
-Work of the Etats G{meraux of European 
municipalities relating to the election of the 
European Parliament 87706-2248 
Election to the EP, direct 
-Conferring << special rights non the Community 
citizen Resolution P 87711-2309 
Electrical equipment 
-Application in Belgium ofthe rules relating to 
electrical equipment Case 122-76 87705-2371 
-Application of the rules on electrical equipment 
Case 12~-76 87707-2376 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to electrical 
equipment R7700-163; 87712-2111 
Emergency aid 
-Aid for the victims of floods in France and Italy 
Resolution P 87709-2314 
- Emergency aid for Cape Verde following the 
effects ofthe drought 87711-2231 
- Emergency aid for North-West Italy Opimon 
p 87710-2309 
- Emergency food aid for Madagascar Decision 
c 87705-2213 
-Emergency food aid for refugees in Syria 87702-
2215 
Employment 
-Accession of the Community to the International 
Labour Organization Report C Resolution 
PB7704-2319 
-Achievements and prospects of the 
Community's industrial policy Opmion S 87709-
2343 
-Commission participation in the work of the 
International Labour Organization R7700-508 ; 
87706-2242 
-Commission representation atthe high-level 
conference on youth employment 87712-2244 
-Commission's tender for the supply of 
temporary staff Case 56-77 87705-2347 
-Community action on the labour market Report 
c 87706-2147 
-Conditions for hiring labour Case 76-77 87712-
2361 
-Employment situation and perspectives in the 
agricultural sector OpinionS 87705-2375 
-European seminar on employment and 
vocational training 87711-2154 
-Evolution of the social situation Optmon S 87706-
2362 
- Fight against illegal immigration and illegal 
employment OpinionS 87702-2119; Opimon 
PB7711-2312 
- Fight against unemployment 87709-2125 
- Fight against youth unemployment Nottfication 
c 87710-1401 ; 87709-2306 
- << Growth, inflation, employment 11 at the 
Tripartite Conference 87705-2126; 87706-1101 
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- Illegal work at home 87706-2315 
-Implementation of a common vocational training 
policy 87704-2131 
-Inauguration of the European centre for training 
craftsmen 87710-2129 
- Meeting of senior officials concerned with 
employment 87711-2153 
- Meetings with senior employment officials 
87703-2143 
-Preparations for the meeting of the Standing 
Committee on Employment 87704-2130 
-Preparations for the Tripartite Conference 87703-
2142 ; Resolution P 87706-2316 
-Results of the Tripartite Conference R7700-236 ; 
Resolution P 87711-2110 
-Social policy before the Council 87710-2127 
- Statement on the development of the social 
situation 87703-2144 
-Study on the employment situation in 
agriculture Opmton S 87705-2377 
- Work of the Advisory Committee on Vocational 
Training R7700-240; 87701-2125; 87705-2129; 
87709-2126 
-Work of the Joint Committee for the 
Harmonization of Working Conditions in the 
Steel Industry 87705-2133 
-Work of the Standing Committee on 
Employment87705-2127; 87711-2152 
- 1976 Social Report presented to the European 
Parliament 87704-1401 
- 1977 economic situation and 1978 guidelines 
Optmon P Report C 87711-2310 
Employment for women 
- Community action on the labour market Report 
c 87706-2147 
Employment for young people 
-Community action on the labour market Report 
c 87706-2147 
Employment of women 
- Equal treatment for men and women R7700-
239; 87702-2118 
-Intervention of the European Social Fund in 
favour of the employment of women Optmon 
P 87710-2310; Opimon S 87710-2378 
-Intervention of the European Social Fund in 
favour of women 87709-2128 
Employment of young people 
-Commission representation at the high-level 
conference on youth employment 87712-2244 
-Exchange of young workers in the fisheries 
sector 87710-2130 
-Fight against unemployment 87709-2125 
-Fight against youth unemployment Notiftcatton 
C87710-1401; 87709-2306 
- Recommendation to the Member States on the 
vocational preparation of unemployed young 
people R7700-238 
-Vocational training of young people 
Recommendation C 87707-2140 
-Vocational training of young unemployed people 
OpinionS 87701-2342 
Employment, Standing Committee on 
-Preparations for the meeting ofthe Standing 
Committee on Employment 87704-2130 
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Energy, alternative 
-Financial aid to promote alternative energy 
sources 87705-2176; Opinion P 87711-2197 
Energy Committee 
-Work ofthe Energy Committee 87702-2161 ; 
87703-21102; 87705-2178; 87710-2180 
Energy, Conference World 
- World Conference on Energy 87709-2167 
Energy dependance 
-Energy prices in the Community 87710-2178 
Energy dependence 
- Development and protection of energy 
investment Notification C 87705-2173 ; 
Notif1cat1ons C 87706-21119 
-Work relating to energy prices 87712-21165 
Energy, electrical 
-Community action in the field of the utilization of 
electrical energy R7700-401 
Energy, nuclear 
-Action by the Commission in connection with 
technological problems of nuclear safety Report 
c 87705-2184 
-Community action in the field of nuclear energy 
Notifications C 87707-1301 
Energy policy 
-Achievement of Community energy policy 
objectives for 1985 Report C 87712-21166; 
Report C Opinion P 87712-2318 
-Annual report on the energy situation Report 
CB7706-21121 
- Coking coal and coke for the steel industry 
Amendment Dec1sion C 87704-2179; 87707-
21107 ; Decis1on C 87710-2183 
-Community approach to refining problems 
87706-21122; 87712-21168; Notification 
c 87703-211 03 
-Community policy for the application of solar 
energy Resolution P 87706-2306 
-Cooperation in the event of supply difficulties 
Dec1s1on L 87702-2163 
- Development and protection of energy 
investment Notification C 87705-2173 ; 
Notifications C 87706-21119 
-Energy prices in the Community 87710-2178 
-Energy problems before the Council 87703-
2195; 87703-2194 
-Energy saving in existing buildings Notification 
C 87705-2177; Opimon S 87709-2349 
-Energy saving in new buildings Opimon S 87709-
2348 
-Energy situation in the Community Notlficat1on 
CB7702-2159 
-Energy situation in the Community and in the 
world NotificatiOn CB7710-2177; Notification 
CB7712-21164 
- Financial aid for demonstration projects in the 
field of energy saving 87712-21163 
- Financial aid to promote alternative energy 
sources 87705-2176; Opinion P 87711-2197 
- Intensification ofthe Community's programme 
for energy saving Notification C 87702-1501 ; 
87703-2196 
-International situation in the field of nuclear 
energy Notif1cat1on C 87705-2182 
En er 
-Investment projects of interest to the Community 
in the petroleum, natural gas and electricity 
sectors Notification C Decision C 87712-21170 
-Joint projects on hydrocarbon exploration 
Decision L 87710-2182 
- Meeting of the Governing Board of the 
International Energy Agency 87710-1503; 
87710-2250 
-Public debates on nuclear energy 87706-21128 ; 
87709-2173 
-Rational use of energy R7700-391 ; 87705-2174; 
87705-2175; Opimon S 87709-2347; 
Recommendation L 87710-2176; Opinion 
P 8771 0-2320 ; Opmion P 87711-2197 ; Directive 
L 87712-21163 
-Relations with countries producing or importing 
energy R7700-386 
- Situation of the Community energy policy 
R7700-384 
-Statement from the Preaident of the Commission 
before the ECSC Consultative Committee 87707-
2384 
-Work of the Energy Committee 87702-2161 ; 
87703-21102 ; 87705-2178 ; 87710-2180 
-Work programme ofthe Council on energy 
87706-21120 
-World Conference on Energy 87709-2167 
- 1985 objectives in the field of energy policy 
87707-21102 ; 87707-21103 ; 87707-21104 
Energy policy, medium-term 
-Economic situation and medium-term 
perspectives Report C 87709-2101 
Energy research 
-Conference on geothermal energy 87712-21183 
- International conference on the photovoltaic 
conversion of solar energy 87709-2178 
-Research programme on energy (ACPM) 87710-
2190 
- Research programme on geothermal energy 
(ACPM) 87711-21109 
-Work of the Coordinating Committee on Fast 
ReactorsB7701-2158; 87706-21139; 87712-
21180 
- Work of the CREST Energy Research and 
Development Committee 87703-21111 
Energy saving 
-Community policy for the application of solar 
energy Resolution P 87706-2306 
-Energy saving in existing buildings NotificatiOn 
C 87705-2177; OpinionS 87709-2349 
-Energy saving in new buildings OpinionS 87709-
2348 
- Financial aid for demonstration projects in the 
field of energy saving 87712-21163 
-Intensification of the Community's programme 
for energy saving Notification C 87702-1501 ; 
87703-2196 
-One-day symposium on the rational utilization of 
energy 87712-21178 
-Rational use of energy R7700-391 ; 87705-2174; 
87705-2175 ; Opinion S 87709-2347 ; 
Recommendation L 87710-2176; Opimon 
PB7710-2320; OpinionPB7711-2197; Directive 
LB7712-21163 
-Reduction of energy consumption in the event of 
supply difficulties Decision L 87710-2176; 
Decision L 87711-2193 
En er 
Energy situation 
-Annual report on the energy situation Report 
c 87706-21121 
- Energy problems before the Council 87703-
2195' 87703-2194 
-Energy situation in the Community Notification 
c 87702-2159 
-Energy situation in the Community and in the 
world Notification C 87710-2177; Notification 
C87712-21164 
-Situation of the Community energy policy 
R7700-384 
-Statement from the President of the Commission 
before the ECSC Consultative Committee 87707-
2384 
-Work programme of the Council on energy 
87706-21120 
- 1985 objectives in the field of energy policy 
87707-21102; 87707-21103; 87707-21104 
Energy, solar 
- International conference on the photovoltaic 
conversion of solar energy 87709-2178 
- Research programme on solar energy (ACPM) 
87701-2159' 87706-21142; 87712-21184 
Energy supplies 
-Agreement with Canada on uranium supplies 
87712-2319 
Energy supply 
-Aid for hydrocarbon prospecting projects 
Decis1on L 87710-2176 
-Coking coal and coke for the steel industry 
Amendment Decision C 87704-2179 ; 87707-
21107 ; Decision C 87710-2183 
-Communication by the Member States of 
forecasts relating to hydrocarbon imports and 
exports 87712-21172 
-Community approach to refining problems 
87706-21122; 87712-21168; Notification 
c 87703-21103 
-Community relations with third countries in the 
field of nuclear energy 87706-21127 
-Cooperation in the event of supply difficulties 
Decision L 87702-2163 
- Development of nuclear energy in the 
Community's energy supply R7700-400 
-Energy prices in the Community 87710-2178 
- Energy problems before the Council 87703-
2195; 87703-2194 
-Evolution of the coal market R7700-397 
-Financial interventions by the Member States in 
favour of the coal industry Memorandum 
C 87704-2180; Memorandum C 87711-2194 
-Information and consultation procedure on the 
prices of crude oil Dec1s1on C 87701-2154 
-Joint projects on hydrocarbon exploration 
DecisiOn L 87710-2182 
- Negotiation of an agreement with Australia on 
thesupplyofuranium 87712-21177, 87712-2269 
-Obligation to maintain stocks of crude oil 87705-
2179 ; 87712-21171 
-Reduction of energy consumption in the event of 
supply difficulties Dec1s1on L 87710-2176 , 
Decision L 87711-2193 
- Relations with countries producing or importing 
energy R7700-386 
- Resuming American exports of uranium to the 
Community 87705-2255 
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-Situation of the coal industry and the coal market 
Notification C 87702-2164 ; 87703-2199 ; Report 
C 87706-21123 ; ResolutiOn A 87707-2385 ; 
OpiniOn A 87712-2375 
-Support for Community projects in the 
hydrocarbons sector R7700-392 ; 87707-21105 
-The energy supply situation Report C 87710-2179 
-Uranium prospecting and extraction 87707-
21116 
-Work relating to energy prices 87712-21165 
Enlargement, consequence of 
- Imports of milk products into the United 
Kingdom from New Zealand 87709-2140 ; 
87709-2241 
Enlargement, consequences of 
- Problems of Mediterranean agriculture within 
the framework of the enlargement of the 
Community 87710-2202 
Enlargement of the Community 
-Application from Portugal for accession R7700-
454 ; R7700-527 , OpiniOn C 87703-1101 , 87704-
2257 
-Application from Spain for accession R7700-
455 ; 87707-2249 
-Application of the common agricultural policy 
regulations in the enlarged Community 87712-
21110 
-Economic and Social Committee study on the 
relations between the EEC and Portugal OpiniOn 
s 87704-2364 
-Joint attitude of the Member States towards a 
request for accession from Portugal 87702-2239 
-Negotiations relating to the enlargement of the 
Community Resolution P 87710-2304 
-Political situation in Spain Resolution P 87704-
2334; ResolutiOn P 87707-2316 
- Prospects regarding the enlargement of the 
Community 87709-1101 
-Statement by the President of the Commission 
on the enlargement ofthe Community 87710-
2201 
-Work of the Foreign Ministers of the Nine 
regarding the enlargement of the Community 
87705-2301 
-Work relating to Spain's application for 
membership 87709-2230 
Environment, action programme 
-Educating children in schools on environmental 
problems 87706-2178 
Environment, action programme on the 
-Community programme for the 
decommissioning of nuclear installations 87704-
2184 
Environment protection 
-Agreement on the exchange of information 
between the EEC and Japan 87705-2141 
-Fight against air pollution by sulphur 
compounds 87712-2196 
Environmental action programme 
-Adoption of the 2nd EEC action programme on 
the environment 87705-2140 
- 1st Report on the state of the environment in the 
Community Report C 87704-1301 
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Environmental protection 
-Adoption of the 2nd EEC action programme on 
the environment 87705-2140 
-Agreement with Switzerland on the reciprocal 
exchange of information on the environment 
87712-2266 
-Civil liability in environmental matters Opimon 
p 87701-2314 ; 87701-2114 ; 87701-2133 
-Commission participation in consultations 
relating to the Convention for the Prevention of 
Marine Pollution from Land-based Sources 
87712-2198 
-Commission participation in the United Nations 
Water Conference 87703-2156 
- Concerted action on sewage sludge research 
87709-2175 
-Cooperation with Canada in the field of 
environment 87702-2130 
-Cooperation with Japan in the field of 
environment 87706-2269 
- Cooperation with Switzerland in the field of 
environment 87706-2177 
-Cooperation with the United States in the field of 
environment 87706-2176 
-Debate in the EP on fundamentals in the field of 
energy and environment 87705-2305 
-Educating children in schools on environmental 
problems 87706-2178 
-Environmental impact of plutonium recycling 
87710-2193 
-Environmental problems before the Council 
87709-2315; 87712-2191 
- Health aspects of the environment R7700-257 
- International cooperation in the field of 
environmental protection R7700-292 
-Meeting of the Council on Environment 87706-
2168 
-Methods of evaluating the costs to industry of 
the fight against pollution 87712-2197 
-Protection of certain birds against hunting 
Op1mon S 87705-2373 ; Resolution P 87706-2179 ; 
Opimon P 87706-2317; 87712-2195 
- Protection of the environment against chemical 
pollution R7700-286 
- Protection of the environment against the use of 
aerosol sprays Opinion P 87712-2322 
-Research programme on the environment 
(ACPM) 87711-21112 
-Research programme on the treatment of 
sewage sludge 87701-2134 
- Results of the Fourth International Parliamentary 
Conference on the Environment Resolution 
p 87704-2323 
-Treatment of sewage sludge Decision L 87709-
2136 
-Working ofthe 19731nformation Agreement on 
environment R7700-296 
- 1st Report on the state of the environment in the 
Community Report C 87704-1301 
Environmental research 
-Research programme on the environment 
(ACPM) 87706-21146 
EP, budgetary powers of the 
- Budgetary powers of the European Parliament 
87704-2321 
Equal treatment 
-Equal treatment for men and women R7700-
239 ; 87702-2118 
ESF 
-Implementation of the principle of equality of 
treatment between men and women Opinion 
p 8771 1-231 1 
Equality between men and women 
-Employment of female workers in goods 
transport by inland waterways Opinion P 87702-
2316 
-Equal pay for male and female workers Case 149-
77 8771 2-2342 
-Equal treatment for men and women R7700-
239; 87702-2118 
-Implementation ofthe principle of equality 
between men and women in the field of social 
security Opmion S 87706-2369 
- Implementation of the principle of equality of 
treatment between men and women Opm1on 
p 87711-2311 
ERDF 
-Agreement of the European Council on the 
increases of appropriations for the ERDF 87712-
2187 
-Allocation of ERDF assistance R7700-273 ; 
87701-2132; 87705-2138; 87707-2158; 87712-
2188 
- Conclusions of the European Council relating to 
ERDF 87712-2185 
-Guidelines in the field of Community regional 
policy R7700-266 ; Resolution P 87704-2320 ; 
Notification C 87705-1 101 ; Notification C 87706-
2164; 87710-2142 , Opimon S 87709-2344; 
Notification C 87705-2137 ; Opinion P 87710-2308 
-Renewal ofthe ERDF 87703-2153; 87702-2126; 
87704-2141 
-Work of the ERDF Committee 87703-2154; 
87704-2142; 87706-2165; 87712-2189 
-2nd annual report of the ERDF Report C 87706-
2166 ; OpinionS 87709-2345 
ERDF Committee 
-Work of the ERDF Committee 87703-2154; 
87704-2142; 87706-2165; 87712-2189 
ESCAP 
-Work of the Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific R7700-505 ; 87704-2245 
ESF 
-Aid from the European Social Fund for pilot 
schemes Dec1sion CB7707-2143 
-Allocation of the first series for 1977 ofthe ESF 
87707-2142 
- Allocation of the second series for 1977 of the 
ESF 87712-2172 
- Examination ofthe applications for aid 
submitted to the ESF by the Member States 
87711-2155 
-Guidelines for the management of the European 
Social Fund 87706-2149 
-Intervention ofthe European Social Fund in 
favour of women 87709-2128 
- Meeting of the European Social Fund Committee 
87701-2126 ; 87706-2148 
-Pilot schemes preparatory to action by the 
European Social Fund Dec1sion C 87706-2150 ; 
Dec1s1on C 87712-2173 
-Reform of the European Social Fund R7700-243; 
87703-1301 ; Opmion C Notification C 87703-
2146 ; 87703-2314 ; Opimon S 87704-2360 ; 
Opmion P 87705-2314, 87710-2131 ; Dec1s1ons 
L RegulatiOns L 87712-2171 ; 87702-2120 
ESF 
ESF (Continuation) 
-4th Report on the activities of the European 
Social Fund Resolution P 87704-2318 
-5th Report on the activities of the European 
Social Fund,Report C 87707-2141 
ESF assistance 
-Intervention of the European Social Fund in 
favour of depressed areas Opinton S 87710-
2377 '87709-2129 
-Intervention of the European Social Fund in 
favour of the employment of women Opinion 
P 87710-2310 ; OpinionS 87710-2378 
-Reform ofthe European Social Fund R7700-243 , 
87703-1301 ; Opmion C Notif1cat1on C 87703-
2146 ; 87703-2314 ; Opinton S 87704-2360 , 
Opmwn P 87705-2314; 87710-2131 ; Dec1s1ons 
L Regulations L 87712-2171 , 87702-2120 
ESF Committee 
-Meeting of the European Social Fund Committee 
87701-2126; 87706-2148 
ESF contribution 
-Aid from the European Social Fund for pilot 
schemes Decision C 87707-2143 
ESSOR 
-Signature of renewal of the contract relating to 
the ESSOR reactor 87709-2179 
Establishment, freedom of 
- Dismissal for incompatibility of diplomas Case 
24-77 87702-2337 
- Dismissal for non-recognition of diplomas Case 
24-77 87706-2360 
-Freedom of establishment for architects Case 11-
7787701-2331 
-Freedom of establishment of a lawyer, a national 
ofanACPState Case3-7787701-2324; Case65-
77 87705-2356 ; Case 65-77 87711-2347 ; Case 3-
77 87706-2358 
- Freedom of establishment of an architect, a 
national of a new Member State Case 11-
77 87706-2359 
- Freedom to provide services for lawyers Directive 
L 87703-1401; D1rect1veL 87703-2125; Case 71-
76 87704-2357 
- Free movement of persons and services R7700-
140 
- Plan for setting up an Advisory Committee on 
Training for Architects 87711-2123 
- Right of establishment and freedom to provide 
services for nurses DirectiVes L 87706-2121 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Medical 
Training 87703-2126 
-Work of the Committee of Senior Officials in the 
field of Public Health on the freedom of 
movement of doctors 87703-2127 ; 87711-2122 
Ethiopia 
-Emergency food aid for Ethiopia 87710-2228 
-Respect of human rights in Ethiopia 87707-2319 
EUA 
- Use of the EUA in the budget of the European 
Communities Opmion P 87703-2328 
-Use of the EUA in the instruments of the 
common agricultural policy 87710-2151 ; 87711-
2168 
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EUA in the legal Community instruments of 
the Community 
- Use oft he EUA in the instruments of the 
common agricultural policy 87710-2151 ; 87711-
2168 
EUA in the legal instruments of the 
Community 
-Use of the EUA in the budget of the European 
Communities Opmwn P 87703-2328 
Euratom-Agreement IAEA 
-Entry into force of the IAEA-Agreement Euratom 
87702-2226 
Euratom bond issue 
-Euratom bond issue in German marks 87710-
2399 
Euratom borrowing 
-Allocation of Euratom loans 87712-23121 
Euratom loan 
-Allocation of Euratom loans 87712-23121 
-Euratom loan 87712-23120 
-Euratom loan intended to finance nuclear power 
stations Dec1s1ons L 87703-21101 
-First Euratom loan 87710-2184 
Euratom Supply Agency 
-Activity of the Euratom-Supply Agency R7700-
402 
- 1976 Report of the Euratom Supply Agency 
87705-2181 
Euro-Arab Dialogue 
-Community financial contribution towards 
operations in the context of the Euro-Arab 
Dialogue 87704-2260 
- Meeting of the General Committee of the Euro-
Arab dialogue R7700-534; 87702-2240 ; 87710-
2259 
-Parliamentary Association for Euro-Arab 
Cooperation 87706-2326 
Euronet 
- Implementation of the framework agreement 
between the Commission and the European 
telecommunications network 87707-21125 
- Meeting on data transmission techniques 87701-
2162 
-Scientific and technical information and 
documentation Opinton S 87710-2380 
-Setting up of Euronet R7700-445 ; 87706-21150 
European Council 
-Agreement of the European Council on the 
increases of appropriations for the ERDF 87712-
2187 
-Community measures as a result of the 
conclusions of the European Council regarding 
the economy 87712-2102 
-Conclusions of the European Council relating to 
ERDF 87712-2185 
-Dialogue on the European Council 87704-2308 
-Establishment of a European Foundation Report 
C87711-1201; 87703-2304; ReportCB7712-
2306 
-European Conference of Local and Regional 
Authorities 87705-2232 
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European Council (Continuation) 
- Preparations for the Tripartite Conference 87703-
2142 ; ResolutiOn P 87706-2316 
-Progress made in 1977 towards European Union 
ReportC87711-1101; ReportC87712-2305 
-Results of the European Council 87712-2312 
-Statement by the European Council on economic 
growth, inflation and employment 87703-2101 
-Statement by the European Council on the CIEC 
87703-2206 
-Statement by the European Council on the 
Middle East 87706-2203 
-Statement by the European Council on the 
situation in the steel sector 87703-2118 
- Statement on the relations between the 
Community and Japan 87703-2264 
-Working ofthe European Council 87701-2304; 
87706-2301 
European Foundation for the Improvement 
of Living and Working Conditio 
-Work of the European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
87702-2121 '87702-2129 
European Parliament 
- Inauguration ofthe new Palais de I'Europe 
87701-2301 
- Maltreatment of a Member of the European 
Parliament in France Resolution P 87704-2336 
-Quarterly discussion with the Parliament's 
Political Affairs Committee 87704-2206 
European Patent Office 
-Establishment of a European Patent Office 
87710-2254 
European Science Foundation 
-Participation of the Commission in the annual 
general meeting ofthe European Science 
Foundation 87711-21102 
European Union 
-Establishment of a European Foundation Report 
C 87711-1201 ; 87703-2304; Report C 87712-
2306 
-Institutional developments and European Union 
R7700-16 
- Progress made in 1977 towards European Union 
ReportC87711-1101; ReportC87712-2305 
Exchange rate 
-Application of exchange rates in agriculture Case 
112-77 87709-2335 
-Devaluation ofthe representative rate of the 
Danish krone 87704-2160 ; Decision L 87709-
2138 
- Devaluation of the representative rate of the 
French franc Dectston L 87712-21108 
-Fixing of representative conversion rates to be 
applied in agriculture Case 92-77 87707-2355 
- Fluctuations on the exchange market 87707-2165 
- Functioning of the Community exchange system 
R7700-106 
-New green rate in the United Kingdom in the 
milk and milk products sector 87709-2139 
-Realignment of the exchange rates of certain 
currencies 87707-2104; 87707-2105 
-Realignment ofthe exchange rates ofthe 
Scandinavian currencies within the« snake » 
87704-2103 
Expo 
-Strengthening of internal cohesion in the field of 
economic matters, financial matters and 
exchange rates 87703-2103 
Exchange rates 
-Situation on the Community exchange markets 
87701-2139 
Exchange system, Community 
-Alterations in monetary compensatory amounts 
87704-2154; Case 746-7787712-2339 
-Alterations in monetary compensatory amounts 
for the Italian lira, the Irish pound and the French 
franc DectsJOn L 87703-2168 
-Application of exchange rates in agriculture Case 
112-77 87709-2335 
-Conversion ratt:s for EAGGF expenditure Opinion 
p 87702-2318 
-Devaluation of the representative rate of the 
Danish krone 87704-2160 ; Decision L 87709-
2138 
-Devaluation of the representative rate of the 
French franc Decision L 87712-21108 
- Fixing of representative conversion rates to be 
applied in agriculture Case 92-77 87707-2355 
-Fluctuations on the exchange market 87707-2165 
- Functioning of the Community exchange system 
R7700-106 
-Interpretation ofthe rules on monetary 
compensatory amounts Case 29-77 87703-2347 ; 
Case 94-77 87707-2357 
- New green rate in the United Kingdom in the 
milk and milk products sector 87709-2139 
- Payment procedure for fines imposed on sugar 
undertakings Cases 41, 43 and 44-73 87703-2356 
-Realignment of the exchange rates of certain 
currencies 87707-2104; 87707-2105 
-Realignment of the exchange rates of the 
Scandinavian currencies within the« snake » 
87704-2103 
- Revitalizing monetary cooperation 87705-2339 
-Situation on the Community exchange markets 
87701-2139 
-Strengthening of internal cohesion in the field of 
economic matters, financial matters and 
exchange rates 87703-2103 
Exchange system, European 
-Adjustment of the monetary compensatory 
amounts R7700-328; Decision C 87712-21109 
Excise duty 
-Harmonization of excise duties Notification 
c 87707-2139 
- Harmonization of excise duties on manufactured 
tobaccos 87706-2144 
- Harmonization of taxes other than turnover taxes 
for manufactured tobacco Dtrecttve L 87712-2167 
-State of work concerning the harmonization of 
excise duties R7700-227 
Export ban 
-Fines imposed for export bans 87712-2148 
- Restrictive practices in exports condemned 
Decision C 87712-2147 
Export credit 
-Guidelines for the granting of export credits 
Deciston L 87706-2228 
- Harmonization of export aid schemes Resolutton 
p 87706-2325 
Expo 
Export refund 
-European Parliament criticizes butter exports 
87703-2310 
-Export licences for sugar 87702-2139 , Case 88-
76 87703-2369 
External fisheries policy 
-Negotiations with third countries with a view to 
the conclusion of fisheries agreements R7700-
359 
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FADN 
-Amendment of the FADN return 87709-2158 
-Results of the Farm Accountancy Data Network 
ReportCB7711-2183; R7700-348 
Faeroe Islands 
-Signature of a fisheries agreement with Denmark 
and The Faeroe Islands 87703-2255 
Family allowance 
- Family allowance for employed persons moving 
within the Community Case 115-77 87709-2338 
-Unemployment benefit for workers moving 
within the Community Case 35-77 87703-2353 ; 
Case 126-7787710-2344; Case35-77B7711-
2340 , Case 134-77 87711-2327 
FAO 
-Annual meeting ofthe FAO 87711-2246 
-Community participation in a meeting ofthe FAO 
Committee on Food Aid Policies and 
Programmes 87705-2228 
·-Community participation in the annual session 
of the FAO Committee on Commodity Problems 
87705-2226 
-Community participation in the meeting of the 
Committee on World Food Security 87704-2248 
-Community representation at the meeting of the 
FAO Council 87706-2241 
-Draft international agreement on bananas 
87706-2219 
-Global information and early warning system on 
agriculture 87701-2230 
-Meeting of the FAO Commission on Fertilizers 
87709-2226 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
jute, kenaf and allied fibres 87710-2232 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
oilseeds and fats 87703-2233 
- Meeting ofthe FAO Intergovernmental Working 
Party on meat 87712-2241 
-Setting up a world early warning and 
information system within the framework of the 
FAO R7700-511 
-Strengthening of working relations between the 
FAO and the Community 87710-2245 
-Work of the FAO Council 87711-2247; 87712-
2240 
-Work of the FAO intergovernmental group on 
rice 87704-2223 
-Work of the FAO intergovernmental group on tea 
87702-2218' 87710-2230 
Farm accountancy network 
-Results of the Farm Accountancy Data Network 
ReportCB7711-2183; R7700-348 
Farm accounting 
- Farm accountancy data network Regulation 
CB7712-21137 
Farm, modernization 
-Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures in Belgium, France and the 
Netherlands Decisions C 87706-21101 
F 
- Implementation of the rules relating to farm 
modernization Opimon C 87702-2145 
-Modernization of farms in Denmark Opinion 
c 87705-2160 
- Modernization of farms in Italy Amendment 
Deciston L 87704-2167 
-Temporary aids within the framework of farm 
modernization Opimon P 87705-2317 
Farm price 
-Agricultural price proposals for the 1977-1978 
marketing year 87702-1301 
-Export prices of flowering bulbs to third 
countries Case 50-76 87702-2345 
-Farm prices for the 1977-1978 marketing year 
R7700-313; Opinion$87702-2356; 87703-2166; 
87704-2158 ; Regulations L Regulations C 87705-
2149 
-Farm prices forthe 1977-1978 marketing year 
and related measures Opimon P 87703-2331 ; 
87704-2153; 87704-2156 
-Farm prices for the 1978-1979 marketing year 
87712-1401 '87712-2323 
-Farm prices for the 1978-1979 marketing year 
and related measures 87712-21105 
- Negotiations on farm prices 87704-2309 
Farm prices 
-System of minimum prices for imported 
sardines Opmion P 87702-2320 
Faroe Islands 
- Implementation of the framework fisheries 
agreement with Denmark and the Fa roe Islands 
87704-2266 
Fats sector 
- Meeting ofthe FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
oil seeds and fats 87703-2233 
Fauna protection 
-Negotiations with a view to the Community 
acceding to the Washington Convention on the 
protection of wild flora and fauna 87703-2158 
-Protection of certain birds against hunting 
OpinionS 87705-2373; Resolution P 87706-2179; 
OptnionPB7706-2317; 87712-2195 
Feedingstuff 
-Compulsory purchase of skimmed-milk powder 
for animal feed 87703-2235 : Joined cases 119 
and 120-77 114-76 116-76 87707-2375 
-Export refunds to third countries for certain 
compound foodstuffs and compound animal 
feedingstuffs Case 125-76 87710-2361 
- Harmonization of legislation relating to 
feeding stuffs R7700-323 ; Proposals directives 
c 87707-2188 
Feedingstuffs 
-Creation of an Advisory Committee on 
Feedingstuffs Dectsion C 87707-2189 
-Importation into Italy of animal feedingstuffs 
Case 5-77 87701-2326 
-Nitrate content in feedingstuffs Case 5-77 87710-
2362 
Fert 
Fertilizer 
-Closure of the antidumping procedure in respect 
of certain fertilizers originating in Romania 
87701-2218 
-Meeting ofthe FAO Commission on Fertilizers 
87709-2226 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to sampling 
and methods of analysis for fertilizers Directive 
CB7706-2112 
Fibre, allied 
- Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
jute, kenaf and allied fibres B7710-2232 
Fibre, hard 
-Preparatory meeting on hard fibre under 
UNCTAD B7710-2214 
Financial aid, ECSC 
- Readaptation aid to assist workers in the ECSC 
industries R7700-242 
Financial regulations 
-Amendments of the financial regulations 
applicable to the general budget of the European 
Communities Opimon P B7707-2309 
Financial year 1975 
-4th Report on the activities of the European 
Social Fund ResolutiOn P B7704-231 8 
Financial year, 1977 
-Amending budget for 1977 B7711-2314 
-Community financial contribution towards 
operations in the context of the Euro-Arab 
Dialogue B7704-2260 
-Estimates for the 1977 budget and for 1978 
Op~nion P B7706-2320 
-General budget for the 1977 financial year 
R7700-50 
-Supplementary and amending budget for 1977 
87706-2386 • B7707-2308 
Financial year, 1978 
-Community budget for 1978 Resolution P B7705-
2330 
-Draft budget for the 1978 financial year B7707-
23100 
-Estimates for the 1977 budget and for 1978 
Opinion P B7706-2320 
-General budget for 1978 Op1mon P B7710-2322 ; 
B7710-2394; Decisions L B7711-2383 ; B7712-
23107 
-General budget for 1978 before the Council 
87712-2308 
-Letter of amendment to the preliminary draft of 
the 1978 general budget B7709-2359 
-Overall assessment ofthe Community's 
budgetary problems B7704-2379 
-Preliminary draft budget for 1978 R7700-52 ; 
87705-1401 ; B7706-2385; B7707-2307 
- Rejection by the EP of the 1978 draft budget 
87709-2302 
Fish-breeding, water favourable to 
-Quality of water capable of supporting 
freshwaterfish Op1n1on P B7701-2135 ; Opinion 
s B7702-2361 
Fisheries agreement 
-Between Italy and Yugoslavia on fishing interim 
measures B771 2-21 126 
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- Exploratory negotiations with Brazil for the 
conclusion of a fisheries agreement B7704-2269 
-Interim measures for the management of fishery 
resources Regulations L B7706-2198 ; Proposal 
regulation C B7701-2145 ; B7701-2239 ; B7702-
1201 ; B7703-2175; Regulations L B7703-2260; 
87704-2270 ; B7707-2179 ; B7712-21 127 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with Germany B7703-
2258 
-Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with Norway B7704-2267 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with Poland B7703-2259 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with Spain B7703-2256 ; 
B7705-2250 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with the USSR B7703-
2257 . B7704-2265 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of fisheries 
agreements with third countries B7706-2194 ; 
87710-2317; B771 1-2177; Dlfectlves L B7712-
21124; B7712-2262 
- Negotiations with Iceland with a view to the 
conclusion of an agreement on the biological 
utilization of fishery resources B7706-2197 
- Negotiations with the Fa roes with a view to the 
conclusion of a fisheries agreement B7706-2196 
- Requests from third countries for negotiations 
on the 200-mile fishing zone B7704-2268 
-Signature of a fisheries agreement with Denmark 
and The Faeroe Islands B7703-2255 
-Signature of a fisheries agreement with Sweden 
B7703-2255 
Fisheries, agreement on 
-Implementation of the framework fisheries 
agreement with Denmark and the Fa roe Islands 
B7704-2266 
Fisheries Commission 
- Conference on the future of the North-East 
Atlantic Fisheries Commission B7704-2271 
-Meeting of the Baltic Fisheries Commission 
87709-2227 
-Meeting of the North-East Atlantic Fisheries 
Commission B7707-2248 
- Meeting of the North-West Atlantic Fisheries 
Commission B7706-2245 
- Multilateral cooperation in the field of fishing 
Notification C B7705-2253 
-Work with a view to adopting a new convention 
on North-West Atlantic fisheries B7710-2160 
Fisheries policy 
- Interim measures for the management of fishery 
resources Regulat1ons L B7706-2198 ; Proposal 
regulation C B7701-2145; B7701-2239 ; B7702-
1201 ; B7703-2175; Regulations L B7703-2260; 
B7704-2270. B7707-2179; B7712-21127 
Fisheries policy, common 
-Autonomous fishery arrangements applicable to 
certain third countries Regulations L B7706-2198 
-Community conservation and management 
system of fishery resources R7700-358; Op1n10n 
PB7702-2307; B7710-1601; B7712-21121; 
B7712-21122 
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Fisheries policies, common {Continuation) 
-Community law in the field of fisheries Case 88-
77 87707-2351 
-Conclusion of a fisheries agreement with the 
United States Opinton P 87705-2324 . Regulation 
L 87706-2195 
-Conference on the future of the North-East 
Atlantic Fisheries Commission 87704-2271 
-Conservation of fishery resources 87707-2175; 
Not1f1cat1on C 87711-2176 
-External aspects of the common fisheries policy 
87706-2264 
- Fishing licences and respect of catch quotas 
87709-2151 
- Future of the fisheries policy Nottf1cat10n C 87705-
2157 
-Introduction of a 200-mile fishing zone Opm1on 
PB7712-2313 
- Meeting ofthe Baltic Fisheries Commission 
87709-2227 
- Meeting of the North-East Atlantic Fisheries 
Commission 87707-2248 
- Meeting of the North-West Atlantic Fisheries 
Commission 87706-2245 
- Multilateral cooperation in the field of fishing 
Nottf1cat1on C 87705-2253 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of fisheries 
agreements with third countries 87706-2194 ; 
87710-2317; 87711-2177. D1rectwes L 87712-
21124; 87712-2262 
- Negotiations with Iceland with a view to the 
conclusion of an agreement on the biological 
utilization of fishery resources 87706-2197 
- Negotiations with the Fa roes with a view to the 
conclusion of a fisheries agreement 87706-2196 
-Negotiations with third countries with a view to 
the conclusion offisheries agreements R7700-
359 
-Prohibition of herring fishing Regulation L 87709-
2150 
-Prohibition of herring fishing in the North Sea 
Dec1s1on L 87704-2166; Decis1on L 87705-2159; 
Resolution P 87707-2323 . 87709-2149 ; Opinton 
P 87709-2316. Regulation L 87710-2159 
-Unilateral fishery measures in Ireland Case 61-
77R 87707-2382 
-Unilateral measures by Ireland regarding the 
conservation of fishery resources Cases 61-77 
and 61-77R 87705-2352 
Fisheries policy, external 
-External aspects of the common fisheries policy 
87706-2264 
Fishery arrangements, external 
-Autonomous arrangements for the conservation 
and management of fishery resources applicable 
to certain State-trading countries 87709-2152 
-Autonomous arrangements for the conservation 
and management of fishery resources applicable 
to Finland and Portugal Regulation L 87709-2152 
- Autonomous arrangements fot the conservation 
of fishery resources applicable to Sweden and 
Spain Regulation L 87709-2152 
-Catch quotas allocated by Norway for certain fish 
87709-2152 
-Catch quotas granted by the Fa roes for certain 
fish 87709-2152 
-System of fishing licences for third countries 
Opmton P 87706-2328 
Fishery law 
-Arrangements applicable to herring fishing 
87706-2193 
Fish 
- Autonomous fishery arrangements applicable to 
certain third countries Regulations L 87706-2198 
-Community law in the field of fisheries Case 88-
77 87707-2351 
- Interim measures for the conservation of fishery 
resources applicable to Guyana Regulation 
L 87705-2252; 87709-2152 
- Prohibition of herring fishing Regulation L 87709-
2150 
- Prohibition of herring fishing in the North Sea 
Dec1sion L 87704-2166. Dec1s1on L 87705-2159. 
ResolutiOn P 87707-2323 ; 87709-2149 ; Opmion 
P 87709-2316. Regulation L 87710-2159 
-Unilateral fishery measures in Ireland Case 61-
77R 87707-2382 
Fishery product 
-Common organization of the market for fishery 
products 87711-2174. 87712-21120 
-System of minimum prices for imported 
sardines Opm1on P 87702-2320 
Fishery resources, conservation of 
-Arrangements applicable to herring fishing 
87706-2193 
-Autonomous arrangements for the conservation 
and management of fishery resources applicable 
to certain State-trading countries 87709-2152 
-Autonomous arrangements for the conservation 
and management of fishery resources applicable 
to Finland and Portugal Regulation L 87709-2152 
- Autonomous arrangements fot the conservation 
of fishery resources applicable to Sweden and 
Spain Regulation L 87709-2152 
-Community conservation and management 
system offishery resources R7700-358 ; Opm1on 
PB7702-2307; 87710-1601; 87712-21121; 
87712-21 122 
-Conservation offishery resources 87707-2175 . 
Notification C 87711-2176 
-Consultations as regards granting catch quotas 
in Norwegian waters 87705-2251 
-Consultations with Korea relating to the 
conservation of fishery resources in the 200-mile 
zone 87707-2178 
-Interim conservation and management 
measures concerning herring fishing in Ireland 
Regulation L 87707-2176 
- Interim measures for the conservation of fishery 
resources applicable to Guyana Regulation 
L 87705-2252; 87709-2152 
-Interim measures for the management of fishery 
resources Regulations L 87706-2198 ; Proposal 
regulation C 87701-2145 ; 87701-2239 . 87702-
1201 ; 87703-2175; Regulations L 87703-2260; 
87704-2270; 87707-2179. 87712-21127 
-Prohibition of herring fishing Regulat1on L 87709-
2150 
-Prohibition of herring fishing in the North Sea 
Dec1s1on L 87704-2166; Dec1s1on L 87705-2159; 
Resolution P 87707-2323 ; 87709-2149 . Opm1on 
P 87709-2316; Regulation L 87710-2159 
-Unilateral measures by Ireland regarding the 
conservation offishery resources Cases 61-77 
and 61-77R 87705-2352 
Fish 
Fishing agreement 
-Conclusion of a fisheries agreement with the 
United States Opimon P 87705-2324 ; Regulation 
L 87706-2195 
Fishing zone 
- Fishery problems between the Community and 
Japan 87702-1208 
-Infringement procedure against Ireland because 
of unilateral measures regarding fisheries 
Dec1s1on C 87705-2158 
-Interim measures for the management of fishery 
resources Regulations L 87706-2198 ; Proposal 
regulatiOn C 87701-2145; 87701-2239; 87702-
1201 ; 87703-2175 ; Regulations L 87703-2260 ; 
87704-2270; 87707-2179' 87712-21127 
- Introduction of a 200-mile fishing zone OpiniOn 
PB7712-2313 
- Requests from third countries for negotiations 
on the 200-mile fishing zone 87704-2268 
-System of fishing licences for third countries 
Opinion P 87706-2328 
Fishing zones 
-Consultations with Korea relating to the 
conservation of fishery resources in the 200-mile 
zone 87707-2178 
Flora protection 
- Negotiations with a view to the Community 
acceding to the Washington Convention on the 
protection of wild flora and fauna 87703-2158 
Fodder products 
-see fodder products sector BXX00-12 
Fodder products sector 
-Revoking protective measures applying to 
exports of straw 87701-2141 
Food aid 
-Application of the rules for the supply of 
skimmed-milk powder and butteroil as food aid 
Case 42-77 87704-2350 
-Butter processing within the context of food aid 
Case 42-77 87709-2342 
-Community participation in a meeting ofthe FAO 
Committee on Food Aid Policies and 
Programmes 87705-2228 
-Emergency food aid for Angolan refugees in 
Zaire Dec1s1on C 87707-2224 
-Emergency food aid for Chad Dec1s1on C 87701-
2213; Dec1sion C 87704-2219 
-Emergency food aid for Chile 87707-2225 
-Emergency food aid for Ethiopia 87710-2228 
-Emergency food aid for Ghana Dec1s1on C 87707-
2223 
- Emergency food aid for India in the form of 
butteroil 87704-2218 
-Emergency food aid for Madagascar Dec1s1on 
c 87705-2213 
- Emergency food aid for Syria Notification 
CB7701-2212 
-Emergency food aid for the Comoros in the form 
of cereals Dec1s1on C 87704-2220 
- Financing food aid R7700-353 
- Food aid and rural development for India 
NotificatiOn C 87710-2227 
- Food aid for Chile in the form of skimmed-milk 
powder and butteroil 87705-2214 
- Food aid in the form of butteroil for the 
Palestinian refugees 87706-2215 
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- Food aid programme in skimmed-milk powder 
and butteroil for 1977 Notification C 87705-2212; 
Opinion P 87707-2222 
-Food aid programmes in cereals, skimmed milk 
powder and butteroil for 1978 Notif1cat10n 
c 87710-2226 
-Needs of the Third World in milk products 
Notlflcatlon C 87710-2225 
- Planning of Community food aid 87703-2213 
- 1977 food aid programme in cereals R7700-474 ; 
87702-2214 
- 1977 food aid programme in skimmed-milk 
powder R7700-474 
- 1978 food aid programme in cereals 87711-2230 
- 1978 food aid programme in skimmed-milk 
powder 87711-2229 
Food aid management 
- Planning of Community food aid 87703-2213 
Food safety 
-Setting up a world early warning and 
information system within the framework of the 
FAO R7700-511 
Food security 
-Community participation in the meeting of the 
Committee on World Food Security 87704-2248 
Food situation, world 
-Community participation in the World Food 
Council R7700-513 ; 87706-2240 
-Community representation at the meeting of the 
FAO Council 87706-2241 
- Meeting to prepare the session of the World 
Food Council 87705-2227 
Foodstuff 
- Display of food prices Opimon S 87710-2372 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to additives in 
foodstuffs Proposal directive C 87707-2109 ; 
ProposaldirectiveCB7701-2110, 87711-2112; 
OpiniOnS 87711-2361 , OpiniOn P OpiniOn 
s 87712-2367 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to certain 
preserved milk Decision C 87704-2111 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to cocoa and 
chocolate products 87712-2109 
Foodstuffs 
-Consumer protection relating to materials and 
objects which may come into contact with 
foodstuffs OpiniOn S 87703-2379 
- Maximum admissible concentration of vinyl 
chloride monomor in contact with foodstuffs 
Opimon P 87704-2326 
- Nominal quantities permitted for certain 
prepackaged products Opimon P 87701-2109 
-Physical properties of foodstuffs 87707-21119 ; 
Opimon S 87712-2368 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to coffee and 
chicory extracts R7700-162 ; DirectiVe L 87706-
2113 , Dlfective L 87706-2313 
Footwear 
-Crisis in the footwear industry 87711-2120 
- Extension of the retrospective control of the 
import of shoes into the Community 87706-2226 
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Footwear (Continuation) 
-Meeting of the Joint Committee for the Footwear 
Industry 87711-2159 
- Quota restrictions for Swedish imports of 
footwear from the Community 87703-2263 
-Refusal to Ireland to take protective measures in 
the footwear and chipboard industries 87712-
2114 
-Setting up a Joint Committee for the Footwear 
Industry 87709-2131 
-Technological research in the footwear sector 
R7700-155 ; Resolution P 87701-2112 ; 87702-
2110 
Foundation, European 
-Establishment of a European Foundation Report 
C87711-1201; 87703-2304; ReportC87712-
2306 
Foundation, Paul Finet 
-Award of scholarships by the Paul Finet 
Foundation to children of ECSC workers R7700-
264; 87701-2130; 87704-2140; 87707-2157; 
87710-2141 
France 
-Aid for the shipbuilding sector in France Decision 
C 87709-2124; Dec1sion C 87712-2161 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
the French alcohol monopoly Decision C 87707-
2136 
- El8 loan to France for financing nuclear power 
stations 87703-2386 
- El8 loan to France for the improvement of 
telecommunications 87705-2379 
-EIS loan to France for the modernization of a 
steelworks 87712-2383 
- El8 loan to France for water supplies 87704-2369 
- Infringement procedure against France because 
of aid to agriculture Decision C 87705-2162 
- Infringement procedure against France because 
of aid to the wine sector 87707-2183 
-Infringement procedure against France relating 
to the State alcohol monopoly Decision C 87701-
2123 
-Infringement procedures against France and 
Italy relating to manufactured tobacco Decision 
c 87707-2137 
-Protective measures in France in respect of the 
import of textile products originating in certain 
third countries 87706-2224 
Free movement of capital 
- Lifting Italian controls on currency in cash 87705-
2319 
Free movement of goods 
-Colouring matters added to pharmaceutical 
products DirectiVe L 87712-2116 
-Customs controls at the Community's internal 
frontiers 87706-2308 
-Duty-free importation of objects of a scientific 
nature Case 72-77 87706-2348 
- Free movement of goods in the EEC Resolution 
p 87706-2114 
- Importation into Italy of animal feeding stuffs 
Case 5-77 87701-2326 
-Technical barriers to trade R7700-124 
Fund 
Free movement of persons 
- Dismissal for incompatibility of diplomas Case 
24-77 87702-2337 
- Dismissal for non-recognition of diplomas Case 
24-77 87706-2360 
- Free movement of persons and services R7700-
140 
-Introduction of a Community driving licence 
87712-21144; 87711-2190 
- LibPralization of customs checks made on 
travellers at frontiers 87706-1207 
-Right of residence for nationals from other 
Member States Case 8-77 87701-2329 
-State of work relating to the passport union and 
to special rights R7700-144; 87707-2326 
- Unemployment benefit for a student moving 
within the Community Case 66-77 87705-2357 ; 
Case 66-77 87712-2359 
Free movement of workers 
- Implementation ofthe SEDOC system R7700-241 
Free movements of goods 
-Community export declaration form RegulatiOn 
L 87709-1501 
Friuli 
- Exemption from duty for imports of goods for 
the victims of the Friuli earthquake Dec1sion 
C87703-2129 
-Extension of the duty-free importation of goods 
for earthquake victims in the Friuli region 
Decis1on C 87706-2134 
Frontiers, formalities at 
- Liberalization of customs checks made on 
travellers at frontiers 87706-1207 
Fruit and vegetable 
-see fruit and vegetable sector 8XX00-08 
Fruit and vegetable sector 
-Aid for mandarine and orange growers Opinion 
p 87702-2321 
-Common organization of the market in the fruit 
and vegetable sector R7700-337; 87702-2141 ; 
87711-2171; DecisionC87712-21114 
-Quantitative import restriction in France on 
Spanish table grapes Case 52-77 87711-2345 
Fruit and vegetables, processed 
-see processed food and vegetables sector 
8XX00-15 
Fruit and vegetables sector, processed 
-Common organization ofthe market in the 
processed fruit and vegetables sector R7700-
338 . Regulations L 87703-2170 
-Concept of charges having an equivalent effect 
to customs duties Case 78-76 87703-2364 ; 
R7700-171 
Fund, common 
- Preparation of a negotiating conference on the 
setting up of a Common Fund within UNCTAD 
87701-2206 ; 87702-2206; 87707-2214; 
Notification C 87709-2208 
-State of work of the Negotiating Conference for a 
Common Fund for Commodities 87711-2212 
Fund 
Fundamental rights 
-Protection of fundamental rights in Community 
legislation Op1mon P 87702-2305 
Fusion, Advisory Committee on 
-Recommendations on the implementation of the 
JET project 87701-2155 
Fusion, controlled thermonuclear 
-Choice of the JET project site Resolution P 87701-
2309,87707-21114; 87703-21109; Dec1s1on 
L 87710-1701 
-Meeting of the Interim JET Council 87711-
21106; 87712-21181 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Fusion 
87711-21107 
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G 
GATT 
-Annual session of the GAIT contracting parties 
87712-2243 
- Bilateral consultations between the EEC and the 
United States within the framework of GAIT 
87702-2228 
-Community import surveillance on certain 
phosphate fertilizers originating in GAIT 
member countries Decision C 87703-2221 
-Community participation in a meeting ofthe 
GAIT Textiles Committee 87703-2223 
-Community policy in the textile products sector 
and renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement 
R7700-154 ; R7700-462 
- Multilateral trade negotiations within the 
framework of GAIT R7700-459 ; Opmion 
s 87704-2362 ; 87710-2218 
-Talks between the President ofthe United 
States' representative and the Commission 
87709-2206 
-Work of the GAIT Committee on Antidumping 
Practices 87702-2227 
-Work ofthe GAIT Council 87703-2234; 87705-
2229 ; 87706-2243 ; 87707-2246 ; 87711-2249 
Germany (Democratic Republic) 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with Germany 87703-
2258 
-Protective measure in respect of the import into 
Ireland of car tyres originating in Germany 
87711-2239 
Germany (Federal Republic of) 
-Aid for agricultural producers in Germany Case 
89-77 87707-2352 
-Aid for certain types of investment in Germany 
Dec1s1on C 87711-2144 
-Aid for energy saving in Germany Decision 
CB7710-2121 
-Aid for small and medium-sized firms in Federal 
Republic of Germany 87711-2143 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in Germany 87710-
2161 '87711-2182 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
Germany in respect of aid for the agricultural 
sector Dec1s1on C 87704-2170 
-Conditions for granting agricultural aids in 
Germany Case 139-77 87711-2331 ; Case 89-
7787711-2348; Case 758-7787712-2351 
Ghana 
-Emergency food aid for Ghana Decision C 87707-
2223 
Greece 
-Accession negotiations with Greece R7700-453 ; 
87701-2201 ' 87702-2201 ; 87703-2201 ; 87704-
2201 ; 87705-2201 ; 87706-2201 ; 87707-2201 ; 
87709-2202; 87710-2203; 87711-2201; 87712-
2201 ; 87712-2202 
-Community import quotas for Greek wines in the 
Community Regulation L 87705-2235 
-Conclusion of a 2nd financial protocol to the 
EEC-Greece Association Agreement R7700-522 ; 
87701-2233 
- Conscientious objectors in Greece 87705-2337 
-Examination of Community secondary 
legislation in connection with the accession 
negotiations with Greece Reports C 87703-2202 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Association Council 
87704-2254; 87705-2233; 87707-2253; 87712-
2248 
- Meeting of the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary 
Committee Recommendations C 87705-2234 
- Official visit to Greece by the Vice-President of 
the Commission 87705-2203 
- Recommendation by the EEC-Greece 
Association Joint Parliamentary Committee 
Resolution P 87703-2249 
-Signature of the second financial protocol under 
the EEC-Greece Association Agreement Opmion 
p 87706-2324 
Growth, economic 
- « Growth, inflation, employment » at the 
Tripartite Conference 87705-2126 ; 87706-1101 
-Rise in the Community's industrial production 
87702-2104 
GSP 
-Concept of originating products in the context of 
the 1978 generalized system of preferences 
Regulations L 87712-2142 
- Generalized tariff preferences scheme R7700-
468 ; NotificatiOn C 87707-2220 . Opmion P 8771 0-
2311 ; Opimon S 87710-2373; Regulations 
L 87711-2228 
-Information seminar on generalized tariff 
preferences in India 87704-2217 
- Information seminar on the system of 
generalized tariff preferences in Bolivia and Peru 
87712-2215 
- Information seminar on the system of 
generalized tariff preferences in Yugoslavia 
87712-2214 
- Rules of origin applicable to developing 
countries which are not entitled to the 
generalized preferences R7700-174; 87702-2116 
-Session of the UNCTAD Special Committee on 
Preferences 87707-2221 
H 
Handicapped person 
-Action programme for the occupational 
rehabilitation of handicapped persons R7700-263 
Handicapped persons 
-Pilot projects relating to the access of 
handicapped persons to normal housing 
Dec1s1on C 87712-2177 
Health at work 
- Action on health and safety at work (Advisory 
Committee) R7700-258 ; 87710-2140 
-Action programme on safety and health at work 
87712-2181 
-Anniversary of the establishment of the Mines 
Safety and Health Authority 87711-2161 
-Financial aid for research projects on health 
protection in the steel sector Dec1sion C 87712-
2182 
- Financing research projects on safety at work 
and ergonomics Dec1s1on C 87705-2135 
-Health protection against pollution in coking 
plants 87702-2125 
-Health protection of workers exposed to vinyl 
chloride monomer Op1mon P 87706-2314; 
Proposal d1rect1ve C 87707-2154 ; Opm1on 
s 87709-2346 
-Progress report of the Advisory Committee on 
Safety, Hygiene and Health Protection at Work 
87707-2151 
-Projects regarding the fight against pollution in 
the steel industry 87703-2149 
-Safety and health protection at work Dec1s1on 
c 87707-2155 
-Seminar on the prevention of professional risks 
in metallurgy 87704-2138 
-Setting up an index with an inventory of research 
in the field of industral medicine 87703-2150 
-Worker and environmental protection from 
pollution due to coking plants 87706-2161 
-Work of the Mines Safety and Health 
Commission R7700-262; 87706-2162; 87707-
2152 '87710-2139 
Health control 
-Charges for health inspection in the Netherlands 
of meat imports Case 46-76 87701-2338 
-Community measures in the field of veterinary 
legislation R7700-325; 87712-21136 
-Customs duties for health inspection upon 
importation of meat from third countries (cases 
137-77 and 138-77) 87711-2330 
-Fee for health inspections on beef and veal 
imported into Italy Case 70-77 87706-2346 
- Health inspection charge for certain vegetable 
products Case 89-76 87707-2374 
- Health inspections on imported animals and 
meat Case 106-77 87707-2369 
- Relaxing the restrictions on the import of 
pig meat originating in the Netherlands Decision 
C 87707-2187 ; Decisions C 87704-2171 , 
Dec1s1on C 87705-2164 
Health protection 
-Community action in the field of health 
education R7700-255 
-Health protection against pollution in coking 
plants 87702-2125 
- Health protection against the risks due to 
asbestos 87703-2322 ; Resolution P 87712-2321 
-Health protection measures against toxic and 
dangerous waste OpinionS 87702-2360 ; 87703-
2162 ; 87706-2171 
- Health protection of workers exposed to vinyl 
chloride monomer Opmion P 87706-2314 ; 
Proposal directive C 87707-2154 ; Opmion 
s 87709-2346 
- Measures to improve public health in the 
Community 87703-2316 
- Meeting ofthe Health Ministers ofthe Member 
States 87712-1501 
-Protection of the population against the risks of 
swine flu virus 87704-2137 
- Relaxing the restrictions on the import of 
pig meat originating in the Netherlands Decision 
C 87707-2187; Dec1sions C 87704-2171 ; 
Dec1sion C 87705-2164 
-Seminar on the fight against alcoholism R7700-
261 
-Seminar on the use of biological specimens for 
the assessment of human exposure to 
environmental pollutants 87704-2136 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to additives in 
foodstuffs Proposal directive C 87707-2109 ; 
Proposaldirect!VeC87707-2110; 87711-2112; 
Opinion S 87711-2361 ; Opimon P Opinion 
587712-2367 
Health protection at work 
-Community action in the field of health and 
safety in mines 87711-2160 
Health, public 
-Action programme on medical research and 
public health NotificatiOn C Opimon P Op1mon 
s 87711-21103 
-Community action in the field of health 
education R7700-255 
- Measures to improve public health in the 
Community 87703-2316 
-Medical research programme OpinionS 87711-
2356 
-Meeting of the Health Ministers of the Member 
States 87712-1501 
-Opinion of CREST on projects in the field of 
research on medicine and public health 87706-
1306 
-Seminar on the fight against alcoholism R7700-
261 
Hop 
-see hops sector 8>0<00-17 
Hop sector 
-Common organization ofthe hop market 
Regulat1on L 87705-2147 ; 87707-2172 ; 
Regulation L 87710-2156 
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Hops sector 
-Aid for the production of hops for the 1976 
harvest 87706-2189; Op1mon P 87706-2327, 
Opm1on S 87706-2367 
Hugin/Liptons case 
- Fines for refusal to supply 87712-2157 
Human rights 
-Common policy of the Nine relating to the 
respect of human rights 87707-2329 
-Conscientious objectors in Greece 87705-2337 
- Political situation in Spain Resolution P 87704-
2334; Resolution P 87707-2316 
- Protection of fundamental rights in Community 
legislation Opm1on P 87702-2305 
- Respect of human rights Resolution P 87705-2310 
- Respect of human rights and trade cooperation 
relations 87703-2324 
-Respect of human rights in Ethiopia 87707-2319 
-Respect of human rights in Southern Africa 
87709-2320 
-Statement by the Council on the situation in 
Uganda 87706-2259 
-Statement by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine on the independence of 
8ophuthatswana 87711-2205 
-Violation of human rights in Uruguay 87702-
2312 
-World conference in Lagos for action against 
apartheid 87707-2205 
Hungary 
-Negotiations with Hungary relating to an 
agreement on trade in textile products Decis10n 
c 87705-2223 
Hydrocarbon 
-Aid for hydrocarbon prospecting projects 
Dec1s1on L 87710-2176 
-Communication by the Member States of 
forecasts relating to hydrocarbon imports and 
exports 87712-21172 
-Community approach to refining problems 
87706-21122 ; 87712-21168 ; Notification 
C87703-21103 
-Support for Community projects in the 
hydrocarbons sector R7700-392 ; 87707-21105 
Hydrocarbons 
-Abuse of dominant position by oil companies 
Case 77-77 87707-2341 
-Cooperation in the event of supply difficulties 
Dec1s1on L 87702-2163 
-Information and consultation procedure on the 
prices of crude oil Dec1s1on C 87701-2154 
-Joint projects on hydrocarbon exploration 
Dec1s1on L 8771 0-2182 
-Protection of the sea against pollution by 
hydrocarbons 87704-2148 ; 87705-2142 ; 
Notification C 87706-2172 ; Notification C 87706-
2173 , Notification C 87706-217 4 
- Reduction of energy consumption in the event of 
supply difficulties Dec1s1on L 87710-2176 ; 
Dec1s1on L 87711-2193 
Hydrogen 
- Research programme on hydrogen (ACPM) 
87706-21143 
Hydr 
IAEA 
- Entry into force of the IAEA-Agreement Euratom 
B7702-2226 
-Euratom safeguards R7700-405 
- Negotiations for a safeguards agreement 
between France, the EAEC and the IAEA B7711-
2248 
-Signature of the guarantee agreement between 
the seven Member States, Euratom and the IAEA 
R7700-514 
IBRD 
-Annual Assembly of the IMF and the IBRD R7700-
510' B7709-1401 
ILO 
-Accession of the Community to the International 
Labour Organization Report C Resolution 
p B7704-2319 
-Commission participation in the work of the 
International Labour Organization R7700-508 ; 
B7706-2242 
IMF 
-Annual Assembly of the IMF and the IBRD R7700-
510' B7709-1401 
- IMF credit for Italy B7704-21 07 
- IMF credit for the United Kingdom 87701-2103 
-International guarantee for the sterling balances 
B7701-2104 
-Statement by the Commission relating to the 
international guarantee on the sterling balances 
B7701-2105 
-Work ofthe IMF Interim Committee R7700-113; 
B7704-2102; B7704-2247 
IMF Interim Committee 
-Work of the IMF Interim Committee R7700-113; 
B7704-2102; B7704-2247 
Import arrangements 
-Arrangements for the import into the Benelux 
countries of cotton yarn originating in Mexico 
B7703-2229 
-Arrangements to make the import of textile 
products originating in certain third countries 
subject to authorization Dec1sion L B7707-2238 
-Common import arrangements for textile 
products originating in certain third countries 
which are signatories to the MFA Regulation 
C87712-2231 
-Common rules applicable to imports from State-
trading countries B7712-2224 
- Derogation from the protective duty on iron and 
steel products at the external frontiers of the 
Community Dec1s1on C B7701-2227 ; Dec1s1ons 
c 87707-2243 
-Extending the common rules applicable to 
imports from State-trading countries Decision 
L 87712-2223 
- Formulating and implementing the common 
commercial policy R7700-488 
-Import arrangements concerning Vietnam 
Dec1sion L B7706-2221 
I 
- Import arrangements for beef and veal 
originating in the ACP Dec1s1on C B7707-2259 ; 
87711-2173 
-Import arrangements for certain jute products 
originating in Bangladesh Regulation L 87706-
2238 
- Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in India Regulations L 87704-2240 
-Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in Singapore, Malaysia and Macao 
Regulations L 87701-2226 
- Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in Taiwan Regulation C 87712-2232 
-Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in Thailand Regulation L 87707-2241 
- Import arrangements for certain undergarments 
originating in Thailand and the Philippines 
B7704-2238 
-Import arrangements for ECSC products 87709-
2222 
- Import arrangements for milk products Case 26-
77 87711-2339 
- Importation of certain products from the beef 
and veal sector Case 68-77 87706-2344 
-Import quotas for synthetic rubber from Poland 
Decision C B7701-2217 
- Imports of steel products from the developing 
countries Decision C 87712-2234 
- Interim protective measures with regard to the 
import of certain motorcycles originating in 
Japan Regulation L 87707-2232 
-Introduction of commercial policy instruments 
B7704-2227 
-Protection against dumping, granting of 
bounties or subsidies by third countries 
Amendment regulation L 87706-2220 
- Respect of the fundamental mechanisms of the 
agricultural market within the import 
arrangements Opinion P B7704-2312 
-Standard exchange arrangements for goods 
exported for repair B7707-2128 
- Suspension of duties on ECSC steel products 
origination in Israel Dec1s1on C 87702-2225 
Import control, Community 
-Community control on the import of goods 
intended for use in certain aircraft and ships 
Regulations C 87712-2129 
-Control of imports of jute yarn originating in 
Thailand Regulation L 87711-2243 
- Import quotas in respect of State-trading 
countries Dectsion L 87712-2222 
Import regulations 
- Quota restrictions for Swedish imports of 
footwear from the Community B7703-2263 
Import restriction, quantitative 
-Allocation among Member States of the 
quantitative Community limits provided for in 
the EEC-Singapore Textile Agreement Regulation 
c 87706-2234 
-Import arrangements for table wines in France 
(Case 133-37) B7711-2326 
~) 
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Import restriction, quantitative (Continuation) 
-Management of the quantitative import 
restrictions on certain textile products 
originating in Korea Regulation C B7705-2222 
- Measures of equivalent effect to quantitative 
restrictions R7700-121 
-Quantitative import restrictions in Italy on certain 
fabrics originating in Thailand Decision L B7706-
2236 
-Quantitative import restrictions in the United 
Kingdom on certain knitted or crocheted articles 
originating in Pakistan Regulation C B7706-2232 
-Quantitative import restrictions on certain 
knitted or crotcheted products originating in 
India B7706-2237 
- Restrictive import measure in respect of jute 
yarn in the Benelux countries B7705-2220 
-Sale of distilled beverages in the Netherlands 
Case 82-77 B7707-2345 
Import restrictions, quantitative 
-Quantitative import restriction B7710-2240 
-Quantitative import restriction in France on 
sheepmeat from the new Member States Case 
58-77 B7705-2349 
-Quantitative import restriction in France on 
Spanish table grapes Case 52-77 B7711-2345 
-Quantitative import restrictions in Canada on 
clothing articles B7703-2224 
- Quantitative import restrictions in the United 
Kingdom on clothing articles originating in 
Macao B7703-2226 
-Quantitative import restrictions on certain 
clothing articles originating in India B7703-2225 
-Quantitative import restrictions on certain textile 
products originating in Brazil Regulation C B7704-
2242 
-Quantitative import restrictions on textile 
products originating in Thailand Regulation 
CB7710-2239 
- Sale of manufactured tobaccos Case 73-
77B7711-2338 
Import surveillance, Community 
-Agreement between the EEC and Yugoslavia on 
trade in textile products Regulation L B7711-2242 
-Arrangements to make the import into Germany 
of yarn and twine from Yugoslavia subject to 
authorization Dec1s1on L B7707-2232 
-Arrangements to make the import into the 
8en~lux countries of jute yarn originating in 
Thailand subject to authorization Dec1s1on 
L B7706-2235 
- Extension of the retrospective control of the 
import of shoes into the Community B7706-2226 
- Relaxation of restrictive import measures in 
respect of State-trading countries B7702-2219 · 
Decision C B7703-2220 ; Dec1sions C B7704- · 
2228 ; Decis1ons C B7705-2217 ; Dec1s1ons 
c B7706-2222 ; B7707 -2228 ; B7709-2215 ; 
87710-2234; B7711-2235; B7712-2225 
- Study projects on computerized systems for 
import and export data B7707-2126 
Imports, Community surveillance on 
-Community preferential ceiling for certain 
petroleum products refined in Turkey Regulation 
L B7712-2137 
-Interim protective measures on the import of 
certain motorcycles originating in Japan Case 
123-77 B771 0-2341 
India 
-Consultations with India relating to Indian 
exports of cottage industry textile products 
87702-2224 
-Food aid and rural development for India 
Notification C B7710-2227 
lndu 
-Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in India Regulations L B7704-2240 
- Information seminar on generalized tariff 
preferences in India 87704-2217 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee regarding the 
EEC-India Agreement 87711-2274 
-Protective measures with regard to the import of 
certain textile products originating in India 
Regulations L B7704-2239 
-Quantitative import restrictions on certain 
clothing articles originating in India 87703-2225 
-Quantitative import restrictions on certain 
knitted or crotcheted products originating in 
India B7706-2237 
- Respect of human rights and trade cooperation 
relations B7703-2324 
- Scientific and technical cooperation with India 
87702-2255 
-Signature of the agreements with India on jute 
and coir products 87712-2233 
-State of relations between the Community and 
India B7707-2331 
- Visitto India by the Vice-President ofthe 
Commission B7705-2260 
-Visit to the Commission by the Indian Minister of 
Industry and Civil Supplies R7700-558 ; B7701-
2246 ; 87709-2242 
-Work of the Joint Cooperation Committee 
relating to the EEC-India Agreement on coir 
products B7701-2225 
Industrial policy 
-Achievements and prospects of the 
Community's industrial policy Opimon S B7709-
2343 
-Activity of the Business Cooperation Centre 
Amendment Dec1s1on C B7707-2112 
-Aid in favour of small and medium-sized 
undertakings R7700-147; B7707-2312 
-Commission guidelines in response to the crisis 
in the steel sector B7707-2386 ; B7703-2117 
-Common action in view ofthe crisis in the 
industrial sector 87704-2327 
-Community data-processing policy R7700-126 ; 
B7704-2119; 87707-2118; OpinionS B7710-2371 
-Community guidelines in response to the crisis 
in shipbuilding R7700-153; B7710-2111 ; 87711-
1306. DecisionCB7711-2118 
-Crisis in the shipping and shipbuilding industry 
Resolution P B7702-2309 
-Establishment of an European Cooperation 
Grouping Opimon P B7706-2307 
-Four year development programme of the data-
processing industry in the Community Resolution 
PB7709-2310 
-Implementation of the guidelines for a 
Community steel policy Opinion C B7704-2114 
-Industrial innovation policy 87701-2161 
- Priority action in the field of data processing 
Dec1s1ons L B7709-2116 
- Rationalization ofthe shipbuilding sector 
Notification C 87712-2123 
-Rise in the Community's industrial production 
87702-2104 
lndu 
Industrial policy (Continuation) 
-Situation of small and medium-sized 
undertakings in the Community Opmion S B7711-
2353 
Industrial product 
-Community import surveillance of certain 
industrial products originating in Israel, Malta, 
and the Maghreb and Mashrek countries 
Regulations L B7711-2133 
Information agreement 
-Agreement on the exchange of information 
between the EEC and Japan B7705-2141 
-Agreement with Switzerland on the reciprocal 
exchange of information on the environment 
B7712-2266 
-Working of the 19731nformation Agreement on 
environment R7700-296 
Information campaign 
- " Multimedia >> information campaign for the 
election of the EP by direct universal suffrage 
B7703-2303 ; Resolutton P B7705-2311 
Information, scientific and technical 
-Cooperative system for registering translations 
B7712-21191 
Infrastructure, costs of 
-Accounting system for expenditure on transport 
infrastructures Report C B7702-2152 
Infringement 
-Abuse of dominant position in the Netherlands 
by an oil company Dec1sion C B7704-2126 
-Application of the rules of competition in the 
case of State monopolies of a commercial 
character R7700-201 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
Germany in respect of aid for the agricultural 
sector Decision C B7704-2170 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
Italy in respect of aids for the agricultural sector 
Decision C B7703-2182 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
the French alcohol monopoly Dec1s1on C B7707-
2136 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
the Netherlands in respect of aids in the textile 
sector Decision C B7704-2129 
-Directive relating to the stunning of animals 
before slaughter Case 147-77 B7712-2340 
- Infringement in Belgium regarding aid for the 
SNCB in the ECSC sector B7707-2195 
- Infringement noted in an agreement between 
video cassette manufacturers Dec1s1on C B7712-
2152 
- Infringement noted in the case of a distribution 
agreement Case 19-77 B7702-2333 
-Infringement procedure against France because 
of aid to agriculture Decision C B7705-2162 
-Infringement procedure against France because 
of aid to the wine sector B7707-2183 
- Infringement procedure against France relating 
to the State alcohol monopoly Decision C B7701-
2123 
-Infringement procedure against Ireland because 
of unilateral measures regarding fisheries 
Decis1on C B7705-2158 
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-Infringement procedure against Italy because of 
aids to agriculture Decision C B7709-2157 , 
Dec1sions C B7703-2182 ; Decision C B7706-
21102; B7707-2184; DeclsionCB7711-2182; 
Decision C B7712-21132 
-Infringement procedure against Italy for failure 
to respect the regulations relating to agricultural 
tractors Case 69-77 B7706-2345 
-Infringement procedure against Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands and Italy for failure to apply 
directives B7707-2111 
-Infringement procedure against Member States 
because of State aids to the isoglucose sector 
B7703-2183 
-Infringement procedure against the Netherlands 
because of aids to the clothing industry Dec1s1on 
CB7710-2126 
-Infringement procedure against the Netherlands 
because of regional aids Decision C B7705-2119 
-Infringement procedure against the setting up of 
a fund for industrial restructuring in Italy Dec1s1on 
CB7709-2123 
-Infringement procedure against the United 
Kingdom because of aid to agriculture Dec1s1on 
c B7701-2147 
-Infringement procedures against France and 
Italy relating to manufactured tobacco Decis1on 
c B7707-2137 
-Infringement regarding aid for agriculture in the 
United Kingdom B7703-2179 
-Infringement regarding aid for the pig meat 
sector in the United Kingdom Cases 31-77R and 
53-77R B7705-2346 
-Infringement relating to the sales contract of a 
group of undertakings Case 96-76 B7705-2362 
- Non-implementation of directives relating to 
measuring instruments in Belgium, 
Luxembourg, The Netherlands and Italy Decision 
CB7703-2112 
Insurance against civil liability 
-Motor vehicle insurance for vehicles circulating 
abroad Case 90-76 B7706-2354 
Insurance, credit 
-Uniform principles for export credit insurance 
systems R7700-494 ; Dec1s1on L B7703-2222 ; 
Proposal d1rect1ve C B7706-2227 ; Dec1s1on 
L B7712-2229 
Insurance on civil liability 
-Negotiations with Switzerland with a view to an 
agreement in the field of insurance other than 
life insurance R7700-204 
Insurance other than life insurance 
- Negotiations with Switzerland with a view to an 
agreement in the field of insurance other than 
life insurance R7700-204 
Intellectual property 
-Community participation in the work ofWIPO's 
intergovernmental preparatory committee 
B7711-2250 
Interest rebate 
- EIB loan with interest rate subsidy to Kenya for 
the financing of a chemical factory B7707-2399 
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International Cocoa Agreement 
-Work of the Executive Committee of the 
International Cocoa Organization 87701-2215; 
B7703-2218 ; 87706-2218; B7707-2226 
International Energy Agency 
- Meeting of the Governing Board of the 
International Energy Agency B7710-1503 ; 
B7710-2250 
International Fund for Agricultural 
- lnugural meeting of the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development B7712-2242 
International Olive Oil Agreement 
-Community participation in the International 
Olive Oil Cooncil B7711-2234 ; B7704-2224 
- Work with a view to the renewal of the 
International Olive Oil Agreement 87709-2213 
Intervention agency 
-Storage of products purchased by an 
intervention agency Regulation L B7705-2156 
Investment, Community 
- Investment and borrowing in the Community 
B7711-2105 
Investment, industrial 
-Investment in the steel industry B7709-2115 ; 
B7706-2117 
Investment undertaking, collective 
-Collective investment undertakings for 
transferable securities Opimon P B7702-2313 ; 
Opinton S B7702-2359 
Iran 
- State of the negotiations for the conclusion of an 
agreement between Iran and the EEC R7700-
557; 87704-2277; 87707-2332 
Ireland 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in Ireland 87703-
2180 
- EIB loan to Ireland for the development of 
telecommunications B7712-2386 
- El8 loan to Ireland for water supplies B7706-2378 
- Extension of protective measures in Ireland in 
connection with the import of shoes originating 
in EFTA countries B7703-2114 
-Infringement procedure against Ireland because 
of unilateral measures regarding fisheries 
Decision C B7705-2158 
- Interim conservation and management 
measures concerning herring .fishing in Ireland 
Regulation L B7707-2176 
-Protective measures in favour of Denmark, 
Ireland and the United Kingdom 87712-2104 
-Refusal to Ireland to take protective measures in 
the footwear and chipboard industries B7712-
2114 
Iron ore 
-Preparatory meeting on iron ore under UNCTAD 
B7710-2216 
Iron, pig 
- Antidumping procedure concerning pig iron 
originating in Brazil B7707-2230 
Ita I 
Irregularities, fight against 
- EAGGF inspections by the Member States 
Opinion P 87705-2331 ; Directive L 87706-21105 
-Fight against irregularities R7700-356 ; 
Notification C 87703-2178 ; Resolution L 87706-
21106 
- Fight against irregularities in the beef and veal 
sector Opinion P 87705-2316 
Israel 
- Conclusion of an additional protocol and a 
financial protocol to the EEC-Israel Agreement 
Opinion P B7705-2326 
- Reduction of customs duties on citrus fruit 
imported from Israel B7710-2321 
-Signature of additional and financial protocols 
between the EEC and Israel R7700-532 ; B7702-
2237 
- Signature of the cooperation agreements with 
the Mashrek countries and Israel B7701-1301 
Italy 
-Aid for coffee importers in Italy 87709-2156 
-Aid for industrial reorganization and conversion 
in Italy Decision C 87712-2159 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in Italy Decision 
C B7701-2149 ; Decision C B7704-2169; B7710-
2161 ; B7711-2182 
-Aid for the utilization of solar energy in Italy 
B7710-2125 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
Italy in respect of aids for the agricultural sector 
Decision C B7703-2182 
-Community loan to Italy B7704-2106; Decision 
L 87705-2102 
- Directive relating to the stunning of animals 
before slaughter Case 147-77 B7712-2340 
- Economic policy conditions to be observed by 
Italy in 1977 Recommendation C 87704-2105 
- El8 loan to Italy for a factory B7709-2354 
- EIB loan to Italy for an irrigation scheme 87709-
2353 
- El8 loan to Italy for a petrochemical complex 
B7703-2387 
- EIB loan to Italy for financing factories 87704-
2373 
- EIB loan to Italy for financing industrial initiatives 
B7704-2371 
- El8 loan to Italy for gas transmission equipment 
87712-2394 
- EIB loan to Italy for industrial projects 87706-
2379 
- El8 loan to Italy for port installations 87712-2389 
- EIB loan to Italy for reconstruction of the Friuli 
region 87704-2370 
- El8 loan to Italy for telephone equipment 87701-
2344 
- EIB loan to Italy for the construction of a diesel 
engine factory 87704-2372 
- El8 loan to Italy for the construction of a 
motorway B7707-2395; 87711-2368 
- EIB loan to Italy for the construction of an 
expressway 87712-2388 
- EIB loan to Italy for the construction of a plant in 
the motorcar sector 87712-2391 
- E18 loan to Italy for the development of gas fields 
B7707-2394 
- El8 loan to Italy for the expansion of a factory 
B7712-2392 
Ita I 
Italy (Continuation) 
- El8 loan to Italy for the steel industry 87709-2355 
- E18 loan to Italy for vocational training 87712-
2390 
- E18 loan to Italy to exploit water resources 
87712-2387 
- El8 loan to Italy to repair a motorway 87704-2374 
-IMF credit for Italy 87704-2107 
-Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures in Italy Optnton C 87701-2146 
-Infringement procedure against Italy because of 
aids to agriculture Deciston C 87709-2157 ; 
DecisiOns C 87703-2182; Deciston C 87706-
21102; 87707-2184; DectsionC87711-2182; 
Dectsion C 87712-21132 
-Infringement procedure against Italy for failure 
to respect the regulations relating to agricultural 
tractors Case 69-77 87706-2345 
-Infringement procedure against the setting up of 
a fund for industrial restructuring in Italy Deciston 
C87709-2123 
-Infringement procedures against France and 
Italy relating to manufactured tobacco Decision 
c 87707-2137 
-Lifting Italian controls on currency in cash 87705-
2319 
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Japan 
-Access to the Japanese market of processed 
agricultural products 87707-2271 , 87702-2253 
-Administrative barriers to trade with Japan 
87710-2264 
-Agreement on the exchange of information 
between the EEC and Japan 87705-2141 
- Antidumping duty on the import of ball-bearings 
originating in Japan 87704-2230 ; Regulation 
L 87705-2218 ; 87706-2223 ; Regulation L 87707-
2229; Cases 113-77 and 113-77R 87709-2336; 
87710-2236 ; Cases 119 and 121-77 R 87710-
2339; Cases113and 119-77R87710-2369 
- Antidumping procedure concerning certain 
products originating in Japan Dec1sion C 87712-
2226 
- Antidumping procedure concerning imports of 
housings for bearings originating in Japan 
87710-2235 
- Antidumping procedure concerning imports of 
quartz originating in Japan Dec1s1on C 87711-
2236 
-Consultations between the ECSC and Japan 
relating to the situation in the steel industry 
87705-2259; 87705-2107 
-Cooperation with Japan in the field of 
environment 87706-2269 
- Fishery problems between the Community and 
Japan 87702-1208 
- Informal consultations between the Commission 
and Japan relating to Japanese exports of 
special steels to the United Kingdom 87704-2275 
-Interim protective measures with regard to the 
import of certain motorcycles originating in 
Japan Regulation L 87707-2232 
-Japanese proposals during the meeting of the 
OECD Working Party on Shipbuilding 87702-
2107 
- Negotiations with Japan with a view to an 
agreement in the shipbuilding sector 87701-2111 
-Official visit to Japan by a Member of the 
Commission 87705-2257 
- Official visit to Japan by the President of the 
Commission 87710-2263 
-Quota restrictions for imports of motorcycles 
and sound equipment from Japan 87706-2225 
- Regular high level consultations between the 
Community and Japan R7700-552 ; 87705-2258 ; 
87712-2267; 87711-2273 
- Statement on the relations between the 
Community and Japan 87703-2264 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and Japan 87702-2251 , 87701-
2243 ; ResolutiOn P 87703-2323 ; 87710-2314 
-Visit to the Commission by the Japanese 
Minister of State for External Economic Relations 
87712-2268 
JET 
-Choice of the JET project site ResolutiOn P 87701-
2309 ; 87707-21114 ; 87703-21109 ; Decision 
L 87710-1701 
J 
-Meeting of the Interim JET Council 87711-
21106 ; 87712-21181 
-Recommendations on the implementation of the 
JET project 87701-2155 
-Research credits for the JRC and JET 87706-2305 
Joint Research Centre 
-Adoption of the multiannual programme of the 
Joint Research Centre for 1977-80 87703-21108; 
87707-21112 
-Research credits for the JRC and JET 87706-2305 
-Signature of renewal of the contract relating to 
the ESSOR reactor 87709-2179 
-Work of the ACPMs responsible within the 
framework of the direct action at the JET 87711-
21108 
Joint Undertaking, JET 
-Choice of the JET project site Resolution P 87701-
2309 ; 87707-21114; 87703-21109 ; Decision 
L 87710-1701 
Jurisdiction 
-Interpretation ofthe Convention on Jurisdiction 
and the Enforcement of Judgements in Civil and 
Commercial Matters Cases 9 and 10-77 87701-
2330 ; Case 43-77 87704-2351 ; Case 73-
77 87706-2349; Cases 9and 1D-77 87707-2381 , 
Case43-7787711-2344; Case 150-7787712-
2343 ; Case 73-77 87712-2360 
Jute 
-Control of imports of jute yarn originating in 
Thailand Regulation L 87711-2243 
-Meeting of the FAO Intergovernmental Group on 
jute, kenaf and allied fibres 87710-2232 
-Preparatory meeting on jute and jute products 
under UNCTAD 87702-2204; 87704-2210; 
87707-2212 
- Preparatory meetings on jute, hard fibres and 
cotton R7700-485 
-Quantitative import restriction 87710-2240 
-Signature of the agreements with India on jute 
and coir products 87712-2233 
Kenya 
- El8 loan to Kenya for industrial initiatives 87711-
2376 
Korea 
- Management of the quantitative import 
restrictions on certain textile products 
originating in Korea RegulatiOn C 87705-2222 
K 
Labelling 
- Display of food prices OpinionS B771 0-2372 
Labour 
-Conditions for hiring labour Case 76-77 B7712-
2361 
Languages of the Community, official 
-Use of languages in legal proceedings Case 55-
77B7712-2354 
Latin America 
-Community participation in the meeting of the 
Economic Commission for Latin America B7705-
2224 
- Meeting at ambassador level between the 
Community and the Latin-American countries 
B7706-2272' B7712-2271 
-State of relations between the Community and 
Latin America R7700-562 
-Violation of human rights in Uruguay B7702-
2312 
-Visit to the Commission by the Secretary of the 
Latin American Economic System B7705-2261 
-Working meeting between the lnter-American 
Development Bank and the Commission B7703-
2269 
Law, Community 
-Community law and criminal law Resolution 
p B7702-2306 
-Developments in Community law R7700-567 
-Examination of Community secondary 
legislation in connection with the accession 
negotiations with Greece B7702-2202 ; B7704-
2202 ; B7705-2202 ; B7706-2202 ' B7707-2202 ; 
B7709-2203' B7711-2202; B7712-2203 
- Precedence of Community law over national law 
Case 55-77 B7704-2356 
- Precedence of Community law over national law 
in the field of customs law Case 118-76 B7706-
2357 
-Use of languages in legal proceedings Case 55-
77B7712-2354 
Law of the Sea 
-Conference of the United Nations on the Law of 
the Sea R7700-461 ; B7705-2208 ; Resolution 
p B7705-2325 
-Preparations for the United Nations Conference 
on the Law of the Sea Notification C B7704-2213 
Law of the Sea, Conference on the 
-Conference of the United Nations on the Law of 
the Sea R7700-461 ; B7705-2208 ; Resolution 
p B7705-2325 
Lawyer 
- Freedom of establishment of a lawyer, a national 
of an ACP State Case 3-77 B7701-2324 ; Case 65-
77B7705-2356; Case65-77B7711-2347; Case3-
77 B7706-2358 
- Freedom to provide services for lawyers D1rect1Ve 
L B7703-1401 ; D~rectiVe L B7703-2125, Case 71-
76 B7704-2357 
L 
Laying-up fund for inland waterway vessels 
- Negotiations with Switzerland for an agreement 
establishing a European laying-up fund for 
inland waterway vessels B7712-21145 
Laying-up fund for ships 
-Agreement relating to a European laying-up fund 
for inland waterway transport Opimon 1-
76 B7704-2359 ; Notlf1cat10n C B7707-2193 
Lead 
- Biological and air quality standards for lead 
Direct/VeL B7703-2151 
Lead poisoning 
-Biological and air quality standards for lead 
Directive L B7703-2151 
Lebanon 
- EEC-Lebanon Cooperation Agreement B7702-
2238; OpimonPB7710-2315 
-Exceptional aid for the Lebanon for 
reconstruction projects B7712-2253 
- Negotiations for a EEC-Lebanon cooperation 
agreement B7701-2235 
- Signature of the EEC-Lebanon Cooperation 
Agreement Dec1s1on L B7703-2245 , B7705-1501 
Legislation, bank 
-Coordination of bank legislation R7700-210 ; 
DirectiveL B7712-2164 
Levy,ECSC 
-Due date of the ECSC levy Dec1s1on C B7707-
23108 
-Fixing of ECSC levy rates and the ECSC 
operating budget for 1978 B7711-2388 ; B7712-
2309 
Levy, export 
- Levy of a tax on exports of potatoes Case 78-
77 B7707-2342 
licence, Community 
- Promoting indirect research in the Member 
States through revenues from the granting of 
licences B7705-2321 
live plant sector· 
-Export prices of flowering bulbs to third 
countries Case 50-76 B7702-2345 
live plants 
-see live plants sector BXX00-01 
live plants sector 
-Common organization ofthe market in live 
plants R7700-339 
Living and working conditions 
- Financial aid for pilot projects involving 
dwellings for migrant workers Decision C B7712-
2177 
- Housing conditions offoreign workers Report 
c B7712-2178 
Livi 
Living and working (Continuation) 
-Pilot projects relating to the access of 
handicapped persons to normal housing 
Decision C87712-2177 
- Reform of the organization of work R7700-250 ; 
Resolution P 87706-2312 
-Work of the European Foundation for the 
Improvement of Living and Working Conditions 
87702-2121 ; 87702-2129 
-Work relating to concerted action in the field of 
social security R7700-246 
Loan, Community 
-Community loan in US dollars 87703-2105; 
87706-2102 
-Community loan to Italy 87704-2106; Decision 
L 87705-2102 
-Investment and borrowing in the Community 
87711-2105 
- New Community borrowing instrument 87706-
1401 
Lome Convention 
-Accession of Sao Tome and Principe, Cape Verde 
and Papua New Guinea to the Lome Convention 
87703-2251 
-Accession of Surinam, Seychelles and the 
Comoros to the Lome Convention Decisions 
L 87702-2242 
-Applications from certain non-associated 
countries for accession to the Lome Convention 
87701-2237 
-Arrangements for the application of the Lome 
Convention to former OCTs 87701-2237 
- EEC-ACP Committee of Ambassadors 87711-
2265 
- El8 loan to Cameroon for the financing of a hotel 
87706-2383 
- El8 loan to Togo for financing a palm oil mill 
87706-2384 
-Export stabilization system under the Lome 
Convention 87710-2260 
- Freedom of establishment of a lawyer, a national 
ofan ACP State Case 3-77 87701-2324; Case 65-
77 87705-2356 ; Case 65-77 87711-2347 ; Case 3-
77 87706-2358 
-Meeting of the EEC-ACP Council of Ministers 
R7700-535 , 87704-2261 
-Meeting of the Industrial Cooperation 
Committee 87705-2247 ; 87702-2244 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee of the EEC-ACP 
Consultative Assembly 87706-2261 ; 87711-2264 
-Trade arrangements with the ACP countries 
R7700-538 ; 87711-2267 
-Trade regulations in respect of certain countries 
which are signatories to accession agreements 
to the Lome Convention Resolution P 87703-2325 
-Training programme in favour of the ACP 
countries 87712-2258 
Lome Convention, accession to 
-Accession of Cape Verde to the Lome 
Convention 87707-2257 
-Accession of Jibuti to the Lome Convention 
87712-2255 
-Accession of Sao Tome and Principe, Cape Verde 
and Papua New Guinea to the Lome Convention 
87703-2251 
-Accession of Surinam, Seychelles and the 
Comoros to the Lome Convention Dec1sions 
L 87702-2242 
Lome Convention, accession to the 
-Application from Jibuti for accession to the 
Lome Convention 87707-2256 
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-Applications from certain non-associated 
countries for accession to the Lome Convention 
87701-2237 
-State of the ratifications within the Lome 
Convention R7700-537 ; 89999-99999 
-Trade regulations in respect of certain countries 
which are signatories to accession agreements 
to the Lome Convention Resolution P 87703-2325 
Luxembourg 
-Aid for farmers hit by the drought in 
Luxembourg Opinion C 87709-2155 
-Infringement procedure against Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands and Italy for failure to apply 
directives 87707-2111 
-Tax provisions specific to Luxembourg 
agriculture Regulation L 87712-21138 
M 
Macao 
-Entry into force ofthe Agreement on trade in 
textile products with Macao 87711-2241 
-Quantitative import restrictions in the United 
Kingdom on clothing articles originating in 
Macao 87703-2226 
-Signature of the textile agreements with Macao 
and Colombia 87701-2222 
-Voluntary restraint on exports of certain clothing 
articles by Macao Regulation C 87705-2221 
Machine-tool 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to machine-
tools and similar appliances Proposal d~rective 
CB7712-2112 
Maghreb countries 
-Extension ofthe interim agreements with 
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia 87711-2257 ; 
Regulations L 87706-2255; 87712-2252 
-Implementation of the financial and technical 
cooperation provided for in the Cooperation 
Agreements concluded with Algeria, Morocco 
and Tunisia 87703-2244 , R7700-531 
Malawi 
- EIB loan to Malawi for industrial initiatives 
87711-2377 
Malaysia 
-Visit to the Commission by a Malaysian minister 
87710-2268 
Malta 
- Conclusion of an additional protocol to the EEC-
Malta Association Agreement 87706-2253 
-Extension of the arrangements under the first 
stage of the EEC-Malta Association Agreement 
Regulation L Opmion P 87707-2255 
- Financial protocol relating to the EEC-Malta 
Association Agreement Opimon P 87707-2320 
- Negotiations for an additional protocol to the 
EEC-Malta Association Agreement Notification 
C Recommendation C 87702-2236 ; 87704-2255 
-Session of the EEC-Malta Association Council 
R7700-525 ; 87703-2243 
-State of the ratifications relating to the additional 
protocol to the EEC-Malta Association 
Agreement 87711-2256 
Manganese 
- Preparatory meeting on manganese under 
UNCTAD 87706-2207; 87706-2208 
Market, common organization of 
-Aid for the private storage of beef and veal 
87706-2190 
Market, common organization of the 
-Action programme to balance the milk products 
market 87707-2173 
-Agricultural measures for soya seeds Opm1on 
s 87709-2159 
- Aid for the private storage of pig meat 87709-
2148 
- Aid for the production of castor seeds Regulation 
L 87712-21113 
-Aid for the production of hops for the 1976 
harvest 87706-2189 , Opinion P 87706-2327 ; 
Opinion S 87706-2367 
-Basic regulations on the common organization 
of markets R7700-314 
-Common organization ofthe hop market 
RegulatiOn L 87705-2147 ; 87707-2172 ; 
Regulation L 87710-2156 
-Common organization of the market for fishery 
products 87711-2174; 87712-21120 
-Common organization ofthe market in live 
plants R7700-339 
-Common organization of the market in the beef 
and veal sector R7700-344; 87701-2144, 
Regulations CB7703-2173; 87704-2163; Opinion 
P 87704-2310 ; 87707-2174; Notification 
CB7710-2149; Oplmon$87712-2365 
-Common organization of the market in the 
cereals and rice sectors R7700-330 , 87712-21111 
-Common organization of the market in the 
cereals sector Case 6-77 87701-2327 ; Case 17-
7787701-2337; 87702-2138; 87707-2167; 
87707-2168 , Case 95-77 87707-2358 ; Case 8-
77 87707-2380 ; 87709-2143 
-Common organization ofthe market in the egg 
and poultrymeat sector R7700-346 
-Common organization of the market in the fruit 
and vegetable sector R7700-337; 87702-2141 ; 
87711-2171 ; Dec1sion C 87712-21114 
-Common organization of the market in the 
oil seeds sector R7700-335 
-Common organization of the market in the olive 
oil sector R7700-333; 87710-2154 
-Common organization of the market in the 
pigmeat sector R7700-345; 87706-2191 
-Common organization of the market in the 
processed fruit and vegetables sector R7700-
338; Regulations L 87703-2170 
-Common organization of the market in the seed 
sector R7700-341 
-Common organization of the market in the sugar 
and isoglucose sector 87707-2169; 87711-2170 
-Common organization of the market in the sugar 
sector R7700-331 ; Regulations L 87706-2186 
-Common organization of the market in the 
tobacco sector R7700-341 
-Common organization of the market in the wine 
sector R7700-340; 87701-2142; Regulations 
L 87703-2171 ; 87705-2154; Regulations 
L 87707-2171 ; 87709-2144; 87710-2155 
-Common organization of the markets in the milk 
products sector R7700-342 ; Decisions 
C Regulation L Regulation C 87703-2172 ; 87705-
2155; 87710-2157, NotiflcattonCB7711-2172; 
87712-21107; DecisionCB7712-21116 
-Common organization of the raw tobacco market 
87702-2142 
-Evolution of market prices for pig carcases 
87704-2164 
-Exceptional market support measures in the 
pig meat sector 87703-2174 
Mark 
Market, common organization of the 
(Continuation) 
-Exchange of views on the eo-responsibility levy 
on milk delivered to dairies B7709-2146 
-Export licences for sugar B7702-2139 ; Case 88-
76 B7703-2369 
- Export refund for butter B7704-2165 ; Case 44-
76 B7703-2359 
- Fixing new aid arrangements for linseed oil 
B7707-2170 
- Fixing the average world price in the oil seed 
sector B7702-2140 
-Fluctuations on the Community market in seeds 
87709-2145 
- Foreseeable developments in the planting and 
replanting of vineyards in the Community B7706-
2188 
- Frozen beef from intervention stocks designed 
for processing B7709-2147 
-Import arrangement in the beef and veal sector 
Regulation L 87712-21117 
- Interpretation of the concept of olive oil producer 
Case 36-77 87703-2354 
- Measures in the butter sector Opinion P B7704-
2310 
- Measures in the sugar sector Opm1on P 87704-
2310 
-Measures to support the pig meat market in the 
United Kingdom B7706-2192 
-Organization of the surface transport market 
R7700-363 
- Payment of levies on cheeses made from 
sheep's milk imported from Bulgaria Case 26-
77 B7702-2339 
-Processing deposit for butter purchased at a 
reduced price Jomed cases 99 and 100-76 87705-
2363 
-Production levy system for isoglucose Case 116-
77 87709-2339 ; Case 124-77 87710-2342 ; Case 
743-77 B7711-2335; Case 745-77 B7711-2337 
-Production of maize sugar syrups 87702-2319 
-Production refund on maize meal Case 20-
77 B7702-2334; Cases 124-76 and 20-77 B7710-
2360 
-Production refunds in the cereals and rice 
sectors Case 2-77 B7701-2323 ; Case 2-77 B7707-
2378 
-Production refunds on isoglucose Case 703-
77 B7707-2366 
-Quota restrictions for poultry for slaughter in the 
Netherlands Case 117-76 B7705-2370 
-Revoking protective measures applying to 
exports ofstraw 87701-2141 
-Rules of competition regarding farm price 
regulations Case 52-76 B7702-2347 
-Sale of olive oil for export Regulations C B7712-
21112 
-Special measures for castor oil seeds Opmion 
PB7710-2164; Opm10nSB7710-2375 
-System for monitoring the markets for the 
transport of goods Report C 87709-2160 
-System oftrade with third countries in the beef 
and veal sector B7702-2144 
Marketing year, 1977-1978 
-Agricultural price proposals for the 1977-1978 
marketing year 87702-1301 
-Basic regulations on the common organization 
of markets R7700-314 
-Commission report on the situation in 
agriculture Report C 87701-1201 
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-Farm prices for the 1977-1978 marketing year 
R7700-313; Opm1on S 87702-2356; B7703-2166; 
87704-2158; Regulations L Regulations C B7705-
2149 
-Farm prices for the 1977-1978 marketing year 
and related measures Op1mon P 87703-2331 ; 
87704-2153. B7704-2156 
- Negotiations on farm prices B7704-2309 
Marketing year, 1977-78 
- Developments in farm prices 87705-2315 
- Financial aspects of the fixing of agricultural 
prices for the 1977-78 marketing year 87704-
2157 
Marketing year, 1978-1979 
-Farm prices for the 1978-1979 marketing year 
87712-1401 ; 87712-2323 
-Farm prices for the 1978-1979 marketing year 
and related measures B7712-21105 
Mashrek countries 
-Conclusion of interim agreements with Egypt, 
Jordan and Syria Regulations L 87705-2239 ; 
Opm1on P 87705-2327 
-Signature of the cooperation agreements with 
Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon R7700-533 
-Signature of the cooperation agreements with 
the Mashrek countries and Israel 87701-1301 
Mauritius 
-Derogation from the rules of origin for certain 
products originating in Mauritius Regulations 
L 87712-2140 
Measure, non-tariff 
-Work of the subgroups on non-tariff measures of 
the Multilateral Negotiations Committee 87703-
2209 
Measure of equivalent effect 
- Measures of equivalent effect to quantitative 
restrictions R7700-121 
- Quantitative export restrictions on potatoes in 
France Case 68-76 B7703-2361 
- Quantitative export restrictions on watches Case 
53-76 B7702-2348 
-Sale of distilled beverages in the Netherlands 
Case 82-77 B7707-2345 
Measuring instrument 
- Infringement procedure against Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands and Italy for failure to apply 
directives B7707-2111 
- Non-implementation of directives relating to 
measuring instruments in Belgium, 
Luxembourg, The Netherlands and Italy Dec1s1on 
c B7703-2112 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to measuring 
instruments in Luxembourg Case 93-77 87711-
2349 
Measuring unit 
- Respecting the legislation relating to measuring 
instruments Case 93-77 B7707-2356 ; Case 100-
77 B7707-2363 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to hot-water 
meters 87710-2109 
Medicinal research 
-Setting up an index with an inventory of research 
in the field of industral medicine B7703-2150 
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Mediterranean countries 
-Community policy towards southern and eastern 
Mediterranean countries Opimon S B7710-2382 
-Conclusion of interim agreements with Egypt, 
Jordan and Syria Regulations L B7705-2239 ; 
Opinion P B7705-2327 
-Guarantee of EIB loans to certain Mediterranean 
countries B7703-2239 
-Ratification of cooperation agreements B7712-
2317 
Mediterranean country 
-Protective measure in the context of the 
cooperation agreements with the Mashrek and 
the Maghreb countries Opmion P B7707-2321 
Mediterranean Sea 
- Convention on the protection of the 
Mediterranean Sea against pollution from land-
based sources B7711-2164 
-Protection ofthe Mediterranean Sea against 
pollution B7710-2144 
Merger 
-Authorization of a merger in the scrap business 
B7703-2135 
-Authorization of a merger in the steel industry in 
Belgium Dec1s1on C B7706-2143 
-Authorization of a merger in the steel industry in 
Italy B7703-2134 
-Authorization of a merger in the steel sector in 
Germany B7706-2142, Decis1on C B7707-2134 
-Authorization of mergers in the steel industry 
B7701-2121 ; B7712-2158 
Metal, non-ferrous 
-Community tariff quotas for the export of certain 
non-ferrous metals Dec1s1on L B7712-2235 
Metrology 
-Technical barrier to trade for measuring systems 
for liquids other than water Directive L B7704-
2110 
Mexico 
-Arrangements for the import into the Benelux 
countries of cotton yarn originating in Mexico 
B7703-2229 
MFA 
-Bilateral agreements within the framework of the 
Multifibre Arrangement ResolutiOn P B7710-2313 
-Common import arrangements for textile 
products originating in certain third countries 
which are signatories to the MFA Regulation 
CB7712-2231 
-Community policy in the textile products sector 
and renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement 
R7700-154 ; R7700-462 
- Implementation of the Multifibre Arrangement 
R7700-496 
-Negotiation of bilateral agreements under the 
Multifibre Arrangement B7709-2218 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of bilateral 
agreements with third countries B7710-2338 
-Negotiations on the renewal of the Multifibre 
Arrangement B7706-2230 ; B7707-2235 , 
Resolution P B7709-2322 
Migr 
- Negotiations with Thailand with a view to the 
conclusion of a textile agreement B7701-2223 ; 
B7702-2222 ; B7704-2236 
- Results of the Multifibre Arrangement Resolution 
p B7705-2328 
Middle East 
- Meeting between President Sad at and Begin 
Prime Ministers B7712-2314 
-Meeting ofthe General Committee of the Euro-
Arab dialogue R7700-534; B7702-2240, B7710-
2259 
-Parliamentary Association for Euro-Arab 
Cooperation B7706-2326 
-Statement by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine within the framework of political 
cooperation B7711-2204 
Migrant worker 
-Aggregation of disability pensions of migrant 
workers moving within the Community Case 37-
77 B7703-2355 
-Aggregation of invalidity pensions of migrant 
workers Case 37-77 B7710-2368 
-Aggregation of pensions of migrant workers 
Case 32-77 B771 0-2367 
- Aggregation of pensions of workers moving 
within the Community Case 32-77 B7703-2350 
-Calculation of a migrant worker's old age 
pension Case 64-77 B7705-2355 ; Case 64-
77 B7711-2346 
-Conditions for the residence of migrant workers 
justified on grounds of public policy Case 30-
77 B7710-2366 
-Education of migrant workers' children R7700-
248 ; Directive L B7705-2145 ; D1rect1ve L B7706-
21149; D1rect1veL B7707-21123; B7709-2307 
- Family allowance for employed persons moving 
within the Community Case 115-77 87709-2338 
- Fight against illegal immigration and illegal 
employment Opmion S B7702-2119 ; Opm10n 
PB7711-2312 
- Financial aid for pilot projects involving 
dwellings for migrant workers Dec1s1on C B7712-
2177 
- Housing conditions of foreign workers Report 
CB7712-2178 
-Migrant worker's invalidity pension Case 22-
77B7702-2335; Case41-77B7711-2343 
-Social security of colonial employees Case 87-
76 B7703-2368 
-Social security of hired workers moving within 
the Community Case 98-77 B7707-2361 ; Case 
105-77 B7707-2368 ; Case 117-77 B7709-2340 , 
Case 112-76B7710-2357, Case22-77B7710-
2363 ; Case 62-76 B7702-2349 , Case 76-
76 B7702-2352 ; Case 93-76 B7703-2370 ; Case 
79-76 B7704-2358 , B7705-2365 ; Case 104-
76 B7705-2366 ; B7706-2152 , Case 109-
76 B7706-2356 ; Case 84-77 B7707-2347 
-Social security of migrant workers Case 41-
77 B7704-2349 ; Opimon S B771 0-2381 , 
RegulatiOn L B7711-2158 
-Social security of migrant workers and their 
families R7700-247 ; Case 75-76 B7703-2363 , 
Case 83-77 B7707-2346 
Migr 
Migrant worker (Continuation) 
-Social security of migrant workers in the event of 
a road accident in a member country other than 
the victim's Case 72-76 B7702-2351 
-Social security of self-employed workers and 
their families moving within the Community 
B7712-2175 
-Special measures concerning the movement and 
residence of foreign nationals on grounds of 
public order Case 30-77 B7703-2348 
-Statute for migrant workers B7709-2308 
- Unemployment benefit for workers moving 
within the Community Case 35-77 B7703-2353 , 
Case 726-77B7710-2344; Case35-77B7711-
2340 ; Case 134-77 B7711-2327 
-Work relating to migrant workers' social security 
B7710-2133; OpimonPB7710-2134; B7711-2157 
Milk products 
-Aid for the agricultural sector B7705-2163 
-see milk products sector BXX00-29 , BXX00-13 
Milk products sector 
-Action programme to balance the milk products 
market B7707-2173 
-Application of« accession , mea's to certain milk 
products in trade with the United Kingdom 
Regulation C B7710-2153 
-Butter processing within the context of food aid 
Case 42-77 B7709-2342 
-Calculation of the Community aid granted for 
skimmed-milk powder processed in to casein 
Case 80-76 B7703-2365 
-Common organization of the markets in the milk 
products sector R7700-342 ; Dec1s1ons 
C RegulatiOn L Regulation C B7703-2172 ; B7705-
2155, B7710-2157; Notification C B7711-2172; 
B7712-21107, DeclslonCB7712-21116 
-European Parliament criticizes butter exports 
B7703-2310 
-Exchange of views on the eo-responsibility levy 
on milk delivered to dairies B7709-2146 
- Export refund for butter B7704-2165 ; Case 44-
76 B7703-2359 
- Import arrangements for milk products Case 26-
77B7711-2339 
- Imports of milk products into the United 
Kingdom from New Zealand B7709-2140 ; 
B7709-2241 
-Measures in the butter sector Opmion P B7704-
2310 
- Measures to restore balance on the milk market 
B7701-2143 
-Monetary compensatory amounts for certain 
milk products B7706-2183 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for imports of 
whey powder into Germany Case 131-77 B7710-
2349 
- Motion of censure tabled in connection with 
butter exports B7703-2313 
- Needs of the Third World in milk products 
Notification C B7710-2225 
- Payment of levies on cheeses made from 
sheep's milk imported from Bulgaria Case 26-
77 B7702-2339 
-Processing deposit for butter purchased at a 
reduced price Jomed cases 99 and 100-76 B7705-
2363 
-System of premiums for the non-marketing of 
milk and milk products B7706-21107 
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Mndertakings, agreement between 
-Rules of competition applicable to undertakings 
Case 97-77 B7707-2360 
Monetary Committee 
-Work of the Monetary Committee B7701-2107; 
B7702-2102; B7703-2106' B7704-2108; B7705-
2103 'B7706-2104; B7707-2106; B7709-2106; 
B7710-2106; B7711-2108; B7712-2105 
Monetary compensatory amount 
-Adjustment of the monetary compensatory 
amounts R7700-328, Decision C B7712-21109 
-Interpretation of the rules on monetary 
compensatory amounts Case 29-77 B7703-2347 ; 
Case 94-77 B7707-2357 
Monetary compensatory amounts 
-Adjustment of M CAs for beef and veal imports 
Case 79-77 B7707-2343 
-Adjustment of the system of monetary 
compensatory amounts B7710-2148 
-Adjustment of the system of monetary 
compensatory amounts to fight against 
distortions of competition B7705-2150 
-Alterations in monetary compensatory amounts 
B7704-2154; Case 746-77B7712-2339 
-Alterations in monetary compensatory amounts 
for the Italian lira, the Irish pound and the French 
franc Dec1s1on L B7703-2168 
-Application of« accession , mea's to certain milk 
products in trade with the United Kingdom 
Regulation C B7710-2153 
-Application of MCAs to certain cereal-based 
compound feedingstuffs Case 97-76 B7706-2355 
-Application ofthe new MCAs B7705-2151 
-Exemption from the increases in monetary 
compensatory amounts Case 12-77 B7701-2332 ; 
Case 21-77 B7702-2332 
-Extension of the list of products subject to 
monetary compensatory amounts RegulatiOn 
c B7704-2161 
-Fixing of MCAs in the pig meat sector B7710-2152 
- Levying of monetary compensatory amounts on 
imports of biscuits and chocolate Case 151-
77 B7712-2344 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for cereal 
exports Case 27-77 B7709-2341 
-Monetary compensatory amounts for certain 
milk products B7706-2183 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for durum 
wheat and derived products Decis1on C B7711-
2169 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for exports of 
starch products Case 29-77 B7710-2365 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for exports of 
whitesugarCase 747-77B7711-2333; Case 144-
77 B7711-2336 
- Monetary compensatory amounts for imports of 
whey powder into Germany Case 131-77 B7710-
2349 
- Monetary compensatory amounts in the beef 
and veal sector B7706-2184 ; Case 90-77 B7707-
2353 
-Monetary compensatory amounts in the sugar 
sector Case 33-77 B7703-2351 , Case 39-
77 B7704-2347 ; Case 96-77 B7707-2359 , Case 
728-7787710-2346, Case 132-7787710-2350 
- New monetary compensatory amounts for 
certain agricultural products 87707-2166 
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Monetary compensatory amounts (Continuation) 
- Payment of monetary compensatory amounts in 
respect of exports of cereals after the 
devaluation of the dollar Case 27-77 87702-2340 
Monetary stability 
- Bank loan on the Euromarket in favour of the 
United Kingdom 87701-2106 
- IMF credit for the United Kingdom 87701-2103 
- International guarantee for the sterling balances 
87701-2104 
-Statement by the Commission relating to the 
international guarantee on the sterling balances 
87701-2105 
Monopoly of a commercial character, 
national 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
the French alcohol monopoly DeciSion C 87707-
2136 
Motion of censure 
- European Parliament criticizes butter exports 
87703-2310 
Motor vehicle 
-Admission of vehicles to road circulation 87704-
2333 
- Motor vehicle insurance for vehicles circulating 
abroad Case 90-76 87706-2354 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to motor 
vehicles R7700-159; 87701-2108; Amendment 
Directive L 87703-2111 ; OpinionS 87703-2373 ; 
Opm1on P 87704-2112 ; Op1mon P 87704-2328 ; 
Directive L 87705-2105 ; Directives L 87706-
2110 ; Directives L 87712-2108 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the field of 
vision of motor-vehicle drivers Directive L 87709-
2109 
Motor vehicles 
-Authorization of regulations governing 
international motor shows Dec1sion C 87711-
2138 
Motorcycle 
- Interim protective measures on the import of 
certain motorcycles originating in Japan Case 
123-77 87710-2341 
Multifibre Arrangement 
-Community participation in a meeting of the 
GATT Textiles Committee 87703-2223 
Multilateral trade negotiation 
-Entry into force of the offer relating to tropical 
products 87701-2207 
-Talks between the President of the United 
States' representative and the Commission 
87709-2206 
-Work of the Framework Group regarding the 
multilateral trade negotiations 87702-2209 
-Work of the Trade Negotiations Committee 
87712-2211 
Multilateral trade negotiations 
-Customs value of goods R7700-172, Case 1-
77 87707-2377 ; Case 135-77 87711-2328 
- Multilateral trade negotiations within the 
framework of GATT R7700-459 ; Opinion 
587704-2362; 87710-2218 
Muni 
- Presentation of the Community's requests to 
third countries in the context of the multilateral 
trade negotiations 87711-2216 
- Protective measures within the framework of the 
multilateral trade negotiations (Safeguards 
Group) 87702-2207; 87706-2210 
-Work of the Agricultural Group regarding the 
multilateral trade negotiations 87707-2216 
-Work of the dairy products subgroup within the 
framework of the multilateral trade negotiations 
87710-2220; 87710-2219 
-Work of the Framework Group regarding the 
multilateral trade negotiations 87707-2215 
-Work of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
Committee's subgroup on customs matters 
87702-2208 
-Work of the non-tariff measures group of the 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations Committee 
87701-2208 ; 87704-2211 ; 87707-2217 
-Work of the quantitative restrictions subgroup 
within the framework of the multilateral trade 
negotiations 87707-2218, 87711-2217 
-Work of the subgroup on customs matters within 
the framework of the multilateral trade 
negotiations 87711-2219 
-Work of the subgroup on governmental 
procurement within the framework of the 
multilateral trade negotiations 87706-2211 ; 
87711-2218 
-Work ofthe subgroups on non-tariff measures of 
the Multilateral Negotiations Committee 87703-
2209 
-Work of the technical barriers to trade subgroup 
87709-2207 
Multinational undertaking 
-Establishment of international directives within 
the OECD 87704-2314 
Munich Convention 
-Entry into force of the Convention on the 
European Patent R7700-133 
-Signature of the Munich Convention on the 
European patent 87710-2112 
Navigability licence 
- Reciprocal recognition of navigability licences 
for inland waterways 87704-2176 ; 87705-2169 ; 
87707-2198; 87711-2189; OpmionCB7712-
21159 
Netherland 
-Aid for energy saving in the Netherlands 87710-
2124 
Netherlands 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in the Netherlands 
Decision C 87701-2148; 87710-2161 
-Aid for the shipbuilding industry in the United 
Kingdom and Netherlands Decision C 87707-
2135 
-Closure of the infringement procedure against 
the Netherlands in respect of aids in the textile 
sector Decision C 87704-2129 
-Implementation of the reform of agricultural 
structures in the Netherlands Decision C 87701-
2146 
-Infringement procedure against Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands and Italy for failure to apply 
directives 87707-2111 
-Infringement procedure against the Netherlands 
because of aids to the clothing industry Decision 
CB7710-2126 
- Infringement procedure against the Netherlands 
because of regional aids Decision C 87705-2119 
-Law on the transport of goods by road in the 
Netherlands Opm10n C 87709-2163 
-Official visit to the Commission by the Queen of 
the Netherlands 87710-2334 
New Zealand 
- State of the trade relation's between the 
Community and New Zealand R7700-556 ; 
Report C 87707-2272 
-Unofficial talks between the Commission and 
New Zealand 87703-2267 
-Visit to the Commission by the Prime Minister of 
New Zealand 87703-2268 
-Visit to the European Parliament by a 
parliamentary delegation from New Zealand 
87704-2276 
Newsprint 
-Charging of a duty on products intended for the 
national production of newsprint Case 74-
76 87703-2362 
NGO 
-Community relations with non-governmental 
organizations 87701-2210 ; Report C 87703-
2214; 87711-2225 
-Financing projects submitted by the NGOs 
87711-2226; 87712-2213; 87709-2209; R7700-
476; 87702-2213; 87703-2216; 87704-2214; 
87705-2210; 87706-2213; 87707-2219; 87710-
2223 
- Making the public more aware of development 
aid problems 87706-2214 
-Meeting of the NGO/Commission Liaison 
Committee 87705-2211 
N 
Nomenclature, customs 
-Conditions for the inclusion of certain goods 
under a favourable tariff arrangement by reason 
of their particular use Regulations L 87707-2121 ; 
Regulation C 87712-2130 
-Uniform application ofthe CCT nomenclature 
R7700-169 ; Amendment regulation L 87702-2113 
Norht-South Dialogue 
-Work of the United Nations General Assembly 
relating to the North-South Dialogue 87712-2207 
North-South Dialogue 
-Community contribution to the CIEC special 
action programme 87711-2209 
-Community contribution to the North-South 
Dialogue 87702-2311 
-Community financial aid for the International 
Development Association 87712-2316 
-Community strategy relating to the North-South 
Dialogue 87711-2208 
-Continuation of the North-South Dialogue 
87709-1301 
-Defining the Community's position on the CIEC 
87704-2208 
- End of the Conference on International Economic 
Cooperation 87705-1201 
-Guidelines relating to the work of UNCTAD in the 
North-South Dialogue Notification C 87712-2206 
-Implementation of the results of the CIEC 87707-
2207 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD Board on Trade and 
Development 87709-1302 
-Results of the North-South Dialogue 87707-2317 
-Resuming the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation 87703-2204 
-Statement by a Commission Member on the 
CIEC 87710-2207 
-Statement by the European Council on the CIEC 
87703-2206 
- State of work of the Conference on International 
Economic Cooperation R7700-458 ; 87706-2205 ; 
87709-2205; 87710-2206; 87712-2204 
-Study of measures to stabilize developing 
countries' export earnings Notification C 87703-
2207 
-Work of the Community institutions relating to 
the North-South Dialogue 87712-2205 
-Work of the OECD Council relating to the North-
South Dialogue 87706-2246 
-Work of the OECD Executive Committee relating 
to the International Conference on Economic 
Cooperation 87705-2230 
-Work with a view to the resumption of the 
Conference on International Economic 
Cooperation 87701-2204 ; 87702-2203 ; 87703-
2205 ; 87704-2209 
-Work within the Community institutions relating 
to the energy aspects of the activities of the CIEC 
87710-2209 
Norway 
- Consultations as regards granting catch quotas 
in Norwegian waters 87705-2251 
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Norway (Continuation) 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with Norway 87704-2267 
Nuclear Energy 
-Activity ofthe Euratom-Supply Agency R7700-
402 
-Aid for projects relating to uranium prospecting 
in the Member States 87707-21109 
-Community relations with third countries in the 
field of nuclear energy 87706-21127 
-Debate in the EP on nuclear energy 87704-2316 
- Development of nuclear energy in the 
Community's energy supply R7700-400 
- First session of public hearings on nuclear 
energy 87711-2196 
-Guidelines in the field of nuclear energy 
development 87706-21126 
-International evaluation of the international 
nuclear fuel cycle 87710-2186; Notification 
C87706-21132 
- International situation in the field of nuclear 
energy Notification C 87705-2182 
- Public debates on nuclear energy 87706-21128 ; 
87709-2173 
~Research programme on plutonium recycling in 
light-water reactors (ACPM) 87706-21145; 
87710-2192 
-Work of the Coordinating Committee on Fast 
Reactors 87701-2158; 87706-21139; 87712-
21180 
-1976 Report of the Euratom Supply Agency 
87705-2181 
Nuclear fuel 
- International evaluation ofthe international 
nuclear fuel cycle 87710-2186; Notification 
c 87706-21132 
Nuclear policy 
-Guidelines in the field of nuclear energy 
development 87706-21126 
Nuclear power station 
-Community programme for the 
decommissioning of nuclear installations 87704-
2184 
-Euratom loan intended to finance nuclear power 
stations Decis1ons L 87703-21101 
Nuclear research 
- International evaluation ofthe international 
nuclearfuel cycle 87710-2186; Notification 
c 87706-21132 
Nuclear safety 
-Action by the Commission in connection with 
technological problems of nuclear safety Report 
c 87705-2184 
-Community nuclear safety code OpinionS 87704-
2365 
-Debate in the EP on fundamentals in the field of 
energy and environment 87705-2305 
Nurses 
- Right of establishment and freedom to provide 
services for nurses Directives L 87706-2121 
Nurs 
0 
Obstacle, technical 
-Nominal quantities permitted for certain 
prepackaged products Opmion P 87701-2109 
- Respecting the legislation relating to measuring 
instruments Case 93-77 87707-2356 ; Case 100-
77 87707-2363 
OCT 
-Arrangements for the application of the Lome 
Convention to former OCTs 87701-2237 
- Financial commitments in favour of the OCT 
R7700-543 
- Financing decisions within the framework of the 
4th EDF 87701-2238; Dec1sion C 87702-2247, 
87703-2253 ' 87705-2249 ; 87706-2263 ; 
Dec1s1ons C 87707-2262 ; 87709-2234 ; 87709-
2235; 87710-2261; DecisionCB7711-2268; 
Decis1on C 87712-2261 
-Functioning of the Stabex in favour of the OCT in 
1975 Notification C 87706-2262 
-Implementation ofthe Stabex system in favour 
of the OCT 87702-2246 
-Transfers under Stabex in favour of the OCT 
Decision C 87707-2261 ; 87712-2259; 87712-
2260 
OECD 
-Annual meeting ofthe OECD's Development 
Assistance Committee 87710-2252 
-Commission participation in the OECD's Trade 
Committee 87710-2249 
-Commission representation at the high-level 
conference on youth employment 87712-2244 
-Community participation in OECD meetings 
R7700-521 
-Developments of the OECD Member 
States' agricultural policies (OECD Committee for 
Agriculture) 87703-3337 ; 87712-2245 
-Establishment of international directives within 
the OECD 87704-2314 
-Japanese proposals during the meeting of the 
OECD Working Party on Shipbuilding 87702-
2107 
-Meeting ofthe Governing Board ofthe 
International Energy Agency 87710-1503 ; 
87710-2250 
-Visit to the Commission by the Secretary-
General of the OECD 87704-2250 
-Work of the OECD Committee for Agriculture 
87710-2253 
-Work of the OECD Council relating to the North-
South Dialogue 87706-2246 
-Work of the OECD Executive Committee 87703-
2236; 87710-2248 
-Work of the OECD Executive Committee relating 
to the International Conference on Economic 
Cooperation 87705-2230 
-Work of the OECD High-level Group on 
Commodities 87702-2229 
-Work of the OECD Working Party on shipbuilding 
87701-2231 ; 87702-2230; 87703-2123; 87703-
2238 ; 87705-2231 ' 87706-2247 ; 87711-2251 
- Work of the OECD Working Party on steel 87709-
2113; 87712-2246 
Official, Commission 
-A Commission official's expatriation allowance 
Case 54-77 87704-2355 
-A Commission official's flat-rate installation 
allowance (Case 140-77) 87711-2332 
-A Commission official's personal file Case 43-
74 87707-2372 
-Admission of a Commission official to an 
internal competition Case 7-77 87701-2328 ; 
Case 74-77 87706-2350 ; Case 73-76 87706-2353 ; 
Case 107-77 87707-2370 
-Appointment of a Commission official Case 25-
77 87702-2338; Case 110-77 87709-2333 ; Case 
122-7787710-2340; Case 757-7787712-2350 
-Award of a higher degree of invalidity to a 
Commission official Case 152-77 87712-2345 
-Commission official's application for a post 
advertised in vacancy notice Case 102-77 87707-
2365 
- Dismissal of a Commission official Case 34-
77 87703-2352 ; Case 99-77 87707-2362 
- Family allowances for Commission officials Case 
74-7787701-2334; Cases 106-76and 14-
77 87710-2356 
- Forwarding a summons issued to a Commission 
official Case 56-77 rev 87707-2371 
- Leave on personal grounds for a Commission 
official Case126-75 92-76 87710-2353 
- Liability of the Commission towards its officials 
Case 56-75 rev 87710-2352 
- Libellous document about Commission officials 
Case 17-77 87705-2372 
-Pension rights of a Commission official Case 95-
7687712-2352 
-Promotion of Commission officials in the 
scientific and technical categories Case 5-
7687710-2354 
-Recruitment of a Commission official Case121-
76 87710-2359 
- Recruitment of a member of auxiliary staff at the 
Commission Case 75-77 87706-2351 
-Recruitment of officials following the accession 
of new Member States Case 48-76 87702-2344 
-Scientific work·and experiments carried out by a 
Commission official Case 71-77 87706-2347 
-Severance grant for a Commission official Case 
114-77 87709-2337 
-Transfer of a Commission official Case 57-
77 87705-2348 ; Case 86-77 87707-2349 ; Case 
61-77 87707-2373 
Official, Council 
-Appointment of a Council official Case 52-
74 87705-2359 
Official, EC 
-Staff regulations of officials of the European 
Communities Case 87-77 87707-2350, Case 130-
7787710-2348 
Official, EP 
- Contract of employment of a temporary staff-
member ofthe EP Case25-68 87710-2351 
i) 
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Official, EP (Continuation) 
-Elections for setting up the Staff Committee of 
the EP Case 54-75 87703-2357 
-Pension rights of an EP official Case 91-77 87707-
2354 
-Periodic report of an European Parliament 
official Case 31-76 87705-2360 
Official of the European Communities 
-Recruitment policy of the European 
Communities 87706-2329 
Oil 
-Community approach to refining problems 
87706-21122 ; 87712-21168 ; Notification 
c 87703-21103 
-Information and consultation procedure on the 
prices of crude oil Decision C 87701-2154 
-Minimum safeguard price for oil 87702-2308 ; 
87703-2197 
-Obligation to maintain stocks of crude oil 87705-
2179; 87712-21171 
Oil and fat 
-see oils and fats sector 8XX00-10 
Oil price 
- Minimum safeguard price for oil 87702-2308 ; 
87703-2197 
Oil products 
-Abuse of dominant position in the Netherlands 
by an oil company DecisiOn C 87704-2126 
-Community preferential ceiling for certain 
petroleum products refined in Turkey Regulation 
L 87712-2137 
Oils and fats sector 
- Interpretation of the concept of olive oil producer 
Case 36-77 87703-2354 
Oilseed sector 
-Fixing new aid arrangements for linseed oil 
87707-2170 
- Fixing the average world price in the oilseed 
sector 87702-2140 
Oil seeds 
- seeoil seeds sector 8XX00-09 
Oilseeds sector 
-Aid for the production of castor seeds RegulatiOn 
L 87712-21113 
-Common organization of the market in the 
oilseeds sector R7700-335 
- Preparatory meeting on oilseeds and vegetable 
oils under UNCTAD 87706-2209 
- Revoking protective measures applying to 
exports of fodder products 87703-2169 
-Special measures for castor oil seeds Opinion 
P87710-2164; Opinion$87710-2375 
Olive oil 
-Common organization of the market in the olive 
oil sector R7700-333 ; 87710-2154 
-Community participation in the International 
Olive Oil Council 87711-2234 ; 87704-2224 
-Conditions for granting production aids in the 
olive oil sector in Italy Case 36-77 87711-2341 
-Preparatory meeting on olive oil under UNCTAD 
R7700-479 
Orig 
-Sale of olive oil for export Regulations C 87712-
21112 
- Work with a view to the renewal of the 
International Olive Oil Agreement 87709-2213 
Organization, non-governmental 
-Exchange of views between the Commission and 
representatives of the Member States 
responsible for relations with non-governmental 
organizations 87711-2227 
Originating product 
-Concept of originating products in the context of 
the 1978 generalized system of preferences 
Regulations L 87712-2142 
-Concept of originating products relating to crude 
casein Case 49-76 87701-2339 
-Derogation from the concept of originating 
products in favour of Malawi and Kenya 
Regulations L 87706-2137 
- Derogation from the rules of origin for certain 
products originating in Mauritius Regulations 
L 87712-2140 
-Derogation from the rules of origin for certain 
products originating in the EFTA countries 
Regulation L 87712-2141 
-Derogation from the rules of origin in favour of 
Morocco for certain textile products Regulation 
L 87706-2139 
-Designation of origin on toilet water in Italy Case 
129-77 87710-2347 
-Determining the origin of certain knitted goods, 
clothing and footwear Regulation C 87706-2138 
-Determining the origin of zip fasteners Regulation 
c 87709-2120 
-Export of Spanish table grapes by Italy to France 
Case 52-77 87704-2353 
Originating products 
-Rules of origin applicable to developing 
countries which are not entitled to the 
generalized preferences R7700-174; 87702-2116 
- Rules of origin within the framework of the EEC-
Israel Agreement Regulation L 87707-2129 
Packaging, bulk 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the making-
up by volume of certain prepacked liquids 
87709-2108 
Pakistan 
-Commercial cooperation with Pakistan R7700-
559 
-Quantitative import restrictions in the United 
Kingdom on certain knitted or crocheted articles 
originating in Pakistan Regulation C B7706-2232 
-Session of the EEC-Pakistan Agreement Joint 
Committee B7704-2278 
Passport union 
-State of work relating to the passport union and 
to special rights R7700-144; B7707-2326 
Patent, Community 
- Entry into force of the Convention on the 
European Patent R7700-133 
-Establishment of a European Patent Office 
B7710-2254 
-Signature ofthe Munich Convention on the 
European patent B7710-2112 
-Situation regarding patents R7700-449 
Pharmaceutical product 
-Authorizations for the marketing of 
pharmaceutical products Opinton C B7711-2115 
-Colouring matters added to pharmaceutical 
products Directive L B7712-2116 
- Marketing of pharmaceutical products Opinion 
s B7710-2381 
Pharmaceutical products 
- Customs value of pharmaceutical products 
subject to a trademark Case 82-76 B7702-2353 
-Parallel sales of pharmaceutical products Case 
107-76 B7705-2367 
-Work of the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 
ProductsR7700-161; B7704-2113; B7712-2117 
Philippines 
-Voluntary restraint on exports of clothing articles 
originating in the Philippines and Thailand 
Regulations C B7703-2227 
Phosphate 
-Preparatory meeting on phosphates under 
UNCTAD B7712-2209 
Physics, plasma 
- Controlled thermonuclear fusion and plasma 
physics B7707-21121 
Pig meat 
-see pig meat sector BXX00-05 
Pig meat sector 
-Aid for the private storage of pig meat B7709-
2148 
-Common organization of the market in the 
pigmeat sector R7700-345; B7706-2191 
p 
-Consumer prices for pig meat Case 154-77 B7712-
2347 
-Evolution of market prices for pig carcases 
B7704-2164 
-Exceptional market support measures in the 
pig meat sector B7703-2174 
-Fixing of MCAs in the pig meat sector B771 0-2152 
- Measures to support the pig meat market in the 
United Kingdom B7706-2192 
-Protective measures against swine fever B7703-
2186 
- Relaxing the restrictions on the import of 
pig meat originating in the Netherlands Dec1s1on 
C B7707-2187 ; Dec1s1ons C B7704-2171 ; 
Decis1on C B7705-2164 
Pilot study 
-Report on the<< Awareness of poverty in 
Europe)) Report C B7707-2149 
-State of execution of the programme on pilot 
schemes and studies to combat poverty Report 
CB7701-2128 
Plant-protection product 
-Ban on the placing on the market of certain plant-
protection products Opinion P B7701-2137 ; 
Opmion S B7703-2378 
Pollution, air 
- Biological and air quality standards for lead 
Directive L B7703-2151 
- Fight against air pollution R7700-285 
-Fight against air pollution by sulphur 
compounds B7712-2196 
- Fluorocarbons in the environment B7707-2162 
-Measuring air pollution by sulphur dioxide and 
suspended particulate matter Op1mon P B7703-
2321 ; B7704-2325 
-Protection of the environment against the use of 
aerosol sprays Opimon P B7712-2322 
-Sulphur content of fuel oils B7707-2161 
Pollution, fight against 
-Civil liability in environmental matters Opinion 
p B7701-2314; B7701-2114; B7701-2133 
-Methods of evaluating the costs to industry of 
the fight against pollution B7712-2197 
- Pollution monitoring by remote sensing B7706-
21140 
-Seminar on the use of biological specimens for 
the assessment of human exposure to 
environmental pollutants B7704-2136 
-Waste management and fight against 
was\,efulness B7709-2135 
-Work of the Waste Management Committee 
B7703-2161 ; B7710-2145 
Pollution, marine 
-Commission participation in consultations 
relating to the Convention for the Prevention of 
Marine Pollution from Land-based Sources 
B7712-2198 
-Community participation in the Oslo Convention 
on marine pollution by dumping B7704-2149 
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Pollution, marine (Continuation) 
- Convention on the protection of the 
Mediterranean Sea against pollution from land-
based sources B7711-2164 
-Fight against marine pollution by the discharge 
of dangerous substances at sea B7704-2147 
- Fight against marine pollution by waste from 
titanium dioxide B7706-2175 
- Fight against sea pollution by waste B7702-
2314; B7704-2324 
- Helsinki Convention on the protection of the 
marine environment of the Baltic Sea area 
Decision L B7706-2170 
-Negotiations with a view to the Community 
acceding to the Helsinki Convention on the 
protection of the marine environment of the 
Baltic Sea Recommendation C B7703-2157 
-Protection ofthe Mediterranean Sea against 
pollution B7710-2144 
- Protection of the sea against pollution by 
hydrocarbons B7704-2148; B7705-2142 ; 
Notification C B7706-2172 ; Notification C B7706-
2173 ; Notification C B7706-2174 
Pollution, water 
-Fight against pollution ofthe aquatic 
environment R7700-281 
-Procedure for the exchange of information on 
the quality of surface fresh water Decision 
CB7706-2169; DecisionLB7112-2192 
-Protection of shellfish beds against pollution 
Opinion P B7705-2318 
- Shellfish water quality Opinion S B7703-2376 
Port 
-Plenary meeting of representatives of the port 
authorities B7706-21117 
Ports 
-Meeting ofthe Ports Working Party B7710-2174; 
B7712-21161 
Portugal 
-Application from Portugal for accession R7700-
454 ; R7700-527 ; Opinion C B7703-11 01 ; B7704-
2257 
- Economic and Social Committee study on the 
relations between the EEC and Portugal Opinion 
s B7704-2364 
- Economic relations with Portugal Resolution 
p B7709-2321 
- EIB loan to Portugal for an emergency aid for 
industrial initiatives B7712-23100 
- EIB loan to Portugal for expansion of a port 
B7704-2376 
- EIB loan to Portugal for financing an irrigation 
project B7701-2345 ; B7710-2392 
- EIB loan to Portugal for industrial initiatives 
B7712-2310 
- EIB loan to Portugal for the construction of a port 
B7710-2393 
-Joint attitude of the Member States towards a 
request for accession from Portugal B7702-2239 
-Meeting of the EEC-Portugal Joint Committee 
B7711-2262 
- Official visit to Portugal by the President of the 
Commission B7711-2261 
-Visit to the Commission by the Portuguese Prime 
Minister B7703-2247 
Prep 
Post and telecommunications 
- Exemption from duty for consignments of no 
commercial value B7712-2138 
Postal charges 
-Charges for telex messages in the Community 
B7709-2318 
- Meeting of the Ministers of Posts and 
Telecommunications R7700-157; B7712-1601 
Posts and telecommunications 
-Charges for telex messages in the Community 
B7709-2318 
-Meeting of the Ministers of Posts and 
Telecommunications R7700-157; B7712-1601 
Potato 
- Levy of a tax on exports of potatoes Case 78-
77 B7707-2342 
Potatoes 
-Minimum prices for the import into France of 
ware potatoes Case 155-77 B7712-2348 
- Quantitative export restrictions on potatoes in 
France Case 68-76 B7703-2361 
- Suspension of customs duties for potatoes 
Regulation L B7702-2114 ; B7702-2143 
Poultrymeat 
- see egg and poultrymeat sector BXX00-04 
Poultrymeat and egg sector 
- Quota restrictions for poultry for slaughter in the 
Netherlands Case 111-76 B7705-2370 
Poverty, fight against 
-Pilot projects programme within the framework 
ofthe fight against poverty B7706-2158; B7710-
2137 ; Decision C B7712-2179 
-Report on the" Awareness of poverty in 
Europe" Report C B7707-2149 
-Seminar to review the progress ofthe European 
programme of pilot schemes and studies to 
combat poverty B7709-2132 
- State of execution of the programme on pilot 
schemes and studies to combat poverty Report 
CB7701-2128 
Power station 
-Community action in the field of power station 
siting OpinionS B7703-2377 ; Opinion P B7707-
21110 
-Community action in the field ofthe utilization of 
electrical energy R7700-401 
- Construction of a pilot solar power station 
B7711-21105 • 
-Use of coal in power stations OpinionS B7703-
2372 ; Resolution A B7703-2383 ; Opinion 
p B7705-2309; B7706-21124; B7712-21167 
Power station siting 
-Community action in the field of power station 
siting Opmion S B7703-2377 ; Opinion P B7707-
21110 
Preferences, generalized 
- see GSP BXX00-25 
Preparation for working life 
-Workshop in the United Kingdom on the 
preparation of young people for working life 
B7711-21114 
Prim 
Primary products 
- Draft international agreement on bananas 
B7706-2219 
Processing arrangements, inward 
-Simplification and adjustment of customs 
arrangements R7700-175; Dec1sion L B7706-
2135 
Processing arrangements, outward 
-Simplification and adjustment of customs 
arrangements R7700-175 ; Decision L B7706-
2135 
Procurement, government 
-Work of the subgroup on governmental 
procurement within the framework of the 
multilateral trade negotiations B7706-2211 ; 
B7711-2218 
Producer grouping 
-State of work relating to producer groupings 
OpinionS 87711-2352; Resolution L 87702-2137; 
B7705-2148 
Products 
-Work of the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 
ProductsR7700-161; B7704-2113; 87712-2117 
Products, basic 
- Preparation of a negotiating conference on the 
setting up of a Common Fund within UNCTAD 
87701-2206' 87702-2206; 87707-2214; 
Notification C B7709-2208 
Programme address 
-Address by the President of the Commission 
concerning the working programme of the 
Commission for 1977 87702-1101 
Projects, pilot 
-Pilot projects programme within the framework 
of the fight against poverty 87706-2158 ; B7710-
2137; DecisionCB7712-2179 
Property, industrial 
-Community action in the field of research 
promotion R7700-450 
-Promoting indirect research in the Member 
States through revenues from the granting of 
licences B7705-2321 
-Situation regarding patents R7700-449 
-System of industrial property applicable to 
financial aid to research R7700-448 
Property, intellectual 
-Cooperation between the Commission and the 
World Intellectual Property Organization R7700-
507 ; B7706-2244 
-Copyright in the United Kingdom and Ireland 
B7701-2120 
Protection of animals 
-Directive relating to the stunning of animals 
before slaughter Case 147-77 87712-2340 
Protection, radiological 
- Multiannual research programme on 
radiological protection (ACPM) 87707-21122 ; 
B7711-21110 
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Protective measure 
-Anti-dumping investigations concerning certain 
products originating in Brazil, South Korea and 
Taiwan 87704-2234 
-Arrangements to make the import into Italy of 
electric filament lamps originating in certain 
State-trading countries subject to authorization 
Regulation L 87712-2228 
-Closure of the antidumping procedure regarding 
Brazil and Mexico 87709-2216 
-Consultations with a view to reducing Thai 
exports of jute yarn to the Benelux countries 
87701-2224 
-Import quotas for certain textile products 
originating in South Korea Dec1s1on C 87701-
2220 
-Interim protective measures with regard to the 
import into the United Kingdom of cotton yarn 
originating in Spain B7704-2241 
- Protective measure in respect of imports of 
cotton yarn originating in Romania B7707-2231 
- Protective measure in respect of the import into 
Canada of Community footwear 87712-2264 
-Protective measure in respect of the import into 
Ireland of car tyres originating in Germany 
B7711-2239 
-Protective measure in the context ofthe 
cooperation agreements with the Mashrek and 
the Maghreb countries Op1mon P B7707-2321 
- Protective measure in the United Kingdom 
Dec1sion C 87706-2103 
Protective measures 
-Extension of protective measures in Ireland in 
connection with the import of shoes originating 
in EFTA countries 87703-2114 
-Protective measures in favour of Denmark, 
Ireland and the United Kingdom 87712-2104 
-Protective measures in Finland in respect of the 
import of rubber boots 87702-2250 
- Protective measures in France in respect of the 
import of textile products originating in certain 
third countries 87706-2224 
-Protective measures in Italy and the United 
Kingdom R7700-111 
-Protective measures in respect of the import into 
the United Kingdom of bags and sacks of woven 
polyolefin fabrics originating in Korea 87703-
2228 
-Protective measures within the framework of the 
multilateral trade negotiations (Safeguards 
Group) 87702-2207; B7706-2210 
-Protective measures with regard to the import of 
certain textile products originating in India 
Regulations L 87704-2239 
- Protective measures with regard to the import of 
textile products originating in certain third 
countries Regulations L Regulations C 87707-2237 
-Refusal to Ireland to take protective measures in 
the footwear and chipboard industries B7712-
2114 
-Revoking protective measures applying to 
exports offodder products 87703-2169 
Protein products 
- see protein products sector BXX00-14 
Protein products sector 
- Revoking protective measures applying to 
exports of fodder products 87703-2169 
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Public contract 
-Opening up public works contracts in the field of 
railway equipment 87711-2114 
Public opinion 
-European public opinion on science and 
research 87709-2174 
Pub I 
Quota, catch 
- Fishing licences and respect of catch quotas 
87709-2151 
-Prohibition of herring fishing in the North Sea 
Decision L 87704-2166; Decision L 87705-2159; 
Resolution P 87707-2323 ; 87709-2149 ; Opinion 
P 87709-2316 ; Regulation L 87710-2159 
Quota, Community tariff 
-Community import quotas for Greek wines in the 
Community Regulation L 87705-2235 
-Community tariff quota for certain textile 
products under the outward processing 
arrangements with Switzerland Regulation 
L 87705-2110 
-Community tariff quota for hazel nuts originating 
in Turkey Decision L 87705-2113 
- Community tariff quotas for certain alcoholized 
beverages Regulations L 87706-2132 
-Community tariff quotas for certain cattle 
Resolutton P 87704-2311 ; Regulations L 87706-
2131 
-Community tariff quotas for certain eels 
Regulation L 87706-2130 
-Community tariff quotas for certain products 
originating in Spain Regulations L 87707-2125 
-Community tariff quotas for 1977 Regulations 
L 87712-2135 
-Community tariff quotas for 1978 RegulatiOns 
L 87710-2114; RegulationsL 87711-2131; 
Regulations L 87712-2136 
-Tariff quotas for certain wines having a 
registered designation of origin from Morocco 
Regulation L 87703-2128 
Quota, Community transport 
-Quota restrictions for imports of motorcycles 
and sound equipment from Japan 87706-2225 
Quota, export 
-Community tariff quotas for the export of certain 
non-ferrous metals Deciston L 87712-2235 
Q 
Radiation, ionizing 
-Health protection against ionizing radiation 
R7700-256; 87705-2136 
-Information and training seminar on radiation 
protection 87710-2138 
Radiation protection 
- Health protection against ionizing radiation 
R7700-256; 87705-2136 
- Information and training seminar on radiation 
protection 87710-2138 
-Results of the work on the radiation protection 
programme for 1976 87706-21141 
Railway undertaking 
-Accounting system and annual accounts of 
railway undertakings Proposal regulation C 87703-
2189 ; Opinion P 87706-2309 ; OpinionS 87706-
2368; Regulation L 87712-21155 
-Calculation of the costs of railway undertakings 
87706-21112; OpmlonPB7710-2319; Opm1on 
587710-2376 
-Calculation of the costs of railway undertakings 
in Denmark Opmion C 87706-21113 
-Common rules for the normalization ofthe 
accounts of railway undertakings Amendment 
regulatiOn C 87712-21156 
-Cooperation between railway undertakings 
87702-2153 
-Cooperation programme between railway 
undertakings Report C 87712-21157 
- Improvement of the situation of railway 
undertakings in Italy Opm1on C 87705-2168 
- Layout and contents of the annual accounts of 
railway undertakings 87709-2161 
-Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings 87702-2154, Report C 87706-21114 
- Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings in Ireland Opm1on C 87703-2188 
-Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings in the Netherlands Opimon 
CB7712-21158 
-Visit to the Commission by the Directors-General 
of the Community's railways 87706-21115 
Railway undertakings 
-Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings in Northern Ireland Opmion 
CB7710-2168 
Raw material 
-Community's supply of raw materials Resolution 
PB7704-2317; 87707-21115 
- Multiannual research programme on raw 
materials 87706-1305; 87705-2338 
Raw material, primary 
- Multiannual research programme on primary 
raw materials OpinionS 87710-2194; Opinion 
s 87710-2379 
Raw materials, primary 
-Research and development programme on 
primary raw materials Notification C Opm1on 
PB7711-21103 
R 
Reactor, light-water 
-Environmental impact of plutonium recycling 
87710-2193 
Reactors, light-water 
-Research programme on plutonium recycling in 
light-water reactors (ACPM) 87706-21145 ; 
87710-2192 
Readaptation !!!d-ECSC 
- Readaptation aid to assist workers in the ECSC 
industries R7700-242 
Rebates, interest 
- Interest rebates for ECSC loans to the steel 
industry 87707-23110 
- Interest rebates on ECSC reconversion loans 
87707-23111 
Recycling of paper and paperboard 
-Research programme on the recycling of paper 
and paperboard 87707-21117; Opm10n S 87712-
2369 
Reference materials and methods 
-Research programme on reference standards 
and substances and on reference materials and 
methods (ACPM) 87705-2186; 87711-21111 
Refining of oil 
-Community approach to refining problems 
87706-21122 ; 87712-21168 , Notlf1cat1on 
c 87703-21103 
Refund, export 
-Contract for the sale of malt in Belgium Case 127-
7787710-2345 
Refunds, export 
-Export refund for butter 87704-2165 ; Case 44-
76 87703-2359 
-Export refund for sugar Case 108-77 87709-2331 
-Export refunds to third countries for certain 
compound foodstuffs and compound animal 
feedingstuffs Case 125-76 87710-2361 
Refunds, production 
-Production refund for starch Cases 117-76 and 16-
77 87710-2358 
-Production refund on glucose from starch Case 
101-76 87705-2364 
- Production refund on maize meal Case 20-
77 87702-2334, Cases 124-76 and 20-77 87710-
2360 
- Production refunds for maize starch in the 
Netherlands Case 125-7787710-2343 
-Production refunds for starch intended for the 
production of isoglucose Case 153-77 87712-
2346 
-Production refunds in the cereals and rice 
sectors Case 2-77 87701-2323 , Case 2-77 87707-
2378 
-Production refunds on isoglucose Case 103-
77 87707-2366 
Regi 
Regional development 
-Contribution of regional development to help 
solve unemployment and inflation problems 
Opinton S 87703-2371 
-Guidelines in the field of Community regional 
policy R7700-266 ; Resolution P 87704-2320 ; 
Notification C 87705-1101 ; Notification C 87706-
2164 ; 8771 0-2142 ; Opmion S 87709-2344 ; 
Notification C 87705-2137 ; Opm1on P 87710-2308 
-Study on the implementation of the Community 
regional policy R7700-278 
Regional policy 
-Agreement of the European Council on the 
increases of appropriations for the ERDF 87712-
2187 
-Contribution of regional development to help 
solve unemployment and inflation problems 
Opimon S 87703-2371 
-European Conference of Local and Regional 
Authorities 87705-2232 
-Guidelines in the field of Community regional 
policy R7700-266 ; Resolution P 87704-2320 ; 
Notification C 87705-1101 ; Notification C 87706-
2164; 87710-2142; OpintonS87709-2344; 
Notification C 87705-2137 ; Opm10n P 8771 0-2308 
-Renewal ofthe ERDF 87703-2153; 87702-2126; 
87704-2141 
-Statement by the Council '' Foreign Affairs " on 
regional policy 87712-2186 
-Study on the implementation of the Community 
regional policy R7700-278 
-Work of the Regional Policy Committee 87702-
2128; 87704-2143; 87706-2167; 87710-2143; 
87711-2163 
-2nd annual report of the ERDF Report C 87706-
2166; Opm1on S 87709-2345 
Regional Policy Committee 
-Report of the Regional Policy Committee 87707-
2160 
-Work of the Regional Policy Committee 87702-
2128; 87704-2143' 87706-2167 '87710-2143; 
87711-2163 
Rehabilitation, occupational 
-Action programme for the occupational 
rehabilitation of handicapped persons R7700-263 
Relations, EEC-United States 
- High level six-monthly consultations between 
the Commission and the US Government 87704-
2273 ; R7700-546 ; 87707-2267 
-State of economic and trade relations between 
the United States and the Community Resolution 
P87701-2311 
Reorganization, industrial 
-A Commission Member's statement on the 
problems of the reorganization of the steel 
industry 87710-2384 
-Commission study on the problems connected 
with steel reorganization 87709-2111 
Report, financial 
-5th EAGGF financial report Resolution P 87707-
2327 
-6th financial report on the EAGGF 87711-2181 
Report on competition 
-6th Commission report on competition policy 
87702-2131 
Research, medical 
- Medical research programme Opinton S 87711-
2356 
Research, medicinal 
-Opinion of CREST on projects in the field of 
research on medicine and public health 87706-
1306 
Research programme 
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-Advisory committees on research programme 
management ResolutiOn L 87707-21120 
-Common policy for science and technology 
Opinion S 87711-2355 ; Proposals C 87706-1301 ; 
Notification C Opinion P OpinionS 87711-2313 
-Common research action relating to sewage 
sludge Opinton S 87704-2361 
-Community action in the field of nuclear energy 
Notifications C 87707-1301 
- Coordination of research and development in the 
Member States 87703-21113 
-COST project on materials for gas turbines 
Dec1s1on L 87711-21101 
-Financial aid for research projects in the field of 
mine safety Decis1on C 87707-2153 
- Financial aid for research projects on health 
protection in the steel sector Decision C 87712-
2182 
- Financing research projects on safety at work 
and ergonomics Dec1s1on C 87705-2135 
-Growth of large urban concentrations 87707-
21118 ; Notification C Opimon P 87711-21103 ; 
OpinionS 87712-2370 
-Joint research and research coordination 
programmes in the field of animal leucoses 
87706-21108 
- Multiannual indirect action programme in the 
field of research R7700-417 
- Multiannual research programme on primary 
raw materials Opinton S 87710-2194; Opmion 
s 87710-2379 
- Multiannual research programme on 
radiological protection (ACPM) 87707-21122 ; 
87711-21110 
- Multiannual research programme on raw 
materials 87706-1305 ; 87705-2338 
-Pollution monitoring by remote sensing 87706-
21140 
-Research and development programme on 
primary raw materials Notlf1cat1on C Opinton 
p 87711-21103 
-Research credits for the JRC and JET 87706-2305 
-Research programme on energy (ACPM) 87710-
2190 
-Research programme on geothermal energy 
(ACPM) 87711-21109 
-Research programme on hydrogen (ACPM) 
87706-21143 
-Research programme on plutonium recycling in 
light-water reactors (ACPM) 87706-21145; 
87710-2192 
-Research programme on reference standards 
and substances and on reference materials and 
methods (ACPM) 87705-2186; 87711-21111 
-Research programme on solar energy (ACPM) 
87701-2159; 87706-21142; 87712-21184 
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Research programme (Continuation) 
-Research programme on the environment 
(ACPM) 87711-21112; 87706-21146 
- Research programme on the management and 
storage of radioactive waste (ACPM) 87702-
2167; 87710-2191 
-Research programme on the management of 
radioactive waste (ACPM) 87706-21144 
-Research programme on the recycling of paper 
and paperboard 87707-21117 ; OpinionS 87712-
2369 
-Research programme on uranium exploration 
and extraction OpiniOnS 87711-2357 ; Opmion 
P87712-2320 
- Results of the work on the radiation protection 
programme for 1976 87706-21141 
-Technical research programme on steel 
Memorandum C 87703-2122 
-Technical research projects on coal 
Memorandum C 87712-21175 
-Technological research in the footwear sector 
R7700-155; Resolution P 87701-2112; 87702-
2110 
-Work of the ACPMs responsible within the 
framework of the direct action atthe JET 87711-
21108 
-Work of the Committee of Senior Officials in the 
field of Scientific and Technical Research 87703-
21114; 87711-21100 
-Work of the CREST Committee on Medical 
Research and Public Health 87709-2176 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Committee 
87706-21138 ; 87709-2177 
-Work of the Scientific and Technical Research 
Committee (CREST) 87701-2157; 87702-2166. 
87703-21110; 87705-2183; 87710-2187; 87711-
2199 
Research programme, multiannual 
-Adoption of the multiannual programme of the 
Joint Research Centre for 1977-80 87703-21108; 
87707-21112 
- Multiannual research programme on primary 
raw materials Opmion S 87710-2194; Opinion 
s 87710-2379 
- Multiannual research programme on raw 
materials 87706-1305; 87705-2338 
-Research programme on the recycling of paper 
and paperboard 87707-21117 ; Opimon S 87712-
2369 
Research results, dissemination of 
-System of industrial property applicable to 
financial aid to research R7700-448 
Research results, promotion of 
-Community action in the field of research 
promotion R7700-450 
Research, social 
- ECSC social research with a view to improving 
living and working conditions R7700-259 
Residence, right of 
-Conditions for the residence of migrant workers 
justified on grounds of public policy Case 30-
77 87710-2366 
- Right of residence for nationals from other 
Member States Case 8-77 87701-2329 
Roma 
-Special measures concerning the movement and 
residence of foreign nationals on grounds of 
public order Case 30-77 87703-2348 
Resources, own 
-Adoption of the sixth directive on VAT R7700-
219; 0/Tective L 87705-1301 
- Financial autonomy of the European 
Communities Opmion P 87706-2322 
-Guidelines for a financial regulation on VAT 
87704-2380; 87710-2396 
- l'li'ew regulation relating to own resources 87702-
2364, OpmionP87710-2307; 87711-2387 
-Replacement of financial contributions from the 
Member States by the Community's own 
resources Case 110-76 87705-2369 
-State of work relating to the 6th VAT Directive 
87705-2333 ; 87704-2322 
Returning holding, agricultural 
-State of work relating to producer groupings 
Optmon S 87711-2352; Resolution L 87702-2137; 
87705-2148 
Rhodesia 
-Statement by the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of 
the Nine on the situation in Rhodesia 87701-2203 
RICA 
-Farm accountancy data network Regulatton 
C87712-21137 
Rice 
- see rice sector 8XX00-18 
Rice sector 
-Common organization of the market in the 
cereals and rice sectors R7700-330; 87712-21111 
-Work ofthe FAO intergovernmental group on 
rice 87704-2223 
Rights, fundamental 
-Signature of the joint declaration on 
fundamental rights 87704-2301 
Rights, special 
-Conferring « special rights »on the Community 
citizen Resolution P 87711-2309 
Road safety . 
-Admission of vehicles to road circulation 87704-
2333 
Rodange-Athus affair 
-A Commission Member's statement on the 
problems of the reorganization of the steel 
industry 87710-2384 
-Commission study on the problems connected 
with steel reorganization 87709-2111 
-Reorganization in the steel industry 87712-2119 
Romania 
-Closure ofthe antidumping procedure in respect 
of certain fertilizers originating in Romania 
87701-2218 
-Conclusion of a textile agreement with Romania 
Regulatton L 87709-2219 
- Financial aid for the victims of the earthquake in 
Romania R7700-563 . 87705-2262 
- Protective measure in respect of imports of 
cotton yarn originating in Romania 87707-2231 
Roma 
Romania (Continuation) 
-Visit to the Commission by Romania's Deputy 
Minister for External Trade 87707-2276 
Rubber 
-Community position in view of the forthcoming 
UNCTAD meeting on natural rubber Nottftcation 
C87711-2215 
-Preparatory meeting on rubber under UNCTAD 
R7700-487 ; 87701-2205; 87706-2206 ; 87710-
2217 
-Work with a view to the preparatory meeting on 
rubber within the framework of UNCTAD 87712-
2210 
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Safeguards 
-Euratom safeguards R7700-405 
-Signature of the guarantee agreement between 
the seven Member States, Euratom and the IAEA 
R7700-514 
Safeguards Agreement, IAEA-EAEC-France 
-Negotiations for a safeguards agreement 
between France, the EAEC and the IAEA 87711-
2248 
Safety at work 
-Action on health and safety at work (Advisory 
Committee) R7700-258 ; 87710-2140 
-Action programme on safety and health at work 
87712-2181 
-Anniversary of the establishment of the Mines 
Safety and Health Authority 87711-2161 
-Community action in the field of health and 
safety in mines 87711-2160 
-Community nuclear safety code Opimon S 87704-
2365 
-Community safety week in agriculture 87705-
2134 
-Compensation for occupational diseases 87702-
2124 
-Financial aid for research projects in the field of 
mine safety Dec1s1on C 87707-2153 
-Financial aid for research projects on health 
protection in the steel sector Decision C 87712-
2182 
-Progress report of the Advisory Committee on 
Safety, Hygiene and Health Protection at Work 
87707-2151 
-Research programme on safety in mines 87703-
2148 
- Safety and health protection at work Decision 
c 87707-2155 
-Safety signs at places of work Directive L 87706-
2159; Resolution A 87706-2374; Directive 
L 87707-2150 
-Seminar on the prevention of professional risks 
in metallurgy 87704-2138 
-Worker and environmental protection from 
pollution due to coking plants 87706-2161 
-Work of the General Commission on Safety and 
Health in the Iron and Steel Industry R7700-260 ; 
87701-2129 
-Work of the Mines Safety and Health 
Commission R7700-262; 87706-2162; 87707-
2152; 87710-2139 
Safety, public 
-Maltreatment of a Member of the European 
Parliament in France Resolution P 87704-2336 
Safety, road 
-Electronic traffic aids on major roads Opimon 
p 87707-2325 
Safety signs 
- Safety signs at places of work Direct1ve L 87706-
2159; Resolution A 87706-2374; DirectiVe 
L 87707-2150 
s 
Savings 
- Protection of savings in the Community Report 
C87711-2107 
Scholarship 
-Award of research scholarships within the 
framework of university research on European 
integration 87711-2325 
-Award of scholarships by the Paul Fin et 
Foundation to children of ECSC workers R7700-
264; 87701-2130; 87704-2140; 87707-2157; 
87710-2141 
Scientific and technical cooperation 
- Common policy for science and technology 
Opimon$87711-2355; ProposalsC87706-1301; 
Notification C Opinion P Opmion S 87711-2313 
-Scientific and technical cooperation with India 
87702-2255 
-Scientific and technical cooperation with the 
developing countries 87703-21112 
Scientific and technical documentation 
-Community plan of action in the field of 
automatic translation 87709-2182 
-European Congress on Information Systems and 
Networks 87705-2187 
-Guidelines in favour of the dissemination of 
research results 87712-21190 
-Seminar on data banks 87707-21126 
-Seminar on information transfer in industry 
87709-2184 
-Work of the Management Committee for the 
Documentation and Information System for 
Metallurgy 87701-2163 
-Work relating to the creation of a European data 
bank on medicinal products 87709-2183 
-2nd three-year plan of action in the field of 
scientific and technical information Proposal 
C87707-1401 
Scientific and technical information 
-Community participation in the international 
information system for agricultural science 
87702-2168 
- Community plan of action in the field of 
automatic translation 87709-2182 
-European Congress on Information Systems and 
Networks 87705-2187 
-Guidelines in favour ofthe dissemination of 
research results 87712-21190 
-Implementation of the framework agreement 
between the Commission and the European 
telecommunications network 87707-21125 
- Meeting on data transmission techniques 87701-
2162 
- Opinion of CREST on the second plan of action 
on STI D 87706-21135 
-Scientific and technical information and 
documentation OpinionS 87710-2380 
-Seminar on data banks 87707-21126 
-Seminar on information transfer in industry 
87709-2184 
Scie 
Scientific and technical information (Continuation) 
-Setting up of Euronet R7700-445 , 87706-21150 
-Work of the Committee for Scientific and 
Technical Information 87702-2169; 87703-
21116; 87707-21127 
-Work of the Management Committee for the 
Documentation and Information System for 
Metallurgy 87701-2163 
-Work relating to the creation of a European data 
bank on medicinal products 87709-2183 
-2nd three-year plan of action in the field of 
scientific and technical information Proposal 
c 87707-1401 
Scientific policy 
-Action programme on medical research and 
public health Notification C Opm1on P Opimon 
587711-21103 
-Common policy for science and technology 
Opmlon$87711-2355, ProposalsC87706-1301, 
Notification C Opm1on P Opm1on S 87711-2313 
- European public opinion on science and 
research 87709-2174 
- Multiannual indirect action programme in the 
field of research R7700-417 
-Participation ofthe Commission in the annual 
general meeting of the European Science 
Foundation 87711-21102 
-Seminar on the « Crisis of science in European 
society" 87706-21133 
-Symposium on « Strategies for Europe and 
suggestions for scientific and technological 
policies" 87704-2182 
-Work of CREST relating to the Community 
scientific and technological policy 87712-21179 
-Work ofthe European Research and 
Development Committee 87706-21137; 87710-
2188 
Sea, Conference on the Law of the 
-Preparations for the United Nations Conference 
on the Law of the Sea Notif1cat1on C 87704-2213 
Sea, law of the 
-Seminar on deep-sea mining 87702-2210 
Sea transport 
-Accession to the United Nations Convention on a 
Code of Conduct for Liner Conferences 87712-
21160 
Security, transferable 
-Collective investment undertakings for 
transferable securities Opm10n P 87702-2313 ; 
Opmion S 87702-2359 
- European code of conduct for transactions in 
transferable securities Recommendation C 87707-
1601 
SEDOC 
-Implementation ofthe SEDOC system R7700-241 
Seed sector 
-Common organization of the market in the seed 
sector R7700-341 
-Community measures in view of the deficit in 
certain seed and fodder plant species Dec1s1ons 
c 87703-2184 
Seeds 
- see seeds sector 8XX00-16 
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Seeds sector 
-Commission publication relating to a catalogue 
of seeds and seedlings 87710-2163 
- Fluctuations on the Community market in seeds 
87709-2145 
Service, occasional 
- Negotiations for an agreement on common rules 
applicable to the international transport of 
passengers by coach and bus 87707-2194; 
Not1f1cat1on C 87710-2166; 87712-21140 
Service, regular 
-Common rules for regular bus or coach services 
87711-2188 
Services, freedom to provide 
- Freedom to provide services for lawyers D1rect1Ve 
L 87703-1401 , DirectiVe L 87703-2125; Case 71-
76 87704-2357 
Sewage sludge 
-Common research action relating to sewage 
sludge Opm1on S 87704-2361 
- Concerted action on sewage sludge research 
87709-2175 
-Research programme on the treatment of 
sewage sludge 87701-2134 
Sheepmeat 
- see sheepmeat sector 8XX00-06 
Sheepmeat sector 
-Quantitative import restriction in France on 
sheepmeat from the new Member States Case 
58-77 87705-2349 
Shipbuilding 
-Community guidelines in response to the crisis 
in shipbuilding R7700-153 ; 87710-2111 ; 87711-
1306; Dec1s1on C 87711-2118 
-Crisis in the shipping and shipbuilding industry 
Resolution P 87702-2309 
-Japanese proposals during the meeting of the 
OECD Working Party on Shipbuilding 87702-
2107 
- Meeting between Commission representatives 
and shipbuilders 87710-2136 
- Negotiations with Japan with a view to an 
agreement in the shipbuilding sector 87701-2111 
-Rationalization ofthe shipbuilding sector 
Notif1cat1on C 87712-2123 
-Setting up a Shipbuilding Committee 87712-
2124 
-Study of autonomous Community measures or 
national measures in the field of shipbuilding 
87704-2118 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to boats and 
their fittings Opm1on P 87703-2320 ; Opm1on 
s 87709-2350 
-Work of the OECD Working Party on shipbuilding 
87701-2231 ; 87702-2230; 87703-2123; 87703-
2238' 87705-2231 ; 87706-2247; 87711-2251 
Shipping 
-Code of conduct for shipping 87704-2332 
-Shipping within the framework of the 
Community Resolut1on P 87704-2331 
Simplification of customs formalities 
- Introduction of a Community export declaration 
form Opm1on S 87703-2375 
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Singapore 
-Allocation among Member States of the 
quantitative Community limits provided for in 
the EEC-Singapore Textile Agreement RegulatiOn 
c 87706-2234 
-Meeting between the President of the 
Commission and the Prime Minister of 
Singapore 87710-2267 
- Restrictions on the import of certain knitted or 
crocheted garments originating in Singapore 
87706-2233 
Skimmed-milk powder 
-Application of the rules for the supply of 
skimmed-milk powder and butteroil as food aid 
Case 42-77 87704-2350 
-Compulsory purchase of skimmed-milk powder 
Case4-7787701-2325; Case 15-7787701-2335; 
Case 40-77 87704-2348 
-Compulsory purchase of skimmed-milk powder 
for animal feed 87703-2235 , Jomed cases 119 
and 120-77 114-76 116-76 87707-2375 
-Emergency food aid for Chad DeciSIOn C 87701-
2213; Dec1s1on C 87704-2219 
- Food aid programme in skimmed-milk powder 
and butteroil for 1977 Nottf1cat10n C 87705-2212; 
Op1nton P 87707-2222 
- Food aid programmes in cereals, skimmed milk 
powder and butteroil for 1978 Nottf1cat1on 
c 87710-2226 
- 1977 food aid programme in skimmed-milk 
powder R7700-474 
- 1978 food aid programme in skimmed-milk 
powder 87711-2229 
Social action programme 
- Dynamization of social security benefits 
Not1f1cat1on C 87701-2127 
-Setting up a European Trade Union Institute 
NotificatiOn C 87706-1108 
Social partners 
-Collaboration with professional organizations 
within the framework of the common 
agricultural policy R7700-350 
-Consultation and information meetings with the 
social partners R7700-44, R7700-251 ; 87701-
2321 ; 87702-2330 . 87703-2147 . 87703-2346 ; 
87704-2345 ; 87705-2345 ; 87706-2343 . 87707-
2340; 87709-2330; 87710-2336. 87711-2324; 
87712-2338 
-Meeting of the Joint Committee for the Footwear 
Industry 87711-2159 
-Setting up a Joint Committee for the Footwear 
Industry 87709-2131 
Social Report, 1976 
- 1976 Social Report presented to the European 
Parliament 87704-1401 
Social security 
-Aggregation of disability pensions of migrant 
workers moving within the Community Case 37-
77 87703-2355 
-Aggregation of invalidity pensions of migrant 
workers Case 37-77 87710-2368 
-Aggregation of pensions of migrant workers 
Case 32-77 87710-2367 
-Aggregation of pensions of workers moving 
within the Community Case 32-77 87703-2350 
-Calculation of a migrant worker's old age 
pension Case 64-77 87705-2355 , Case 64-
7787711-2346 
So ut 
-Compensation for occupational diseases 87702-
2124 
- Dynamization of social security benefits 
Nottf1cat1on C 87701-2127 
-Extending social security to insufficiently 
protected persons Resolution P 87701-2315 
- Implementation of the principle of equality 
between men and women in the field of social 
security Opmion S 87706-2369 
-Migrant worker's invalidity pension Case 22-
7787702-2335; Case41-7787711-2343 
-Seminar to review the progress of the European 
programme of pilot schemes and studies to 
combat poverty 87709-2132 
-Social security of colonial employees Case 87-
76 87703-2368 
-Social security of hired workers moving within 
the Community Case 62-76 87702-2349 ; Case 76-
76 87702-2352 ; Case 93-76 87703-2370 . Case 
79-76 87704-2358; 87705-2365 ; Case 104-
7687705-2366; 87706-2152; Case 109-
76 87706-2356 ; Case 84-77 87707-2347 ; Case 
98-77 87707-2361 ; Case 105-77 87707-2368; 
Case 117-7787709-2340; Case 112-7687710-
2357; Case22-7787710-2363 
-Social security of migrant workers Case 41-
77 87704-2349 ; Op1mon S 87710-2381 . 
Regulation L 87711-2158 
-Social security of migrant workers and their 
families R7700-247 . Case 75-76 87703-2363 ; 
Case 83-77 87707-2346 
-Social security of migrant workers in the event of 
a road accident in a member country other than 
the victim's Case 72-76 87702-2351 
-Social security of self-employed workers and 
their families moving within the Community 
87712-2175 
-Work relating to concerted action in the field of 
social security R7700-246 
-Work relating to migrant workers' social security 
87710-2133; OplntonP87710-2134, 87711-2157 
Social situation 
- 1976 Social Report presented to the European 
Parliament 87704-1401 
Solar energy 
-Community policy for the application of solar 
energy Resolution P 87706-2306 
-Construction of a pilot solar power station 
87711-21105 
South Africa 
-Annual report of the Chairman of the Conference 
of Foreign Ministers within the framework of 
political cooperation 87711-2307 
- Antidumping procedure concerning imports of 
reinforcing bars of iron or steel originating in 
South Africa 87701-2219 
-Closure of the antidumping procedure in respect 
of concrete reinforcing bars from South Africa 
Dec1s1on C 87704-2231 
-Position of the Nine towards the political 
situation in South Africa 87701-2310 
South Korea 
- Import quotas for certain textile products 
originating in South Korea Dec1s1on C 87701-
2220 
So ut 
South Korea (Continuation) 
-Protective measures in respect of the import into 
the United Kingdom of bags and sacks of woven 
polyolefin fabrics originating in Korea 87703-
2228 
Soya seed 
-Agricultural measures for soya seeds Opinion 
s 87709-2159 
Spain 
-Adapting the EEC-Spain Agreement R7700-526 ; 
87705-2242; 87712-2254 
- Antidumping procedure concerning certain 
products originating in Spain Decision C 87712-
2226 
- Antidumping procedure concerning certain 
tubes originating in Spain Decision C 87711-2236 
-Application from Spain for accession R7700-
455 . 87707-2249 
- Interim protective measures with regard to the 
import into the United Kingdom of cotton yarn 
originating in Spain 87704-2241 
- Meeting of the EEC-Spain Joint Committee 
87709-2231 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with Spain 87703-2256 ; 
87705-2250 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of an additional 
protocol to the EEC-Spain Agreement 87704-
2256 
- Political situation in Spain Resolution P 87704-
2334 ; Resolution P 87707-2316 
-Situation in Spain discussed at the Parliamentary 
Assembly ofthe Council of Europe 87710-2255 
-Visit to the Commission by the Prime Minister of 
Spain 87711-2260 
-Work relating to Spain's application for 
membership 87709-2230 
Stabex 
-Export stabilization system under the Lome 
Convention 87710-2260 
-Functioning of the Stabex in favour of the OCT in 
1975 Notification C 87706-2262 
-Implementation of the Stabex system in favour 
of the ACP and OCT R7700-539 ; Regulation 
L 87711-2136; RegulationL 87711-2266 
-Implementation of the Stabex system in favour 
of the OCT 87702-2246 
-Study of measures to stabilize developing 
countries' export earnings Notlf1cation C 87703-
2207 
-Transfers under Stabex in favour of the ACP 
87702-2245 ; Decision C 87704-2262 ; 87705-
2245 ; Decision C 87707-2258 ; Dec1s1on C 87712-
2256 
-Transfers under Stabex in favour of the OCT 
Decision C 87707-2261 ; 87712-2259 ; 87712-
2260 
Standing Committee on Employment 
-Work of the Standing Committee on 
Employment 87705-2127; 87711-2152 
State monopoly of a commercial character 
-Application of the rules of competition in the 
case of State monopolies of a commercial 
character R7700-201 
State-trading countries 
-Arrangements to make the import into Italy of 
electric filament lamps originating in certain 
State-trading countries subject to authorization 
Regulation L 87712-2228 
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-Common rules applicable to imports from State-
trading countries 87712-2224 
- EEC-China negotiations for an trade agreement 
87711-2276 
- Import quotas for synthetic rubber from Poland 
Decis1on C 87701-2217 
-Import quotas in respect of State-trading 
countries Decision L 87712-2222 
-Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with Poland 87703-2259 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of a framework 
agreement on fisheries with the USSR 87703-
2257 ; 87704-2265 
- Proposals with a view to an agreement between 
the Community and the EAEC 87706-2273 
- Relations with State-trading countries and the 
CMEA R7700-564 ; 87704-2281 
-Transport problems in relation with State-
trading countries Opmion S 87706-2363 ; Opinion 
$87711-2351 
- Visitto Brussels of the Chairman ofthe CMEA 
Executive Committee 87709-1201 
State-trading country 
-Extending the common rules applicable to 
imports from State-trading countries Decision 
L 87712-2223 
- Necessity to develop a common transport policy 
87703-2318 
-Relaxation of restrictive import measures in 
respect of State-trading countries 87712-2225 ; 
87702-2219; Decision CB7703-2220; Decisions 
C 87704-2228 ; Decisions C 87705-2217 ; 
Dec1s1ons C 87706-2222 ; 87707-2228 ; 87709-
2215; 87710-2234; 87711-2235 
Steel 
-Community action in face of the situation in the 
steel sector 87703-2119 
- Community exports of chrome steel to the 
United States 87706-2266 
-Forward steel programme for the first quarter of 
1978 87712-2120 
-Forward steel programme for the fourth quarter 
of 1977 87709-2112 
-Forward steel programme for the second half of 
1977 87706-2116; Opinion A 87706-2373 
- Forward steel programme for the second quarter 
of 1977 87703-2120 
-Forward steel programme for 1977 87710-2110; 
87702-2106 
- Import restrictions on special steel in the United 
States 87706-2265 
- Statement by the European Council on the 
situation in the steel sector 87703-2118 
-Work of the OECD Working Party on steel 87709-
2113 
Steel, forward programme for 
-Adoption of the forward programme for steel 
1980-85 OpimonA 87710-2385 
Steel industry 
-A Commission Member's statement on the 
problems of the reorganization of the steel 
industry 87710-2384 
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Steel industry (Continuation) 
-Adoption of the forward programme for steel 
1980-85 Opinion A B7710-2385 
- Amendment of the ECSC decision on exemption 
from prior authorization B7703-2133 
-Authorization of a merger in the steel industry in 
Belgium Decis1on C B7706-2143 
-Authorization of a merger in the steel industry in 
Italy B7703-2134 
-Authorization of a merger in the steel sector in 
Germany B7706-2142; Decision C B7707-2134 
-Authorization of mergers in the steel industry 
B7701-2121 ; B7712-2158 
-Coking coal and coke for the steel industry 
Amendment Dec1sion C B7704-2179; B7707-
211 07 ; Decision C B771 0-21 83 
-Commission guidelines in response to the crisis 
in the steel sector B7707-2386 ; B7703-2117 
-Commission study on the problems connected 
with steel reorganization B7709-2111 
-Community action in face ofthe situation in the 
steel sector B7703-2119 
-Consultations between the ECSC and Japan 
relating to the situation in the steel industry 
B7705-2259; B7705-2107 
-Crisis in the steel industry Resolution P B7707-
2311; B7711-1302; 87711-2116; 87712-2372 
-Cyclical measures regarding steel industry policy 
B7704-2116 
-Extension of arrangements for aid in favour of 
coking coal and coke intended for the steel 
industry Assent L 87703-21100 
-Extension of crisis measures in the steel sector 
B7702-2105 ; Decision C B7703-2116 
- Forward steel programme for the first quarter of 
1978 87712-2120 
-Forward steel programme for the fourth quarter 
of 1977 87709-2112 
- Forward steel programme for the second half of 
1977 87706-2116 ; Opinion A 87706-2373 
- Forward steel programme for the second quarter 
of 1977 87703-2120 
-Forward steel programme for 1977 87710-2110; 
87702-2106 
- Implementation of<< crisis measures 11 in the 
steel sector R7700-148; R7700-498; 87701-
2110; 87705-2106 ; Notification C 87707-2113 
-Implementation ofthe guidelines for a 
Community steel policy Opinion C 87704-2114 
- Investment in the steel industry 87709-2115 ; 
87706-2117 
- Member States' contributions to the ECSC 
budget OpmionA 87712-2374 
-Operation of the crisis plan 87706-2115 
-Projects regarding the fight against pollution in 
the steel industry B7703-2149 
-Reorganization in the steel industry 87712-2119 
- Report on the forward steel programme 87712-
2373 
-Research programme on safety in mines 87703-
2148 
- Statement by the European Council on the 
situation in the steel sector 87703-2118 
-Strengthening Community measures in view of 
the crisis in the steel sector 87712-1101 
-Structural measures regarding Community steel 
policy 87704-2115 
-Technical research programme on steel 
Memorandum C 87703-2122 
Stru 
-Work of the Joint Committee for the 
Harmonization of Working Conditions in the 
Steel Industry 87705-2133 
-Work of the OECD Workirl'g Party on steel 87712-
2246 ; 87709-2113 
Steel product 
- Antidumping procedure concerning imports of 
reinforcing bars of iron or steel originating in 
South Africa 87701-2219 
- Derogation from the protective duty on iron and 
steel products at the external frontiers of the 
Community Decision C 87701-2227 ; Decis1ons 
c 87707-2243 
- Imports of steel products from the developing 
countries Decision C 87712-2234 
Steel products 
- see ECSC products 8XX00-30 
Steel programme, forward 
-Forward steel programme for the first quarter of 
1978 87712-2120 
- Forward steel programme for the fourth quarter 
of 1977 87709-2112 
- Forward steel programme for the second half of 
1977 87706-2116; Opinion A 87706-2373 
- Forward steel programme for the second quarter 
of 1977 B7703-2120 
-Forward steel programme for 1977 87710-2110 ; 
87702-2106 
-Report on the forward steel programme 87712-
2373 
Steel undertaking 
-Amendment ofthe ECSC decision on exemption 
from prior authorization 87703-2133 
- Authorization of a merger in the scrap business 
87703-2135 
-Authorization of a merger in the steel industry in 
Belgium Decision C 87706-2143 
-Authorization of a merger in the steel industry in 
Italy 87703-2134 
-Authorization of a merger in the steel sector in 
Germany 87706-2142; Decision C B7707-2134 
-Dominant position of a coking coal company 
B7705-2118 
-Investment in the coal industry 87709-2171 
STID 
- Opinion of CREST on the second plan of action 
on STID 87706-21135 
Stocks, oil 
-Obligation to maintain stocks of crude oil 87705-
2179; 87712-21171 
Storage, intervention 
-Storage of products purchased by an 
intervention agency Regulation L 87705-2156 
Storage of radioactive waste 
-Storage of radioactive waste in geological 
formations 87705-2185 
Strategy, common 
- Common strategy for dealing with the economic 
situation in the Community 87710-2104 
Structure, agricultural 
-Common action in the field of agricultural 
structures R7700-310; 87711-2179 
Subs 
Substance, dangerous 
-Protection of the environment against chemical 
pollution R7700-286 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to dangerous 
substances Directive L 87711-2111 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the 
classification, packing and labelling of 
dangerous preparations R7700-160; Opinion 
PB7701-2109; 87712-2110 
Substance, Toxic 
- Ban on the placing on the market of certain plant-
protection products Opimon PB7701-2137; 
Opimon S 87703-2378 
-Community action following the contamination 
of the population by toxic products in Seveso 
87703-2160 
Sugar 
- see sugar sector BXX00-19 
Sugar agreement, international 
-Negotiations for a new international sugar 
agreement in the context of UNCTAD R7700-
478 ' 87702-2217 : 87703-2217 ' 87704-2222 : 
87705-2216:87709-2210:87710-2229:87711-
2233 
Sugar sector 
-Agreements on guaranteed prices for sugar 
originating in the ACP 87705-2153 ; 87705-2246 
-Application of agricultural prices to sugar 
produced in Guadeloupe and Martinique Case 54 
60-76 87703-2360 
-Common organization of the market in the sugar 
and isoglucose sector 87707-2169; 87711-2170 
-Common organization of the market in the sugar 
sector R7700-331 ; Regulations L 87706-2186 
-Contract for the sale of sugar in Italy Case 126-
76 87712-2353 
-Exemption from the increases in monetary 
compensatory amounts Case 12-77 87701-2332; 
Case 21-77 87702-2332 
-Export licences for sugar 87702-2139 ; Case 88-
76 87703-2369 
-Export refund for sugar Case 108-77 87709-2331 
- Measures in the sugar sector Op1mon P 87704-
2310 
-Monetary compensatory amounts for exports of 
white sugar Case 141-77 87711-2333; Case 144-
77 87711-2336 
- Monetary compensatory amounts in the sugar 
sector Case 33-77 87703-2351 ; Case 39-
77 87704-2347, Case 96-77 87707-2359; Case 
728-7787710-2346: Case 132-7787710-2350 
- Negotiations for a new international sugar 
agreement in the context of UNCTAD R7700-
478: 87702-2217: 87703-2217: 87704-2222: 
87705-2216:87709-2210:87710-2229 '87711-
2233 
- Production levy system for isoglucose Case 116-
77 87709-2339; Case 124-77 87710-2342; Case 
743-7787711-2335, Case 145-7787711-2337 
- Production of maize sugar syrups 87702-2319 
-Production refunds for starch intended for the 
production of isoglucose Case 153-77 87712-
2346 
-Production refunds on isoglucose Case 103-
77 87707-2366 
-Tax on the import of sugar in to Italy Cases 77-76 
and 105-76 87705-2361 
Sulphur dioxide 
-Measuring air pollution by sulphur dioxide and 
suspended particulate matter Opmion P 87703-
2321 : 87704-2325 
Sulphurous emissions 
-Sulphur content offuel oils 87707-2161 
Summertime 
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-Uniform application of summer time to facilitate 
international transport 87709-2317 
Summit, economic 
-Results of the economic summit in London 
87705-2312 
Supply, Community 
-Community action to ensure water supplies in 
the Community 87704-2146 
-Community's supply of raw materials ResolutiOn 
PB7704-2317, 87707-21115 
Supply, energy 
-Minimum safeguard price for oil 87702-2308 ; 
87703-2197 
Surveillance, Community import 
-Community import surveillance of certain 
industrial products originating in Israel, Malta, 
and the Maghreb and Mashrek countries 
RegulatiOns L 87711-2133 
-Community import surveillal'!ce on certain 
fabrics and synthetic fibres originating in 
Thailand Regulation C 87704-2237 
-Community import surveillance on certain 
industrial products originating in the Mashrek 
countries Regulation L 87705-2114 
-Community import surveillance on certain 
phosphate fertilizers originating in GATT 
member countries Dec1sion C 87703-2221 
-Community import surveillance on certain 
products originating in Austria, Finland, Norway, 
Portugal and Sweden RegulatiOn L 87706-2133 
-Community import surveillance on coal 
originating in third countries 87706-21124 ; 
87707-21106, 87710-2176; Dec1sion L 87711-
2195 
-Community import surveillance on steel bolts 
Dec1s1on C 87704-2232 
-Community import surveillance on tyres and 
tubes originating in South Korea and Taiwan 
87711-2238 
-Community import surveillance on yarn and 
twine originating in Yugoslavia Dec1s1on 
c 87705-2219 
- Import surveillance on zip fasteners and 
phosphate fertilizers Dec1s1on C 87712-2227 
Sweden 
-Signature of a fisheries agreement with Sweden 
87703-2255 
Switzerland 
-Cooperation with Switzerland in the field of 
environment 87706-2177 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee relating to the 
EEC-Switzerland Clock and Watch Agreement 
87711-2272 
Syria 
-Emergency food aid for Syria Not1f1cation 
c 87701-2212 
Taiwan 
- Antidumping duty on the import of cycle chains 
originating in TaiwanDecision L 87702-2221 ; 
87711-2237 
-Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in Taiwan Regulation C 87712-2232 
-Import duty on certain nuts originating in 
Taiwan87711-2237 
Tariff classification 
-Interpretation ofthe term «,stabilizer,, in the 
CCTCase 109-77 87709-2332 
-Tariff classification of a machine used in the 
mines Case 108-76 87705-2368 
-Tariff classification of certain boneless poultry 
cuts Regulation C 87707-2122 
-Tariff classification of children's books Case 62-
77 87705-2353 ; Case 62-77 87712-2357 
-Tariff classification of electrical acoustic or visual 
signalization tools Case 60-77 87712-2356 
-Tariff classification of electrical components Case 
60-77 87705-2351 
-Tariff classification of fat compounds containing 
butter Case 86-76 87703-2367 
-Tariff classification of imported textile products 
within the framework of agreements with third 
countries Regulation C 87712-2131 
-Tariff classification of lead scrap Case 111-
77 87709-2334 
-Tariff classification of products derived from 
aluminium Case 104-77 87707-2367 
-Tariff classification of silk-screen prints Case 23-
77 87710-2364 
-Tariff classification of stationery articles Case 63-
77 87712-2358 
-Tariff classification of stencils Case 63-77 87705-
2354 
-Tariff classification of tinned residues of oranges 
and grapefruitCases 69 and 70-76 87702-2350 
Tariff measure, non-
- Work of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
Committee's subgroup on customs 
matters87702-2208 
-Work of the non-tariff measures group of the 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
Committee87701-2208 ; 87704-2211 ; 87707-
2217 
-Work of the quantitative restrictions subgroup 
within the framework of the multilateral trade 
negotiations87707-2218; 87711-2217 
-Work of the subgroup on customs matters within 
the framework of the multilateral trade 
negotiations87711-2219 
-Work of the subgroup on governmental 
procurement within the framework of the 
multilateral trade negotiations87706-2211 ; 
87711-2218 ' 
-Work of the technical barriers to trade 
subgroup87709-2207 
Tariff quota, Community 
-Charging of a duty on products intended for the 
national production of newsprint Case 74-
76 87703-2362 
T 
- Community tariff quota for apricot pulps 
originating in Turkey Regulation L 87705-2112 
-Community tariff quota for unwrought 
magnesium87707-2124 
-Community tariff quota for wines from fresh 
grapes originating in Greece Regulation L 87705-
2111 
-Community tariff quota for wines originating in 
CyprusRegulation L 87711-2130 
-Tariff quota for ferro-chromiumRegu/at!on 
L 87702-2115 
Tariff, reference 
-Reference tariffs for international goods 
transport87704-2173 
Tariffs, bracket 
-7th report by the Road Tariffs Committee on the 
introduction of a system of bracket tariffs87704-
2174 
-8th report by the Road Tariffs Committee on the 
introduction of a system of brackettariffs87711-
2186 
Tax, direct 
- Mutual assistance ofthe Member 
States' authorities in the field of direct 
taxesR7700-230; 87711-2151; D~rectiveL 87712-
2169 
Tax exemption 
- Derogation accorded to Denmark concerning 
duty exemptions applicable to travellersDirecttve 
L 87701-2124; DirecttveL 87712-2168 
- Tax exemptions in the international movement 
of travellersR7700-223 ; Opinton P 87705-2320 
Tax harmonization 
-State of work concerning tax harmonization 
87711-2150 
Tax having an equivalent effect 
-Charges for health inspection in the Netherlands 
of meat imports Case 46-76 87701-2338 
- Health inspection charge for certain vegetable 
products Case 89-76 87707-2374 
Tax having equivalent effect 
-Concept of charges having an equivalent effect 
to customs duties Case 78-76 87703-2364 ; 
R7700-171 
Tax, import 
-Tax on the import into Germany of spirits from 
an OCTCase 148-77 87712-2341 
-Tax on the import of sugar in to Italy Cases 77-76 
and 105-76 87705-2361 
-Tax on the import of table wines originating in 
Italy Case 81-77 Case 80-77 87707-2344 
-Tax on the international transport of goods by 
road Case 20-76 87702-2342 
Tax, indirect 
-Adoption of the sixth directive on VATR7700-
219; D~rective L 87705-1301 
Tax 
Tax, indirect (Continuation) 
-Derogation accorded to Denmark concerning 
duty exemptions applicable to travellersD~recttve 
L B7701-2124; DirecttveL B7712-2168 
-Elimination of double taxation for associated 
undertakingsOpinion P B7706-2310 ; Opmion 
s B771 0-237 4 
-State of work concerning the harmonization of 
excise dutiesR7700-227 
- State of work relating to the 6th VAT 
DirectiveB7705-2333 ; B7704-2322 
-Taxes on the consumption of manufactured 
tobacco Case 13-77 B7701-2333 
-Tax exemptions in the international movement 
of travellersR7700-223 ; Opinion P B7705-2320 
Tax of equivalent effect 
-Cost of control on precious metals in 
DenmarkCase 142-77 B7711-2334 
-Export of Spanish table grapes by Italy to 
France Case 52-77 B7704-2353 
- Fee for health inspections on beef and veal 
imported into Italy Case 70-77 B7706-2346 
-Health inspections on imported animals and 
meat Case 106-77 B7707-2369 
Tax, recovery of indirect 
- Mutual assistance for the recovery of claims in 
the field of agricultureOptnton P B7702-2317 ; 
87711-2135 
Tea 
-Work of the FAO intergovernmental group on tea 
B7702-2218; B7710-2230 
Terrorism, fight against 
- Fight against international terrorism within the 
framework of European political cooperation 
ResolutiOn P B7701-2308 ; B7705-2302 
; Resolution P B7711-2306 
Testile products 
-Arrangements for the import into the Benelux 
countries of cotton yarn originating in Mexico 
B7703-2229 
Textile 
-see Textile productsBXX00-31 
Textile agreement 
- Bilateral agreements within the framework of the 
Multifibre ArrangementResoluttOn P B771 0-2313 
-Common import arrangements for textile 
products originating in certain third countries 
which are signatories to the MFARegulatton C 
87712-2231 
-Community participation in a meeting ofthe 
GATT Textiles Com m itteeB7703-2223 
-Community policy in the textile products sector 
and renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement 
R7700-154 , R7700-462 
-Conclusion of a textile agreement with Romania 
Regulatton L B7709-2219 
-Conclusion of a textile agreement with 
YugoslaviaB7707-2240 
-Consultations with a view to limiting Thai 
exports of textile products to France and the 
United KingdomB7702-2223 
-Consultations with India relating to Indian 
exports of cottage industry textile products 
B7702-2224 
-Entry into force of the Agreement on trade in 
textile products with MacaoB7711-2241 
-Entry into force of the Agreement on trade in 
textile products with MacaoB7711-2241 
-Implementation of the Multifibre Arrangement 
R7700-496 
- Negotiation of bilateral agreements under the 
Multifibre ArrangementB7709-2218 
- Negotiations for the conclusion of bilateral 
agreements with third countriesB7710-2338 
-Negotiations on the renewal of the Multifibre 
ArrangementB7706-2230 ; B7707-2235 ; 
Resolution P B7709-2322 
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- Negotiations with Hungary relating to an 
agreement on trade in textile products Decision C 
B7705-2223 
- Negotiations with Thailand with a view to the 
conclusion of a textile agreementB7701-2223 ; 
B7702-2222 ; B7704-2236 
- Restrictions on the import of certain knitted or 
crocheted garments originating in Singapore 
B7706-2233 
-Results of the Multifibre ArrangementResolution 
p B7705-2328 
-Signature of a multifibre agreement with 
YugoslaviaB7706-2231 
-Signature of the agreements with India on jute 
and coir productsB7712-2233 
-Signature of the agreement with Brazil 
concerning textile productsB7701-2221 
-State of the textile negotiations with third 
countriesB7711-2240 
-Voluntary restraint on exports of certain clothing 
articles by MacaoRegulation C B7705-2221 
Textile Agreements 
- Management of textile agreementsB7707-2242 
-Signature of the textile agreements with Macao 
and ColombiaB7701-2222 
Textile industry 
-Crisis in the textile industry Resolution P B7712-
2324 
- Measures to weather the crisis in the man-made 
fibres industryB7711-2119 
- Measures to weather the crisis in the textile 
industryB7707-1501 
Textile product 
-Agreement between the EEC and Yugoslavia on 
trade in textile productsRegulatton L B7711-2242 
-Quantitative import restrictions on textile 
products originating in ThailandRegulatton C 
B7710-2239 
Textile products 
-Control of imports of jute yarn originating in 
Thailand Regulation L B7711-2243 
-Import arrangements for certain jute products 
originating in BangladeshRegulatton L B7706-
2238 
-Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in lndiaRegulattons L B7704-2240 
-Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in Singapore, Malaysia and Macao 
RegulatiOns L B7701-2226 
- Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in Taiwan Regulation C B7712-2232 
-Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in ThailandRegulatton L B7707-2241 
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Textile products (Continuation) 
- Import arrangements for certain undergarments 
originating in Thailand and the Philippines 
87704-2238 
-State of the textile negotiations with third 
countries87711-2240 
Thailand 
-Arrangements to make the import into the 
Benelux countries of jute yarn originating in 
Thailand subject to authorizationDec1s1on L 
87706-2235 
-Consultations with a view to limiting Thai 
exports of textile products to France and the 
United Kingdom87702-2223 
-Import arrangements for certain textile products 
originating in Thailand RegulatiOn L 87707-2241 
- Negotiations with Thailand with a view to the 
conclusion of a textile agreementB7701-2223 ; 
87702-2222 ; 87704-2236 
-Quantitative import restrictions in Italy on certain 
fabrics originating in Thailand Decision L 87706-
2236 
-Quantitative import restrictions on textile 
products originating in Thailand Regulation C 
87710-2239 
- Restrictive import measure in respect of jute 
yarn in the Benelux countries87705-2220 
-Voluntary restraint on exports of clothing articles 
originating in the Philippines and Thailand 
Regulations C 87703-2227 
Thermonuclear fusion, controlled 
- Controlled thermonuclear fusion and plasma 
physicsB7707-21121 
Tin 
-Entry into force of the 5th International Tin 
Ag reement87703-22 1 9 
-Session ofthe International Tin CounciiR7700-
482; 87701-2216; 87707-2227; 87710-2233 
Tin Agreement, International 
-Entry into force of the 5th International Tin 
Agreement87703-2219 
Tindemans Report 
-Progress made in 1977 towards European Union 
Report C 87711-1101 ; Report C 87712-2305 
Titanium dioxide 
-Disposal of waste from titanium dioxide8771 2-
2193 
- Fight against marine pollution by waste from 
titanium dioxideB7706-2175 
Tobacco 
- see tobacco sectorBXX00-20 
Tobacco, manufactured 
-Application ofthe rules of competition in the 
case of State monopolies of a commercial 
characterR7700-201 
-Harmonization of excise duties on manufactured 
tobaccosB7706-2144 
-Harmonization of taxes other than turnover taxes 
for manufactured tobaccoD1rective L 87712-2167 
-Infringement procedures against France and 
Italy relating to manufactured tobaccoDec1s1on C 
87707-2137 
-Sale of manufactured tobaccosCase 13-77 
87711-2338 
Trad 
-Taxes on the consumption of manufactured 
tobaccoCase 13-7787701-2333 
Tobacco sector 
-Common organization of the market in the 
tobacco sectorR7700-341 
-Common organization of the raw tobacco market 
87702-2142 
Toxic substance 
-Consequences of the Seveso disaster in Italy 
87707-2156 
- Disposal of toxic wasteR7700-287 
-Nitrate content in feedingstuffsCase 5-77 87710-
2362 
-Plan for setting up a committee on adaptation to 
scientific and technical progress87712-2194 
Tractor, agricultural or forestry 
-Infringement procedure against Italy for failure 
to respect the regulations relating to agricultural 
tractors Case 69-77 87706-2345 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the driver-
perceived noise level of tractors DirectiVe L 
87703-2110 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to the driver's 
seat on wheeled agricultural or forestry tractors 
Proposal directive C 87707-2108 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to tractors' roll-
over protection devicesDirectives L 87706-211 1 
-Technical barrier to trade relating to wheeled 
agricultural or forestry tractorsOpmion P 8771 1-
2113 
Trade agreement 
- Extension of the tacit renewal of trade 
agreements concluded between Member States 
and third countriesR7700-493 , Decis1on L 87704-
2235. 87707-2233; Dec1sion L 87709-2217; 
87710-2237 
-Extension of the trade agreement between the 
Community and Argentina8771 2-2272 
Trade agreement, extension of 
-Extension of the tacit renewal of trade 
agreements concluded between Member States 
and third countriesR7700-493 ; Decis1on L 87704-
2235; 87707-2233; Dec1s1on L 87709-2217. 
87710-2237 
Trade cooperation 
-Community participation in the meeting of the 
Economic Commission for Latin America87705-
2224 
-Cooperation between the Community and the 
ASEAN countriesR7700-561 ; 87704-2216 ; 
87707-2273 
-Establishment of a European agency for trade 
cooperation with the developing countries 
Opm1on P 87704-2221 
- Import arrangements for beef and veal 
originating in the ACPDec1sion C 87707-2259 ; 
87711-2173 
- Meeting at ambassador level between the 
Community and the Latin-American countries 
87706-2272 ; 87712-2271 
- Participation ofthe developing countries in 
international trade events87704-221 5 
Trad 
Trade cooperation (Continuation) 
-Regular high level consultations between the 
Community and JapanR7700-552 , 87705-2258 ; 
87712-2267; 87711-2273 
- Respect of human rights and trade cooperation 
relations87703-2324 
-State of relations between the Community and 
lndia87707-2331 
-State of relations between the Community and 
Latin AmericaR7700-562 
Trade Cooperation Agency, European 
-Establishment of a European Trade Cooperation 
Agency for the developing countriesB771 0-2312 
Trade, East-West 
-Trends in East-West trade (Committee on the 
Development of Trade of the Economic 
Commission for Europe)B7712-2237 
Trade-mark 
-Authorization of agreements concerning the use 
of trade-marksDecis10n C 87712-2155 , Dec1s1on 
CB7712-2156 
Trade policy 
-Community achievements and prospects 
regarding antidumping measures87704-11 01 
-Establishment of a European Export Bank87705-
2329 
-Harmonization of export aid schemes Resolution 
p 87706-2325 
Trade relations 
-Consultations between the Community and 
Australia87703-2266 
-Economic relations between the EEC and the 
non-member Nordic countries ResolutiOn P 
87707-22301 
-Extending the Community's competences in the 
field of external economic relationsResolutlon P 
87701-2312 
- State of the trade relations between the 
Community and New ZealandR7700-556 ; Report 
c 87707-2272 
- Unofficial talks between the Commission and 
New Zealand87703-2267 
-Working meeting between the lnter-American 
Development Bank and the Commission87703-
2269 
Trade Union Institute, European 
-Setting up a European Trade Union Institute 
Notification C 87706-11 08 
Tradmark 
-Parallel sales of pharmaceutical productsCase 
107-76 87705-2367 
Tradmark, Community 
-Work relating to the establishment of a 
Community tradmark87701-2113 
Tradmark law 
-Work relating to the.establishment of a 
Community tradmark87701-2113 
Traffic, road 
-Standardized European system relating to 
electronic traffic aidsOpimon S 87704-2363 
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Training, scientific and technical 
- Meeting of the Advisory Committee on Scientific 
and Technical Training87712-21182 
Training, vocational 
-European seminar on employment and 
vocational trainingB7711-2154 
-Exchange of young workers in the fisheries 
sectorB771 0-2130 
- Implementation of a common vocational training 
policy87704-2131 
- Inauguration of the European Centre for the 
Development of Vocational Training87703-2145 
-Inauguration of the European centre for training 
craftsmen8771 0-2129 
- Recommendation to the Member States on the 
vocational preparation of unemployed young 
peopleR7700-238 
-Training of administrators in higher education 
87710-2195 
-Vocational training of young people 
Recommendation C 87707-2140 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Vocational 
TrainingR7700-240; 87701-2125; 87705-2129, 
87709-2126 
Transit, Community 
-Agreement between the EEC, Austria and 
Switzerland relating to Community transit 
Regulation L 87705-2117 ; Regulations L 
87706-2136 
-Simplification of controls and Community transit 
proceduresRegulat!Ons L 87712-2139 
Transport by inland waterway 
- List of maritime shipping lanes Decision C 87707-
2198 
Transport by rail 
-Accounting system and annual accounts of 
railway undertakingsProposal regulation C 87703-
2189; OpiniOn P 87706-2309; OpinionS 87706-
2368; Regulation L 87712-21155 
-Calculation of the costs of railway undertakings 
87706-21112; OpinionPB7710-
2319; OpiniOnS 87710-2376 
-Calculation of the costs of railway undertakings 
in DenmarkOp1mon C 87706-21113 
-Common rules for the normalization of the 
accounts of railway undertakingsAmendment 
regulation C 87712-21156 
-Cooperation programme between railway 
undertakingsReport C 87712-21 157 
- Improvement of the situation of railway 
undertakings in Italy Opinion C 87705-2168 
-Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings87702-2154 ; Report C 87706-21114 
-Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings in Ireland Opinion C 87703-2188 
- Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings in Northern lrelandOpimon C 
87710-2168 
- Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings in the NetherlandsOpinion C 87712-
21158 
- Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings in the United KingdomOpimon C 
87702-2155 
-Opening up public works contracts in the field of 
railway equipmentB7711-21 14 
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Transport by rail (Continuation) 
- Uniform principles for calculating rail costs 
87702-2151 
-Visit to the Commission by the Directors-General 
ofthe Community's railways 87706-21115 
Transport by road 
- Bringing into force of the European agreement 
concerning the working conditions of crews of 
vehicles engaged in international road transport 
Regulation L 87712-21152 
- Harmonization of social regulations in the road 
transport sector R7700-374 ; 87702-2150 ; 
Opmton C 87703-2191 ; Report C 87705-2167; 
87712-21153 
-Organization of the surface transport market 
R7700-363 
- 1st Directive laying down common rules for road 
transport 87712-21143 
Transport by sea 
-Consultation procedure between the Member 
States and third countries regarding transport by 
sea Dectsion L 87709-2164 
- List of maritime shipping lanes Deciston C 87707-
2198 
-Meeting of the Ports Working Party 87710-2174; 
87712-21161 
- Plenary meeting of representatives of the port 
authorities 87706-21117 
Transport infrastructure 
-Accounting system for expenditure on transport 
infrastructures Report C 87702-2152 
-Action in the field of transport infrastructure 
Opinion P 87707-2324 
-Consultation procedure regarding transport 
infrastructure R7700-371 
-Cooperation between railway undertakings 
87702-2153 
- Draft order in the United Kingdom concerning 
transport in Northern Ireland Opinion C 87704-
2177 
- Forward study on needs in the field of transport 
of goods from 1985-2000 87710-2173 
- Harmonization of certain provisions affecting 
competition in the transport sector Opmion 
p B7702-2157 
-Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings B7702-2154, Report C B7706-21114 
- Measures to improve the situation of railway 
undertakings in the United Kingdom Optnton 
c B7702-2155 
-Uniform principles for calculating rail costs 
87702-2151 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Transport 
87703-2192; B7709-2165; B7705-2171 ; B7707-
21101; B7711-2191 
-Work of the committee coordinating the forward 
study on goods transport requirements B7705-
2170; B7712-21154 
Transport Infrastructure Committee 
-Setting up a committee on Transport 
Infrastructure B7709-2162, B7712-21146 
Transport of goods 
- Forecast requirements in the goods transport 
sector for 1985-2000 B7707-2199 
- Forward study on needs in the field of transport 
of goods from 1985-2000 B7710-2173 
-Reference tariffs for international goods 
transport B7704-2173 
Tran 
-System for monitoring the markets for the 
transport of goods Report C B7709-2160 
-Transport problems in relation with State-
trading countries Opmion S B7706-2363 ; Opinion 
s B7711-2351 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Transport 
87703-2192; B7709-2165; B7705-2171 ; B7707-
21101 'B7711-2191 
-Work of the committee coordinating the forward 
study on goods transport requirements B7705-
2170; B7712-21154 
Transport of goods by inland waterway 
- Harmonizatior of social provisions relating to 
freight transport by inland waterway Opinton 
S B7701-2343; Opinton P B7702-2157 
Transport of goods by inland waterways 
- Employment of female workers in goods 
transport by inland waterways Opinion P B7702-
2316 
Transport of goods by rail 
-Establishment of through international railway 
tariffs for coal and steel B7704-2175 
-Extension of the special tariff measures applying 
to the transport of iron ore by rail B7712-21151 
- Infringement in Belgium regarding aid for the 
SNCB in the ECSC sector B7707-2195 
- Layout and contents of the annual accounts of 
railway undertakings B7709-2161 
-Meeting of the ECSC-Austria and ECSC-
Switzerland Transport Committee B7710-2167 
-Through international railway tariffs for coal and 
steel Case 156-77 B7712-2349 
Transport of goods by road 
-Admission to the profession of goods haulage 
operator in Denmark Recommendation C B7702-
2148 
-Admission to the profession of road haulage 
operator Recommendations C B7705-2166 
-Admission to the profession of road haulage 
operator in the Netherlands Recommendation 
c B7703-2187 
-Community action for putting the transport 
market into operation B7711-2187 
-Community quotas for the transport of goods by 
road B7707-2192 , Opinton S B7709-2351 ; 
Opmton P B7711-2192; B7712-21142 
- Fixing of rates for the transport of goods by road 
Regulatton L B7712-21150 
- Freight broker's licence in Belgium Optnton 
CB7701-2152 
-Interpretation of the rules on social legislation 
relating to road transport in the new Member 
States Case 65-76 B7701-2340 
- Law on the transport of goods by road in the 
Netherlands Opinion C B7709-2163 
-Safety of transport by containers B7707-2197 
-Tax on the international transport of goods by 
road Case 20-76 B7702-2342 
-7th report by the Road Tariffs Committee on the 
introduction of a system of bracket tariffs B7704-
2174 
-8th report by the Road Tariffs Committee on the 
introduction of a system of bracket tariffs B7711-
2186 
Tran 
Transport of goods by waterway 
-Community aid for the Rhine-Rhone canal 
87710-2318 
Transport of passengers by road 
- Negotiations for an agreement on common rules 
applicable to the international transport of 
passengers by coach and bus B7707-2194 ; 
NotificationCB7710-2166; B7712-21140 
Transport of travellers by road 
-Admission to the profession of road haulage 
operator Recommendations C B7705-2166 
-Common rules for regular bus or coach services 
B7711-2188 
Transport operator, admission to the 
profession of 
-Admission to the profession of goods haulage 
operator in Denmark Recommendation C B7702-
2148 
-Admission to the profession of road haulage 
operator Recommendations C B7705-2166 
-Admission to the profession of road haulage 
operator in the Netherlands Recommendation 
c B7703-2187 
-Admission to the profession of road passenger 
transport and goods haulage operators D~rective 
L B7712-21149 
- Freight broker's licence in Belgium Opmton 
c B7701-2152 
Transport policy 
-Forecast requirements in the goods transport 
sector for 1985-2000 B7707-2199 
- Necessity to develop a common transport policy 
B7703-2318 
-Programme of priority actions for transport 
B7711-2185 
-Shipping within the framework of the 
Community Resolution P B7704-2331 
-Standardized European system relating to 
electronic traffic aids Opinion S B7704-2363 
-State of work relating to the common transport 
policy B7709-2319 
-Taxation of commercial road vehicles B7712-
21141 
-Transport problems before the Council B7706-
21111; B7710-2165; B7712-21139 
-Transport problems in relation with State-
trading countries Opmion S B7706-2363 ; Opimon 
SB7711-2351 
-Two-yearly report on competition in the field of 
transport Optnton S B7703-2380 
- Uniform application of summer time to facilitate 
international transport B7709-2317 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Aids for 
Transport B7706-21116 
-Work of the Advisory Committee on Transport 
B7703-2192 ; B7709-2165 ; B7705-2171 ; B7707-
21101 'B7711-2191 
-Work of the committee coordinating the forward 
study on goods transport requirements B7705-
2170; B7712-21154 
- 1977-1980 action programmes for transport 
87712-21147 
-6th Biennial Report relating to competition in 
transport Report C B7707-2196 
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Transport quotas, Community 
-Community quotas for the transport of goods by 
road B7707-2192; Opmion S B7709-2351 ; 
OpmionPB7711-2192; B7712-21142 
Travel, international 
-Turnover tax and excise duty applicable in 
international travel OpinionS B7703-2374 
Treatment, equal 
- Equal pay for male and female workers Case 749-
77B7712-2342 
Treaty of Rome, anniversary of the 
- 20th anniversary of the signing of the Treaty of 
Rome B7703-1201 ; B7705-2340 
Tripartite Conference 
- cc Growth, inflation, employment >>at the 
Tripartite Conference B7705-2126; B7706-1101 
- Preparations for the Tripartite Conference B7703-
2142 ; Resolutton P B7706-2316 
- Results of the Tripartite Conference R7700-236 ; 
Resolution P B7711-2110 
Tropical product 
- Entry into force of the offer relating to tropical 
products B7701-2207 
Tungsten 
-Work relating to tungsten within the framework 
of UNCTAD B7704-2226 
Tunisia 
- Meeting of the Joint Committee regarding the 
EEC-Tunisia Interim Agreement B7711-2258 
-Visit to Tunisia by a Joint Mission from the 
Commission and the EIB B7711-2259 
Turkey 
-Conclusion of an additional EEC-Turkey protocol 
RegulatiOn L B7711-2253 
-Meeting of the EEC-Turkey Association 
Committee R7700-523 ; B7702-2232 ; B7703-
2240 
-Recommendation by the EEC-Turkey Association 
Joint Parliamentary Committee Resolutton 
p B7702-231 0 
-Signature of the third EEC-Turkey financial 
protocol B7705-2236 
- 3rd EEC-Turkey financial protocol B7703-2241 
Turnover tax 
-Adoption ofthe sixth directive on VAT R7700-
219; DtrecttveL B7705-1301 
- Definition of" capital goods >> relating to the 
directive on turnover taxes Case 51-76 B7702-
2346 
-State of work on the harmonization ofthe laws 
relating to turnover taxes Proposals directtve 
CB7712-2165 
-Turnover tax and excise duty applicable in 
international travel Opinton S B7703-2374 
-6th Directive on VAT Directive L B7705-2123 
-6th Directive relating to the harmonization of 
legislation relating to turnover taxes B7703-2139 
u 
UN 
-Abstention by the Nine in the UN relating to the 
resolution on the Middle East 87703-2327 
-Address by a Commission Member before the 
General Assembly of the United Nations 87710-
2242 
-Commission participation in the United Nations 
Water Conference 87703-2156 
-Commission participation in the work of the 
International Labour Organization R7700-508 . 
87706-2242 
- North-South relations within the framework of 
the United Nations General Assembly 87711-
2207 
-Session of the UN Economic and Social Council 
R7700-501 ; 87707-2244 
-Work of the Economic and Social Commission 
for Asia and the Pacific R7700-505 ; 87704-2245 
-Work of the Economic Commission for Europe 
within the UN R7700-502 
-Work of the United Nations General Assembly 
87711-2244; 87712-2236 
-Work of the United Nations International Lead 
and Zinc Study Group R7700-483 ; 87709-2214 
-31st Session of the United Nations General 
Assembly R7700-500 
- 32nd Session of the United Nations General 
Assembly 87709-2224 
UNClAD 
-Community participation in international 
negotiations on commodities R7700-471 
-Community participation in the International 
Olive Oil Council 87711-2234; 87704-2224 
-Community position in view of the forthcoming 
UNCTAD meeting on natural rubber Notification 
CB7711-2215 
-Community position with regard to the work of 
UNCTAD on copper Notlf1cat10n C 87711-2214 
-Entry into force of the 5th International Tin 
Agreement 87703-2219 
-Guidelines relating to the work of UNCTAD in the 
North-South Dialogue Notlf1cat10n C 87712-2206 
-Implementation ofthe UNCTAD IV Programme 
87710-2210; 87710-2213 
- Indebtedness problems ofthe developing 
countries within the framework of UNCTAD 
R7700-472 
-Meeting of the ad hoc Intergovernmental Group 
on the Integrated Programme for Commodities 
87712-2208 
- Meeting of the Committee on Economic 
Cooperation among Developing Countries 
87705-2225 
-Meeting of the Cotton Advisory Committee 
87710-2231 
-Meeting of the negotiating conference for a 
Common Fund within the framework of UNCTAD 
87703-2208 
-Meeting of the UNCTAD Board on Trade and 
Development 87709-1302 
- Negotiations for a new international sugar 
agreement in the context of UNCTAD R7700-
478 ; 87702-2217 ; 87703-2217 ; 87704-2222 ; 
87705-2216; 87709-2210; 87710-2229; 87711-
2233 
- Negotiations on the Common Fund in the 
contextofUNCTADB7710-2211; 87710-2212 
- Preparation of a negotiating conference on the 
setting up of a Common Fund within UNCTAD 
87701-2206 ; 87702-2206; 87707-2214 ; 
Notification C 87709-2208 
-Preparatory meeting on copper under UNCTAD 
R7700-486; 87705-2206; 87707-2213; 87711-
2213 
- Preparatory meeting on hard fibre under 
UNCTAD 87710-2214 
-Preparatory meeting on iron ore under UNCTAD 
87710-2216 
-Preparatory meeting on jute and jute products 
under UNCTAD 87702-2204; 87704-2210; 
87707-2212 
-Preparatory meeting on manganese under 
UNCTAD 87706-2207; 87706-2208 
-Preparatory meeting on oil seeds and vegetable 
oils under UNCTAD 87706-2209 
-Preparatory meeting on olive oil under UNCTAD 
R7700-479 
-Preparatory meeting on phosphates under 
UNCTAD 87712-2209 
-Preparatory meeting on rubber under UNCTAD 
R7700-487; 87701-2205. 87706-2206; 87710-
2217 
- Preparatory meeting on tropical woods under 
UNCTAD 87705-2207. 87710-2215 
- Preparatory meetings on jute, hard fibres and 
cotton R7700-485 
-Preparatory meetings under the integrated 
UNCTAD programme R7700-484 
-Session of the International Tin Council R7700-
482; 87701-2216; 87707-2227; 87710-2233 
-Session of the UNCTAD Committee on 
Manufactures 87707-2245 
-Session of the UNCTAD Special Committee on 
Preferences 87707-2221 
-State of work of the Negotiating Conference for a 
Common Fund for Commodities 87711-2212 
-Visit to the Commission by the Secretary-
General of UNCTAD 87710-2243 
-Work of the ad hoc intergovernmental group on 
the integrated programme for commodities 
87707-2211 
-Work ofthe Executive Committee ofthe 
International Cocoa Organization 87701-2215 ; 
87703-2218; 87706-2218 ; 87707-2226 
-Work of the intergovernmental group of experts 
relating to the preparatory meeting on copper 
87702-2205 
-Work relating to tungsten within the framework 
of UNCTAD 87704-2226 
-Work with a view to the preparatory meeting on 
rubber within the framework of UNCTAD 87712-
2210 
Unde 
Undertaking, JET joint 
-Meeting of the Interim JET Council 87711-
21106; 87712-21181 
Undertaking, multinational 
-Code of conduct for undertakings with 
subsidiaries in South Africa 87709-2204 
Undertaking, steel 
-Authorization of a common buying agreement 
for laminated steel products Dec1s1on C 87704-
2127 
-Authorization of mergers in the steel industry 
87701-2121 ; 87712-2158 
Undertakings, agreement between 
-Abandoning of restrictive practices among 
fertilizer manufacturers 87701-2119 
-Application of the rules of competition to 
undertakings R7700-181 
-Authorization for the formation of a joint venture 
87701-2118 
-Authorization of a common buying agreement 
Decision C 87706-2141 ; Dec1s1on C 87711-2141 
-Authorization of a common buying agreement 
for laminated steel products Deciswn C 87704-
2127 
-Authorization of a cooperation agreement 
between two undertakings Dec1s1on C 87712-
2154 
-Authorization of agreements concerning the use 
oftrade-marks DecisiOn C 87712-2155 ; Dec1s1on 
C87712-2156 
-Authorization of a joint buying agreement in the 
coal trade Decision C 87709-2122 
-Authorization of a joint undertaking Dec1s1on 
C 87707-2132; Decis1on C 87711-2139 
-Authorization of a joint venture 87711-2142 
-Authorization of an agreement between 
undertakings Dec1s1on C 87711-2140 
-Authorization of a specialization agreement 
Dec1s1on C 87712-2153 
-Authorization of joint sales agreements in the 
coal industry Decis1on C 87703-2136 
-Community control of mergers between 
undertakings 87703-2319 
-Contract between undertakings concerning a 
distribution agreement Case 59-77 87712-2355 
-Contract for exclusive supply to the brewery 
sector Case 47-76 87702-2343 
-Deletion of clauses in restraint of competition 
from an agreement between two firms 87707-
2133 
-Development of Commission policy on joint 
ventures 87707-2130 
- Divestiture between two groups in the safety 
glass sector 87704-2125 
- Establishment of a joint subsidiary in the 
chemical industry 87707-2131 
-Exclusive distribution agreement between two 
companies Case 28-77 87702-2341 ; Case 59-
77 87705-2350 
- Infringement noted in an agreement between 
video cassette manufacturers Dec1s1on C 87712-
2152 
- Infringement relating to the sales contract of a 
group of undertakings Case 96-76 87705-2362 
- Intervention by the Commission against an 
exclusive supply agreement 87703-2132 
-Rules of competition between undertakings in 
Germany Case 26-76 87710-2355 
- Unlawful agreements between paper 
manufacturers Dec1s1on C 87709-2121 
Undertakings, small and medium-sized 
-Aid in favour of small and medium-sized 
undertakings R7700-147 ; 87707-2312 
-Establishment of an European Cooperation 
Grouping Opinion P 87706-2307 
- Measures to promote cooperation between 
small and medium-sized undertakings 87712-
2143; 87712-2144 
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-Situation of small and medium-sized 
undertakings in the Community OpinionS 87711-
2353 
Unemployment benefit 
- Unemployment benefit for a student moving 
within the Community Case 66-77 87705-2357 ; 
Case 66-77 87712-2359 
- Unemployment benefit for workers moving 
within the Community Case 35-77 87703-2353 ; 
Case 726-7787710-2344; Case35-7787711-
2340 ; Case 134-77 87711-2327 
Unemployment, fight against 
-Contribution of regional development to help 
solve unemployment and inflation problems 
Opmwn S 87703-2371 
- Fight against youth unemployment Notification 
C87710-1401, 87709-2306 
- Illegal work at home 87706-2315 
-Vocational training of young people 
Recommendation C 87707-2140 
-Vocational training of young unemployed people 
Opm1on S 87701-2342 
UN IDO 
-Commission participation in consultations 
relating to a new constitution for UN IDO R7700-
509 
-Commission participation in the work of UN IDO 
87701-2229 ; 87711-2245 
-Community participation in the consultation 
meeting on the oils and vegetable fats industry 
87712-2239 
-Session of the Industrial Development Council 
87706-2239 
Union, economic and monetary 
-Adjustment of short-term credit mechanisms 
87711-2103; 87711-2104 
United Kingdom 
-Aid for the agricultural sector in the United 
Kingdom Decis1on C 87702-2146; Case 37-
77 87703-2349 ; Case 53-77 87704-2354 ; 87705-
2161; 87710-2162, Dec1sion C87712-2162; 
87712-21135 
-Aid for the electronic components industry in the 
United Kingdom DecisiOn C 87703-2137 
-Aid for the precision instruments and 
automation industry in the United Kingdom 
Dec1s1on C 87712-2160 
-Aid for the shipbuilding industry in the United 
Kingdom and Netherlands Dec1s1on C 87707-
2135 
-Aid for the wool industry in the United Kingdom 
Dec1s1on C 87701-2122 
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United Kingdom (Continuation) 
-Aid for transport in the United Kingdom B7703-
2190 
-Bank loan on the Euromarket in favour of the 
United Kingdom B7701-2106 
- Draft order in the United Kingdom concerning 
transport in Northern Ireland Opimon C B7704-
2177 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a nuclear 
power station B7712-2399 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for a 
steelmaking complex B7712-2397 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for expansion of 
a plant B7703-2388 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for financing a 
sugar plant B7709-2356 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for high-speed 
trains B7712-2398 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for small and 
medium-sized undertakings B7712-2395 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the 
construction of a refinery B7707-2396 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for the 
development of a North Sea gas field B7707-
2398 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for water 
supplies B7702-2362 ; B7704-2375; B7711-
2370; B7711-2371; B7712-2396 
- EIB loan to the United Kingdom for water supply 
projects B7706-2382 , B7711-2372 
-Exchange risk guarantee mechanisms for EIB 
loans to the United Kingdom B7712-2381 
-IMF credit for the United Kingdom B7701-2103 
- Infringement procedure againstthe United 
Kingdom because of aid to agriculture Dec1s1on 
CB7701-2147 
-Infringement regarding aid for agriculture in the 
United Kingdom B7703-2179 
-Infringement regarding aid for the pig meat 
sector in the United Kingdom Cases 31-77R and 
53-77R B7705-2346 
- International guarantee for the sterling balances 
B7701-2104 
- New green rate in the United Kingdom in the 
milk and milk products sector B7709-2139 
-Protective measure in the United Kingdom 
Decis1on C B7706-2103 
- Protective measures in favour of Denmark, 
Ireland and the United Kingdom B7712-2104 
-Statement by the Commission relating to the 
international guarantee on the sterling balances 
B7701-2105 
-Structural improvements in the United Kingdom 
in view of the economic situation B7701-21 02 
-Suspending a State aid in favour of pig farmers 
in the United Kingdom B7706-21103 
United Nations General Assembly 
- Work of the United Nations General Assembly 
B7711-2244; B7712-2236 
-Work of the United Nations General Assembly 
relating to the North-South Dialogue B7712-2207 
-31st Session ofthe United Nations General 
Assembly R7700-500 
United Nations Water Conference 
-Commission participation in the United Nations 
Water Conference B7703-2156 
Urba 
United States 
-American retaliatory measures against the 
refund of VAT on Community exports Notification 
c B7707-2266 
- Bilateral consultations between the EEC and the 
United States within the framework of GATT 
B7702-2228 
-Community exports of chrome steel to the 
United States B7706-2266 
-Conclusion of a fisheries agreement with the 
United States Opm1on P B7705-2324 ; RegulatiOn 
L 87706-2195 
- High level six-monthly consultations between 
the Commission and the US Government B7704-
2273 ; R7700-546 ; B7707-2267 
-Import restrictions on special steel in the United 
States B7706-2265 
-Resuming American exports of uranium to the 
Community B7705-2255 
-State of economic and trade relations between 
the United States and the Community ResolutiOn 
PB7701-2311 
-Talks between the Community and the United 
States in Brussels B7704-2274 
-Visit to the Commission by the United States 
President's Special Representative B7709-2237 
-Visit to the Commission by the US Energy 
Secretary B771 0-2262 
-Visit to the Commission by the Vice-President of 
the United States B7701-2240 
-Visit to the United States by the President of the 
Commission B7704-2272 
-Visit to the United States by the Vice-President of 
the Commission B7702-2248 
Unlawful agreement 
-Cartel abandons sales activities within the 
Community B7712-2150 
- Fines imposed on undertakings for concerted 
practices B7712-2149 
Uranium 
-Adapting the guarantee clauses of the 
Cooperation Agreement Euratom-Canada 
B7712-2263 
-Agreement with Canada on uranium supplies 
B7712-2319 
- Negotiation of an agreement with Australia on 
the supply of uranium B7712-21177 ; B7712-2269 
- Research programme on uranium exploration 
and extraction Opmion S B7711-2357 ; Opm1on 
PB7712-2320 
- Resuming American exports of uranium to the 
Community B7705-2255 
- Uranium prospecting and extraction B7707-
21116 
Uranium prospecting 
-Aid for projects relating to uranium prospecting 
in the Member States B7707-21109 
Urban concentration 
-Growth of large urban concentrations B7707-
21118; NotlflcatlonCOpmlonPB7711-21103; 
Op1mon S B7712-2370 
VAT 
-Adoption of the sixth directive on VAT R7700-
219; D1rectwe L B7705-1301 
-Definition of" capital goods " relating to the 
directive on turnover taxes Case 51-76 B7702-
2346 
-Guidelines for a financial regulation on VAT 
87704-2380 ; B7710-2396 
- State of work on the harmonization of the laws 
relating to turnover taxes Proposals directive 
CB7712-2165 
-State of work relating to the 6th VAT Directive 
B7705-2333 ; B7704-2322 
-6th Directive on VAT Directive L B7705-2123 
-6th Directive relating to the harmonization of 
legislation relating to turnover taxes B7703-2139 
Vehicle, commercial road 
-Taxation of commercial road vehicles B7712-
21141 
Veterinary legislation 
-Community measures in the field of veterinary 
legislation R7700-325; B7712-21136 
-Harmonization of legislation relating to pure-
bred breeding bovines D1rect1ve L B7707-2185 
-Protection of animals during international 
transport Directive L B7707-2186 
-Protective measures against swine fever B7703-
2186 
-Relaxing the restrictions on the import of 
pig meat originating in the Netherlands Dec1sion 
CB7707-2187; DecisionsCB7704-2171; 
Decision C B7705-2164 
-Setting up a Standing Committee on 
Zootechnics Dec1s1on L B7707-2185 
Vietnam 
- Import arrangements concerning Vietnam 
Decision L B7706-2221 
Vinyl chloride monomer 
-Consumer protection relating to materials and 
objects which may come into contact with 
foodstuffs Opm1on S B7703-2379 
- Health protection of workers exposed to vinyl 
chloride monomer Opinion P B7706-2314; 
Proposal directive C B7707-2154 ; Opmion 
s B7709-2346 
-Maximum admissible concentration of vinyl 
chloride monomor in contact with foodstuffs 
Opmion P B7704-2326 
Visit, official 
-Official visit by the Australian Prime Minister 
R7700-555 ; B7706-2270 
-Official visits to the Commission by the 
Presidents of Zambia and Botswana B7706-2257 
- Official visit to Austria by the Vice-President of 
the Commission R7700-551 ; B7709-2240 
-Official visit to Botswana, Lesotho and 
Cameroon by a Member of the Commission 
87703-2250 
V 
-Official visit to Greece by the Vice-President of 
the Commission B7705-2203 
-Official visit to Japan by a Member of the 
Commission B7705-2257 
- Official visit to Japan by the President of the 
Commission B7710-2263 
- Official visit to Portugal by the President of the 
Commission B7711-2261 
- Official visit to the Commission by the President 
of Zaire B7701-2236 
- Official visit to the Commission by the Queen of 
the Netherlands B7710-2334 
-Visit to India by the Vice-President of the 
Commission B7705-2260 
-Visit to the United States by the President of the 
Commission B7704-2272 
Visit to the Commission 
-Visit to the Commission by a Malaysian minister 
B7710-2268 
-Visit to the Commission by a parliamentary 
delegation from Canada B7706-2267 
-Visit to the Commission by Canadian business 
leaders B7703-2261 
- Visitto the Commission by ministers from 
Cyprus B7702-2235 
-Visit to the Commission by Romania's Deputy 
Minister for External Trade B7707-2276 
-Visit to the Commission by the Indian Minister of 
Industry and Civil Supplies R7700-558 ; B7701-
2246 ; B7709-2242 
-Visit to the Commission by the Japanese 
Minister of State for External Economic Relations 
B7712-2268 
-Visit to the Commission by the King of the 
Belgians B7704-2343 
-Visit to the Commission by the Portuguese Prime 
Minister B7703-2247 
-Visit to the Commission by the President of the 
Ivory Coast B7705-2244 
-Visit to the Commission by the Prime Minister of 
British Columbia B7709-2238 
-Visit to the Commission by the Prime Minister of 
New Zealand B7703-2268 
-Visit to the Commission by the Prime Minister of 
Spain B7711-2260 
-Visit to the Commission by the Secretary-
General of the OECD B7704-2250 
-Visit to the Commission by the Secretary-
General of UNCTAD B7710-2243 
-Visit to the Commission by the Secretary of the 
Latin American Economic System B7705-2261 
-Visit to the Commission by the United States 
President's Special Representative B7709-2237 
-Visit to the Commission by the US Energy 
Secretary B7710-2262 
-Visit to the Commission by the Vice-President of 
the United States B7701-2240 
w 
Warehousing, customs 
-Customs warehousing procedure and customs 
value of goods Case 38-77 87704-2346 
Waste at sea, discharge of 
-Community participation in the Oslo Convention 
on marine pollution by dumping 87704-2149 
Waste disposal 
- Disposal of toxic waste R7700-287 
-Disposal of waste from titanium dioxide 87712-
2193 
- Fight against sea pollution by waste 87702-
2314 ; 87704-2324 
- Plan for setting up a committee on adaptation to 
scientific and technical progress 87712-2194 
Waste, disposal of 
-Work of the Waste Management Committee 
87703-2161 ; 87710-2145 
Waste, radioactive 
- Research programme on the management and 
storage of radioactive waste (ACPM) 87702-
2167; 87710-2191 
-Research programme on the management of 
radioactive waste (ACPM) 87706-21144 
-Storage of radioactive waste in geological 
formations 87705-2185 
Waste recycling 
-Treatment of sewage sludge Decision L 87709-
2136 
Waste, recycling of 
-Waste management and fight against 
wastefulness 87709-2135 
Waste, toxic 
-Civil liability in environmental matters Opimon 
PB7701-2314; 87701-2114; 87701-2133 
-Fight against marine pollution by the discharge 
of dangerous substances at sea 87704-2147 
-Fight against sea pollution by waste 87702-
2314; 87704-2324 
-Health protection measures against toxic and 
dangerous waste Opinion S 87702-2360 ; 87703-
2162; 87706-2171 
Water quality 
-Fight against pollution of the aquatic 
environment R7700-281 
- Procedure for the exchange of information on 
the quality of surface fresh water Decision 
C 87706-2169; Decision L 87712-2192 
Water, quality of 
-Protection of shellfish beds against pollution 
Opinion P 87705-2318 
-Quality of water capable of supporting 
freshwater fish Optmon P 87701-2135 ; Opimon 
s 87702-2361 
Water, quality of the 
-Shellfish water quality OpinionS 87703-2376 
Water resources 
-Safety of water supplies in the Community 
87701-2316 
Water supplies 
-Community action to ensure water supplies in 
the Community 87704-2146 
Waterway, inland 
-Negotiations with Switzerland for an agreement 
establishing a European laying-up fund for 
inland waterway vessels 87712-21145 
Waterways, inland 
-Agreement relating to a European laying-up fund 
for inland waterway transport Opinion 1-
76 87704-2359 ; Notification C 87707-2193 
-Aid for scrapping vessels in Belgium 87702-2156 
-Community aid for the Rhine-Rhone canal 
87710-2318 
-Reciprocal recognition of navigability licences 
for inland waterways 87704-2176 ; 87705-2169 ; 
87707-2198; 87711-2189; OptmonCB7712-
21159 
Wheat 
- Negotiations for a new international wheat 
agreement R7700-477 ; 87706-2217 ; 87709-
2211 ; 87711-2232. 87712-2221 
Wheat Agreement, International 
- Negotiations for a new international wheat 
agreement R7700-477 ; 87706-2217 ; 87709-
2211 ; 87711-2232; 87712-2221 
Wine 
-see wine sector BXX00-21 
Wine sector 
-Common organization of the market in the wine 
sector R7700-340 ; 87701-2142 ; Regulations 
L 87703-2171 ; 87705-2154; Regulations 
L 87707-2171 ; 87709-2144; 87710-2155 
-Community measures in the wine sector 
Regulations C 87712-21115 
-Conditions for the inclusion of certain 
Portuguese wines in the CCT Amendment 
regulation C 87706-2126 
- Foreseeable developments in the planting and 
replanting of vineyards in the Community 87706-
2188 
- Import arrangements for table wines in France 
(Case 133-37) 87711-2326 
-Tax on the import of table wines originating in 
Italy Case 81-77 Case 80-77 87707-2344 
WIPO 
-Community participation in the work of WIPO's 
intergovernmental preparatory committee 
87711-2250 
-Cooperation between the Commission and the 
World Intellectual Property Organization R7700-
507 ; 87706-2244 
Wood 
Wood, tropical 
-Preparatory meeting on tropical woods under 
UNCTAD 87705-2207; 87710-2215 
Work condition 
-Commission investigations into the incomes of 
workers permanently employed in agriculture 
87704-2133; 87706-2364 
Work programme, Commission 
-The 1977 work programme ofthe Commission 
and the 1976 General Report 87702-2302 
-Work programme of the Commission and the 
Council 87701-1101 
-4th medium-term economic policy programme 
R7700-118; 87703-2102,87703-2317 
Work programme, Council 
-Work programme of the Commission and the 
Council 87701-1101 
Work programme of the Commission 
-Address by the President of the Commission 
concerning the working programme of the 
Commission for 1977 87702-1101 
Worker's rights 
-Safeguarding of workers' rights in the event of 
transfers of undertakings Directwe L 87702-2123 
Working and living conditions 
-Statute for migrant workers 87709-2308 
Working conditions 
-Bringing into force of the European agreement 
concerning the working conditions of crews of 
vehicles engaged in international road transport 
Regulation L 87712-21152 
-Code of conduct for shipping 87704-2332 
- Harmonization of social provisions relating to 
freight transport by inland waterway Opmion 
S 87701-2343; Op1mon P 87702-2157 
-Harmonization of social regulations in the road 
transport sector R7700-374 ; 87702-2150 ; 
Opinion C 87703-2191 ; Report C 87705-2167, 
87712-21153 
-Interpretation of the rules on social legislation 
relating to road transport in the new Member 
States Case 65-76 87701-2340 
-Safety of transport by containers 87707-2197 
Working life, preparation for 
-Work of the Education Committee relating to the 
transition from education to working life 87703-
21115 
World Food Council 
-Community participation in the World Food 
Council R7700-513 ; 87706-2240 
- Meeting to prepare the session of the World 
Food Council 87705-2227 
86 
Yaounde Convention 
- Financial commitments of the 2nd Yaounde 
Convention R7700-544 
Yugoslavia 
-Between Italy and Yugoslavia on fishing interim 
measures 87712-21126 
-Conclusion of a textile agreement with 
Yugoslavia 87707-2240 
- EIB loan to Yugoslavia for an electricity 
transmission network 87711-2374 
-Meeting of the EEC-Yugoslavia Joint Committee 
87710-2257; 87703-2248 
-Meeting ofthe new EEC-Yugoslavia 
Subcommittee 87705-2243 
- Negotiations with Yugoslavia for a framework 
economic and trade cooperation agreement 
Notification C 87711-2263 
-Signature of a multifibre agreement with 
Yugoslavia 87706-2231 
-State of relations between the Community and 
Yugoslavia R7700-530 ; 87704-2335 
V 
-Visit to the European Parliament by a delegation 
from the Yugoslav Federal Assembly 87704-2259 
- Visit to Yugoslavia by the Vice-President of the 
Commission 87709-2233 
Zaire 
-Official visit to the Commission by the President 
of Zaire 87701-2236 
1978 financial year 
-" Non-complulsory »expenditure for 1978 
87704-2378 
z 
